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A computer-based system has been developed for production of 
braille music without the use of a skilled braillist. The system Is 
designed to be used by an operator having no knowledge of braille or 
computers. Some ability to read printed music Is helpful, but not 
essential, and no expert musicianship is required.
The input to the system is a coded representation of music 
notation typed on the keyboard of a graphical display unit by an 
operator reading printed music. Syntax checking is performed by the 
program during input to help reduce the number of errors made by the 
operator. The music is displayed graphically on the screen as it is 
typed, in a form similar to the printed copy, giving he operator 
immediate feedback and an opportunity to correct any mistakes.
The music, once stored, may be edited until correct using the 
keyboard of the terminal in conjunction with a joystick or light pen. 
Any part of the stored music may be rapidly accessed and displayed on 
the screen or a digital plotter for checking purposes. The stored 
music may be archived temporarily or permanently on magnetic tape for 
subsequent retrieval, in both print and braille forms.
The translation algorithm performs automatic translation to a 
close approximation to the international braille music code. Although 
the system is intended primarily to be used without the aid of a 
braillist, it does allow access to, and editing of, the braille before 
final output.
The output from the system is the braille music notation 
corresponding to the input, suitable for embossing directly on an 
braille terminal connected on-line to the computer. The quality of 
samples of music of various types produced in braille using this 
system has been evaluated with the assistance of a number of braille 
music readers.
The system is suitable for implementation at a braille printing 
house, and incorporates a general-purpose editor for music notation 
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Braille Is a method of representing Information using a pattern 
of raised dots, usually embossed on paper or plastic sheeting, which 
may be read with the fingertips by blind people. The original braille 
code was devised in 1824 by Louis Braille for the French language. 
Since then, braille codes have been invented for most major natural 
languages (Mackenzie 1954) and for musical, mathematical, scientific 
and computer notation. Nearly all braille codes use the same basic 
six-dot cell, two positions wide by three high, each dot of which may 
be present or absent, but they differ in the meanings assigned to each 
of the sixty-four possible distinct cells.
The literary braille codes for most natural languages have an 
uncontracted form and a contracted form. The uncontracted form, 
usually known as Grade 1, has an almost one to one correspondence 
between printed characters and braille cells. The contracted form, 
usually known as Grade 2, extends the Grade 1 code by representing 
certain words and groups of letters by fewer braille cells. The use 
of contractions is governed by rules which depend on position within a 
word, syllabification and occasionally meaning. Much of the literary 
braille code forms a subset of the braille music code, since nearly 
all music includes letters and words.
The first elementary braille code for music notation was 
originated by Louis Braille, himself an organist and cellist, and 
first published in 1829. Different variations of this code evolved in 
different countries. International conferences were held in 1888,
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1929 and 1954 in an attempt to standardise the braille music code.
The code now in use throughout the world for western music notation is 
that defined by the official manual (Spanner 1956) embodying the 
decisions of the 1954 conference held in Paris. It is capable of 
representing almost all the essential musical information shown in 
standard western musical notation.
The number of readers of braille music is only a small fraction 
of the total number of braille readers. There are an estimated 500 to 
1000 braille music readers in the United Kingdom compared with about 
12,000 readers of literary braille. The major uses of braille music 
are the teaching of music by blind teachers or to blind pupils, and 
the learning of parts for performance. It is not normally possible 
for a blind player to follow an instrumental piece in braille during 
performance because the reading speed is too slow and their hands are 
otherwise occupied, although it is possible for a proficient braille 
music reader to follow a vocal part in braille during performance.
For this reason, the bulk of music available in braille is vocal or 
for piano, organ, or solo instruments; there is little demand for 
orchestral parts. However, the amount of musical material available 
in braille is only a small fraction of that available in print, and 
braille music for certain instruments is particularly difficult to 
obtain.
L_2— Current me.thpds of br?j41g„ mpglg , production
The sole publisher of braille music in the United Kingdom is the 
Royal National Institute for the Blind (RNIB), although the Scottish 
Braille Press also formerly included braille music among its 
publications. Some blind musicians transcribe individual pieces into
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braille for their own use, with the help of a sighted assistant, but 
the amount and quality of braille music produced in this way is 
difficult to estimate.
The braille music department of the RNIB has two methods of 
braille production: general publication and private orders. It 
employs six transcribing staff who work in pairs (one of each pair 
being sighted and the other blind), two sighted transcribers who work 
individually, and two machine operators who are also trained as 
braille music transcribers.
Music for general publication is transcribed by a pair, who work 
typically at an estimated rate of seven or eight braille pages a day, 
using a hand frame. The braille is proof-read by a second pair, and 
proof-read again by a third pair, including the senior proof-reader. 
The corrected braille is ther. transferred to zinc plates by a machine 
operator, and proof-read again by another pair. The finally corrected 
plates are used to emboss the required number of copies, which is 
typically between 50 and 100. About half of these cover advance 
orders, the remainder being kept in stock. The number of zinc plates 
produced by the RNIB's braille music department is about 700 to 800 a 
year.
Music for private orders is transcribed on either a hand-frame or 
a Perkins brailler by one of the two sighted transcribers working 
individually. It is proof-read only once, by the original 
transcriber, possibly with the help of a machine operator. Extra 
copies of the braille are made on plastic sheeting if required, using 
a vacuum-forming machine. Private orders which are taken on from 
blind individuals usually take between a week and two months to
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complete, depending on length, urgency and pressure of work
The use of a computer-based system for converting printed musical 
notation to braille has a number of potential advantages over 
conventional methods:
(1) The requirement for braille music transcribers is considerably 
reduced. Braille music transcription is a highly-skilled activity, 
requiring a year or more of training for a person to become 
proficient. ‘ The RNIB is currently working with two less than its full 
complement of braille music transcribers. The American Printing House 
for the Blind (APH) decided in 1971 to investigate the use of 
computers for braille music transcription because the decline in the 
number of qualified braille music transcribers led to fears that 
production of braille music might otherwise soon have to cease.
(2) If sufficiently easy to use, a computer-based system may be 
potentially more cost-effective than manual methods, in terms of the 
number of person-hours required to produce a given quantity of 
braille.
(3) Accuracy is essential in transcribing braille music. Minor 
errors are often are difficult to correct and may make it necessary to 
re-braille an entire page. A well-designed computer system can allow 
easy correction of mistakes at any stage.
(4) Digital storage of braille on magnetic tape is considerably more 
compact than storage of zinc plates or braille books. Single or
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multiple braille copies of individual pieces may be produced to order 
using a computer-driven embosser, avoiding the need to keep large 
quantities of braille in stock.
(5) Once printed music notation is stored in digital form, a 
translation program can be adapted to produce particular variations 
required in the braille. These Include:
(i) Variations with country. Although the braille music code is 
theoretically international, there are minor variations in usage 
between countries.
(ii) Variation in amount of detail included. Certain aspects of 
printed music notation, for example, clef signs, are irrelevant to the 
braille transcription and are accordingly not normally included in the 
braille. However, for blind teachers of sighted pupils, a "facsimile" 
braille copy is required, in which the braille signs for these 
additional aspects are shown. In particular, the Library of Congress 
requires facsimile transcriptions.
(iii) Selection of parts. For a piece of music for several 
Instruments or voices, either the whole piece or any combination of 
parts may be selected for brailling without any further input.
(iv) Variations in format. The standard format for braille keyboard 
music now used by the RNIB is that known as bar-over-bar. A large 
amount of braille music remains in stock from before 1960 in the 
earlier bar-by-bar format. In the event of different formats being 
required by individuals, or future changes in the standard format, 
only the program would need to be changed.
(6) Once printed musical notation is stored in digital form, it may 
be used for various purposes, provided that sufficient detail is 
included. Thus digital databases of musical notation created for
music printing or analysis may be used for braille translation at 
little extra cost. Conversely, databases created for braille music 
production can be made available for these other uses. A number of 
musicologists have accumulated collections of music in digital form 
since the mid-1960's (Computers and the Humanities 1972).
1.4 Review of previous work
A number of programs have been developed in various countries for 
translation of text to contracted literary braille. Some of these are 
now in regular use for braille production. Less attention has been 
devoted to automating production of the specialised braille codes, 
including music. This is due partly to the much smaller demand for 
material in these braille codes, partly to their considerably more 
complex and less well-defined rules, and partly to the additional 
problems of presenting the information to the computer.
The first attempts at a computer-assisted system for braille 
music production were initiated by William Watkins and John Siems at 
the American Printing House for the Blind in 1971 (APH 1972-5, Watkins 
& Siems 1976) because of the decline in the number of music 
braillists. By 1975, when further development was prevented by lack 
of funds, two systems had emerged from this work: SAMBA (Systems 
Activated for Music Braille Automation) and RUMBA (Representations 
Utilising Music Braille Alphamerics).
SAMBA, the more automated of the two, uses a music typewriter for 
input of the music notation. This produces coded information on 
punched cards. The system requires five separate passes to convert 
the input to braille, the output from each stage forming the input to
tthe next stage. SAMBA is restricted to single-stave monophonic music 
and needs a significant amount of human intervention in the braille 
translation process. It has been used to produce two titles in 
braille, but the authors suggest that the results of their work on 
this system are inconclusive and further research is called for.
RUMBA is the only computer-assisted system which has so far been 
used for production of a significant amount of braille music. It 
involves relatively little automation of the braille translation.
Input is on cards punched from coding sheets prepared by an input 
specialist, who requires four months training and a thorough knowledge 
of the braille music code. The layout of the mnemonic symbols on the 
coding sheet is similar to that of the corresponding braille. RUMBA 
uses two passes through the data, one to determine the "mode" of the 
input symbols (musical, literary, etc.) and the other to perform the 
translation to braille.
Both SAMBA and RUMBA are written in assembly code for the IBM 
7040 computer, and are therefore not portable. They require a fairly 
large amount of core storage (total 350K bytes for SAMBA, 200K bytes 
for RUMBA, including literary braille translation routines).
Another computer-assisted system for braille music production has
been developed by Howard Patrick at the American University (Patrick &
Friedman 1975, Patrick & Patrick 1976). This uses the Intermediary
Music Language - Music Information Retrieval system developed between
1963 and 1972 at Princeton University, which was designed for the
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coding and analysis of sixteenth century polyphonic music. Input to 
the system is via the IML input language punched on cards at a rate of
the IML language does not allow the use of chords, thereby excluding 
input of keyboard music. The braille translation program is large 
(400K bytes of core) but is written in FORTRAN and thus it is more 
portable than SAMBA and RUMBA. It is also designed for vocal music 
and is not easily adaptable to keyboard music or other music using 
chords. This project was disbanded in 1977.
A feasibility study of the transcription of music into braille 
using a computer was carried out by Sally Wilkinson at the Hatfield 
Polytechnic during 1974-5 (Wilkinson 1975, 1976). Her prototype 
system accepts input via a teletype, in music, brai’ .e or literary 
modes, using a mnemonic alphanumeric code. The input operator 
requires some knowledge of braille music. Some braille signs, for 
example, octave signs, which have no inkprint equivalent, must be 
specified by the user. Automatic syntax checking is performed on the 
input, but editing is restricted to cancellation and retyping of the 
measure currently being input. The program is written in extended 
Algol 60 for a DEC System 10 computer, and has the advantage of being 
small (15K bytes of core). Several features of the braille music code 
were not implemented and further work would be necessary to include 
these. The conclusion drawn from the project was that, although there 
were some limitations in the prototype system, the feasibility of 
computer-assisted braille music transcription had been successfully 
demonstrated.
The Association RITM—Braille, Paris, has been developing a 
computer-assisted braille music transcription system since 1975 
(Meneau 1978). Music notation is encoded on punched cards or teletype 
using an alphanumeric code. The input code is proof-read, and 
corrected using an on-line text editor. The encoder requires some
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knowledge of braille music. The major problems encountered were 
translation of text within the music, and the layout of the braille.
Each of the above systems may be regarded as performing 
computer-assisted, rather than automatic, braille translation. With 
more or less assistance from people who have a knowledge of braille 
music, they produce reasonable "uncontracted" braille music, but are 
unable to take advantage of many of the abbreviation devices used in 
the braille music code unless these are explicitly specified in the 
input. There is still a need for a fully automatic translator usable 
by a non-braillist and implementing as far as possible all the rules 
of braille music.
1.5 System design
The computer-based system described in this thesis has been 
designed with the following considerations in mind:
(1) It should be usable by a relatively unskilled operator: the user 
should require no knowledge of either musical or literary braille, no 
experience of using a computer, and as far as possible, little 
knowledge of music or music notation. It should be quick, easy and 
pleasant to use, and where possible help the user to avoid mistakes in 
input of music.
(2) The system should ideally produce braille which is identical to 
that which would be produced by manual transcription. Minimally, it 
must produce braille which correctly represents all the necessary 
information.
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(3) It should be suitable for implementation by a service 
organisation for the blind. It should require no purpose-built or 
non-standard hardware other than a braille terminal. The software 
should be portable: computer programs should be written in a 
widely-available high-level programming language and should be machine 
independent, for example, with respect to machine word length. The 
system should be well documented for ease of transference and 
enhancement. Software should be compact for use on a small or medium 
sized computer system.
(4) It should have extensive capability for editing and correction of 
errors which occur in the input of music notation.
(5) There should be no arbitrary limitations on the type and 
complexity of music notation which can be represented, except 
restriction to the standard form of western music notation.
(6) It should permit editing of the braille before embossing so that 
useful braille may be produced in parallel with a long-term 
development and evaluation of the system. There is in any case no 
definitive braille transcription of a given piece of music.
Individual printing houses should have the opportunity to make minor 
changes in the braille to conform with their existing conventions.
There are three main stages involved in automating braille music 
production (see figure 1:1). Firstly, the music notation as printed 
must be entered into the computer and represented in a digital form. 
Secondly, this representation must be converted into a corresponding 
braille representation. Finally the digital representation of the
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braille must be converted into tangible braille.
The work described in this thesis is concerned with the first two 
stages. The third stage is common to automation of all forms of 
braille and presents no additional problems specific to braille music. 
Several models of braille computer terminal are already available for 
this purpose. In the prototype system, two of these (Triformation 
LED120 and SAGEM TEM 8BR) have been used to emboss the braille music, 
but other devices, including stereograph machines for embossing zinc 
plates, might equally well be used in a production version of the 
system.
The major part of the system has been developed as a single 
computer program which, for ease of reference, will be called CIMBAL. 
This performs all operations from Initial input of printed music 
notation to the creation of a file representing the final braille 
output, suitable for copying to an on-line braille embosser. The 
program is written almost entirely in standard Fortran IV to satisfy 
the criterion of portability. The prototype is implemented on a small 
main-frame computer (Rank Xerox Data Systems Sigma 5).
1&6— Layout of thesis
CIMBAL creates and operates on data files representing both 
printed and braille music notation. The design and structure of these 
files are described in Chapter 2. A precise definition of their 
format is given in Appendix 5.
CIMBAL can in principle be considered as a number of independent 
programs which operate successively on the stored music. Many of the
routines are common to several of the different operations, however, 
and the combination of the separate functions into a single program 
simplifies development of the system and facilitates compatibility 
between the successive stages. The operations of the program may be 
broadly classified into those concerned with creating a digital 
representation of the printed music notation, and those concerned with 
automatically creating from this a digital representation of the 
corresponding braille music notation.
The interactive aspects of the program: initial input, display 
and editing, leading to a correctly stored digital representation of 
the printed music notation, are described in Chapter 3. A 
self-contained Users' Reference Manual, describing in detail the 
interactive use of the program, is given as Appendix 4. A formal 
definition of the music input language used is given as Appendix 6.
Problems associated with the translation of the printed music 
representation into the corresponding braille music representation are 
described in Chapter 4. This chapter also refers to the interactive 
aspects of the program relating specifically to the braille.
Chapter 5 describes a pilot evaluation of the method of input to 
and quality of output from the system. The input is considered in 
terms of ease of use, accuracy, and cost-effectiveness. The quality 
of the braille produced is assessed by comparison with the rules and 
examples given in the braille music manuals, and by direct comparison 
with braille music produced manually by the RNIB. The help of 
feedback from braille music readers and transcribers in the 
development and evaluation of the system is described.
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The final chapter contains conclusions and ideas for further 
development and evaluation of the system
Appendix 1 contains a complete listing of CIMBAL. Appendix 2 
gives flow diagrams for algorithms used in the program. Appendix 3 
contains program documentation intended in conjunction with Appendices 
1 and 2 to enable a programmer to understand, implement and modify the 
program. Appendix 7 shows examples of printed music with 
corresponding braille produced by the system.
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Chapter 2.__Digital storage of music notation
Interest in representing music notation (which for convenience 
will be referred to simply as "music") in a digital form for 
processing by a computer developed during the early 1960's. Uses 
included computer-aided composition, music analysis, automated 
printing of music, cataloguing of musical themes (by encoding 
incipits) and, more recently, computer-assisted translation of music 
to braille. A number of researchers have independently developed 
methods of input and storage of music convenient for their particular 
applications. The form of storage is often considered incidental to 
the application, and not published in any detail.
Because of the variety and comparative rarity of musicological 
applications of computers, no widely-used standard digital 
representation for computer processing of music has yet emerged, 
comparable to the codes used for representation of alphanumeric 
characters, such as the EBCDIC and ASCII codes. The complexity and 
diversity of music notation, and the varying requirements of different 
users make it unlikely that a universal standard will emerge in the 
near future. The majority of applications use alphanumeric input 
languages punched on cards to specify the music, and store the data 
using a standard representation of the characters of the input 
language. The most comprehensive and widely-used such language 
(DARMS) is mentioned in chapter 3.
Use of a standard character code for storage makes the data 
easily transferable between installations. However, while this is 
adequate for initial encoding of the data and for applications
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involving only sequential processing, a more sophisticated structuring 
of the data is desirable for the purposes of braille translation and 
on-line editing, two major factors influencing the choice of a digital 
representation of music for processing by CIMBAL.
The Music Information Retrieval system (Patrick 1976) uses a 
40-word magnetic tape record for storage of each note, with fixed 
numeric fields containing attributes of the note and other parameters 
currently in effect, such as key and time signatures. This method of 
storage is far too wasteful of space to be useful for processing large 
quantities of music on a small computer. Fredlund and Sampson (1973) 
describe a more structured representation involving a sequential list 
of pointers to linked lists representing concurrent symbols, but their 
representation contains some limitations, for example on simultaneous 
notes, which make it inadequate for a general-purpose braille 
translator.
In the absence of a published digital representation of music 
adequately structured and comprehensive for use in a braille 
translation system, the representation adopted for this system has 
been designed specifically with the requirements of braille 
translation and on line-editing in mind. The precise form of this 
representation is defined in appendix 5. The following sections 
discuss factors affecting its design.
2jJ— Comprehensiveness
At one extreme, some musicological computer applications are 
concerned mainly or solely with pitch and duration of notes, while at 
the other, some are concerned with every detail of the printed
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notation, including precise layout. A braille translation system 
requires the representation of all details relating to performance, 
including all signatures, expression marks, dynamics, words and 
abbreviations, but not details of the print which do not affect 
performance and are shown merely for ease of reading. These include, 
for example, the use of staff lines, beaming together of groups of 
consecutive short notes, stem direction, and the spacing between notes 
of different lengths and other symbols. The representation used for 
CIMBAL can be adapted as it stands for other applications requiring 
the same or a lesser amount of detail, but would need to be extended 
for applications requiring more detail.
The representation is designed for the standard form of western 
music notation based on the five-line stave. It does not cover older 
forms of notation in general use before the seventeenth century, 
special notations developed during the twentieth century for 
contemporary music, or other ethnomusicological notations, since these 
are not represented in the standard braille music code. It currently 
includes almost all aspects of music notation which can be shown in 
braille. Those not yet included because of their infrequent 
occurrence are listed in chapter 4. Additionally, clef signs are 
included because they are necessary for input and display of the 
printed music, and the beaming together of consecutive notes has been 
included because, while it does not affect the braille in any way, it 
makes proof-reading of the printed music much easier. The 
representation contains unused codes which may be assigned meanings 
later to represent any other desired features.
Given the above restrictions, the representation is designed to 
avoid arbitrary limitations on size or complexity which would preclude
any piece of music from being fully and correctly stored. This may 
vary from a nursery rhyme to a symphony without loss of efficiency in 
storage space.
2.2 Compactness
By comparison with printed literary text, printed music can be a 
relatively inefficient means of representation in terms of information 
density, depending on the complexity of notation. Knsic notation 
usually contains much regularity and repetition, the difference in 
pitch between consecutive notes tends to be small, and many of the 
symbols rarely occur. The braille music code itself is a digital code 
which, by taking advantage of these aspects of music notation, and by 
giving each braille cell a number of different meanings distinguished 
by context, achieves a compactness of representation of simple music 
several times better relative to print than the contracted literary 
braille code does for ordinary text. A sheet of printed music may 
often be transcribed onto a single page of braille, whereas an A4 
sized page of 800 words of printed text requires four to five pages of 
contracted braille.
The braille code Itself is not suitable as a basis for digital 
storage of printed music notation, because neither the conversion from 
the printed form to braille or braille to printed form is easy to 
automate. The braille code has, however, influenced to some extent 
the design of the content and structure of storage used for this 
project. The information density of this particular representation 
compares favourably with that of braille, using typically from one to 
one and a half times the number of bits to represent the printed fonn 
of a given piece of music.
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A compact digital representation of music is desirable for 
efficiency of both internal (core) and external random-access (disc) 
storage. Long-term storage is less critical; with the representation 
used, over 10,000 pages of fairly dense printed music nay be held on a 
single 2400-foot magnetic tape. Previous programs for manipulation of 
nusical data have tended to be extremely bulky because they use large 
areas of internal storage containing fixed fields reserved for musical 
elements which occur infrequently. This may be tolerable where a 
large computer system is available, but leads to problems on a small 
system.
Music notation may be more efficiently represented by a structure 
which reflects more accurately the varying degree of complexity of the 
notation. This has been achieved by encoding the data in such a way 
that minimal space is allocated to absent symbols, and data fields are 
of a suitable minimum size adequate to hold the infornation without 
undue complexity of coding. This saving in the required amount of 
internal and external storage space is partially offset by a slight 
increase in computation time needed to decode the information.
However, the reduced number of data transfers saves input/output time 
for disc operations, which for braille translation can be a 
substantial overhead (see chapter 4). The compactness of the 
representation makes it feasible to use it on a small machine with a 
limited amount of available core and external random-access storage.
A further reduction in the amount of storage space occupied might 
theoretically be achieved by taking advantage of repetition in the 
notation and similarities between consecutive elements. A repeated 
element might be stored once only with pointers to the full form 
stored in place of further occurrences, or the pitch of a note might
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be stored relative to the pitch of the previous note. Although the 
resulting saving of space might be quite substantial in the case of 
lengthy repeated passages, this form of compression has not been 
adopted for two reasons: uniqueness of representation and ease of 
modification.
Firstly, the stored form of a given piece of music should be 
unique. By contrast, the method by which the operator specifies the 
music should be flexible (see section 3.2). A repeated element may be
indicated as such in the input, or specified again, or some 
combination of these two methods may be used. However the user 
chooses to specify the music, it should automatically be converted 
into a standard form for storage. It is easier to expand elements 
input in abbreviated form into the full representation of their 
individual components, by copying the original information, than to 
automatically recognise and compress all possible repeated patterns 
which the operator may have failed to notice. A process similar to 
the latter is necessary in translating to braille, bun the use of 
braille repeat signs does not necessarily correspond no exact 
repetition of the printed notation (see chapter 4).
Secondly, the user should be able to make arbitrary modifications
element of the stored music which was originally specified as a repeat 
of an earlier element, or which has later been repeated itself. The 
former case may arise particularly where a passage which is almost, 
but not exactly, the same as a previous one is initially specified as 
a repeat to save time, then later edited. The latter case would cause 
particular problems if the repeated element were stored as such: it 
would then have to be located and replaced by a fuller representation
to the stored music to correct errors. wish to edit an
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to prevent it being unexpectedly modified in the same way as the 
original« The complexity of structure required for this would 
outweigh the advantages of any saving in space.
2.3 Hierarchy of storage units
The form of storage has been designed to encode the parameters of 
music notation directly, rather than through the intermediate form of 
alphanumeric characters. This has the disadvantage that the 
information cannot be examined as easily without the aid of software, 
but allows a more structured and efficient coding. All external 
storage of musical information is based on the 8-bit byte for 
portability, this being a unit of information used almost universally 
on machines ranging from microprocessors to large mainframe computers.
A three-level hierarchy of units of storage addressable by the 
user has been adopted (see figure 2:1). The three levels, referred to 
as "files", "measures" and "items", may be regarded as roughly 
analogous for addressing purposes with the files, lines and characters 
respectively of a conventional text-editing system. The largest unit, 
the file, corresponds to a single piece of music, regardless of its 
length. This is the unit by which information is transferred between 
random-access disc storage and magnetic tape. A single disc file is 
used, containing the piece of music currently of interest.
Each file contains a header and three sections of data containing 
printed music, unformatted braille and formatted braille 
representations of the music respectively. The braille sections are 
discussed further in section 2.5 and chapter 4. Each section of the 
file contains a two-dimensional array of measures. The columns of the
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array are referred to as "bars" and the rows as "lines". For printed 
music, a bar corresponds to one complete bar of music, and a line 
corresponds to the music associated with one printed stave of five 
parallel lines. Thus music for a single instrument has one line, 
piano music has two, a string quartet four, and an orchestral piece a 
large number. The file header contains information defining the 
headings (title, composer, etc.) associated with the piece of music, 
and the number of bars and lines in each section.
Here, and throughout this thesis, in contrast with ordinary 
musical terminology, the term "measure" refers to the portion of music 
written on one stave between two consecutive bar-lines, and the term 
"bar" refers to the portion of music written between two consecutive 
bar-lines on all staves. The measure is the unit by which music 
information is transferred between internal storage and external 
random-access storage. It is the smallest unit of storage addressable 
by name. For ease of implementation of the editor, the stored form of 
each measure depends only on symbols occurring within the measure 
itself.
It has been claimed by some musicologists that the measure is not 
musically a fundamental division for the following reasons: some 
symbols cross the bar-line and may continue across several bars; some 
signs appearing between two bar-lines affect not only the music within 
the measure, but also the following music; some music is in any case 
unmeasured; and the amount of notation within a measure may, and 
often does, vary within a single piece of music from a single symbol 
(the whole-measure rest) to a large and complex combination of 
symbols. David Gomberg (1977) has pointed out that in some music 
where different instruments have different meters, bar lines may not
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even coincide in all parts.
The measure is, nevertheless, a most useful intermediate unit of 
storage for both on-line editing and braille translation. For 
editing, the user needs a convenient method of identifying which part 
of the music is to be changed. As indicated in chapter 3, the use of 
bar numbers is the most appropriate way of doing this. The measure is 
the unit by which braille is formatted in the bar-over-bar layout, and 
is approximately the unit of information which must be compared by the 
braille translator to determine where measure-repeat signs are 
appropriate. The question of symbols which cross the bar-line, or 
whose effect continues across the bar-line, is discussed in section 
2. 6 .
Unmeasured music remains a problem; it can be represented only 
by an artificial division into measures at suitable points with the 
inclusion of a special indication that the music is actually 
unmeasured. Similarly, where bar lines do not coincide in all parts, 
the "measures" of the file would be artificial divisions not 
necessarily corresponding to the actual measures of the music. The 
braille code itself contains no provision for this situation. In 
music for which there is a demand in braille it is sufficiently rare 
not to preclude the use of a unit of storage based on the measure.
Each measure comprises a sequence of items, together with an 
extra "flags" field containing Information about changes of state 
occurring within the measure (see section 2.6). The item is the unit 
by which information is decoded from its external representation to 
allow computation on the individual fields contained within the item. 
In encoded form it occupies one or more bytes of storage. It is the
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scaliest unit of storage addressable by the user; the method of 
addressing is described in chapter 3. In general, each item 
corresponds to a symbol, or group of associated symbols, in the 
printed music. The assignment of printed symbols to items is 
described in section 2.7.
A special single-byte code is used to represent a "null" measure 
to give a compact representation of orchestral music, in which not all 
the instruments play at any given time, while retaining uniformity of 
structure. This is interpreted as a whole-measure rest.
2.4 Order of storage
Printed music comprises a set of parallel staves of notation, 
each of which may, in orchestral music, appear and disappear from time 
to time. These are largely independent but may occasionally interact, 
as when keyboard music passes between right and left hand parts. The 
complexity of structure necessary to represent this interaction 
properly has been avoided by adopting the braille method of placing a 
continuous melodic line on one stave with additional signs to indicate 
change of part, and implied rests inserted in the other stave. Each 
stave may then be regarded as being independent of other staves.
Vithin each stave there may be more than one melodic line written in 
parallel ("in-accord") for all or part of a measure.
The need to map the two-dimensional printed music into a linear 
form for storage means that an ordering must be imposed on the data. 
Three possible orderings of the information within the file appear to 
be worth consideration:
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(1) A horizontal progression from left to right, with elements 
occurring at the same horizontal position being stored in order from 
top to bottom (or bottom to top) as printed;
(2) A vertical progression stave by stave from the uppermost to the 
lowermost, with the information within each stave being stored in 
order from left to right; or
(3) A combination of (1) and (2), involving a horizontal progression 
from left to right of blocks of music, with a vertical progression 
from top to bottom within each block.
The use of the measure as a fundamental unit of storage excludes 
the first possibility. Tne third possibility has been adopted in 
preference to the second far the order of measures, with each block 
being equivalent to one car of music. This minimises the distance 
between the stored form cf measures which are adjacent in print and 
braille, either horizontally or vertically, improving efficiency of 
access. A file section may thus be regarded as a two-dimensional 
array of measures, stored columnwise. Each stored measure is prefaced 
with a byte containing the length of the encoded measure, which is 
effectively a pointer to the start of the following measure, used for 
rapid scanning of the file.
Within a measure the order of items is straightforward unless the 
measure contains more than one part written in-accord. In this case 
there are again three possible orderings, corresponding to (1) to (3) 
above, with "part" replacing "stave". None of these is entirely 
satisfactory for braille translation. (1) is the most suitable for 
other purposes since it ftllows the natural order of the music. In
braille music, however, order (3) is used, the measure being divided 
into sections if and where the number of parts changes. The order of 
parts is from bottom upwards in left hand and bass parts. Order (3) 
has been used for storage of the printed symbols to avoid shuffling 
them on translation to braille, but it causes problems in identifying 
exactly which notes marked accidentals apply to.
2.5 Storage of braille
The storage of braille in digital form presents no problems, 
since braille comprises a linear sequence of 6-bit digital codes.
Each braille cell is stored in the low-order 6 bits of a single-bvte 
item. For reasons given in chapter 4, two versions of braille are 
stored for a given piece of music, the first containing an unformatted 
representation of the braille and the second a formatted 
representation derived from the first. The remaining two bits of the 
byte are used within the unformatted braille section to define extra 
codes controlling the formatting process.
The braille representation is stored in the same file as the 
corresponding printed music representation, using the same structure. 
This allows both forms of the music to be created and accessed using 
the same routines, and simplifies the operations which apply to both, 
for example, editing, display, and archiving. Braille translation and 
various other operations thus effect a mapping of the file into 
itself. This is made possible by the random-access nature of the 
file.
Measures correspond to actual measures in the unformatted 
braille section, or to braille lines in the formatted braille section.
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Each braille item corresponds to either a braille cell or a format 
control code. The form of braille storage is independent of any 
particular embossing device except insofar as the braille translation 
and formatting are affected by the maximum number of braille cells per 
line. The number of lines per braille page is not fixed at this 
stage, braille pagination being controlled by the "flags" field of the 
formatted braille section.
2.6 State-changing and extended signs
Music notation may be regarded as having a particular "state" at 
any given point, defined by a set of variables each of which may be 
altered by a particular music symbol. The meaning of the notation for 
a given measure is dependent on the clef, key and time signature 
currently in effect, which are usually defined by symbols occurring 
outside the measure itself. These symbols are referred to here as 
"state-changing" symbols.
Symbols which may be of arbitrary length - slurs and crescendo 
and decrescendo signs - will be referred to here as "extended signs". 
The ottava (8va) is treated as one of these because it directly 
affects the display of notes within its scope. Extended signs are 
encoded as two separate items, representing the start and end points 
of the symbol respectively, and placed before the first note and after 
the last note covered by the symbol. These items may be regarded as 
causing a change of state in a binary variable which is set within the 
scope of the symbol and reset outside it. Because they may occur in 
different measures, a record of current state must be maintained to 
ensure that these items are correctly paired and to inform the user 
when they are not. The state values must be maintained separately for
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each line of music since the lines are independent
The current state must be set correctly to ensure correct 
interpretation of the music. For random-access to measures, this 
could be achieved by storing the current state at the start of each 
measure, but this would conflict with the requirement for independence 
of measures: changing a key signature at any point, for example, 
might require the whole file to be re-written from that point on. The 
state is therefore not stored but evaluated at the time of access.
For this reason, random access to the file is restricted to entry 
points at which the state values are known, either because they 
correspond to default values or because they have been saved from a 
previous access at the same point. The file is then scanned 
sequentially from the entry point to find the required location. A 
variable stored in the flags field of each measure indicates whether 
the state at the end of the measure differs from that at the 
beginning. To prevent unnecessary computation during such a scan, a 
measure is skipped if it causes no overall change in the state.
hi — Allocation and coding of items
The allocation of symbols to items has been based on the 
association of meaning of the printed symbols, rather than their 
actual position on the printed page. Four categories of item have 
been defined: one representing notes, rests and their associated 
symbols ("note item"), one representing text ("text item"), one 
representing other symbols ("separate-sign item"), and one containing 
items controlling the display of the music ("control item") (see 
figure 2:2). The distinction between the last two categories has 
become blurred during the development of the system.
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The most frequently occurring symbol in music notation is the 
note« Every note has at least the two attributes pitch and duration, 
implied by the form and position of the note symbol. Some notes have 
additional attributes, represented by various other symbols appearing 
adjacent to the note symbol itself. It is important that the coding 
should represent the majority of simple notes efficiently, while 
making proper allowance for the minority of more complex notes.
Duration may take one of nine distinct values (ranging from the 
breve to the 128th note), or 27 if the use of one or two dots to 
extend duration is allowed for. This occupies four or five bits of 
information respectively. Pitch may take one of 52 distinct values if 
accidentals are treated separately and the range is restricted to that 
of the piano keyboard, or somewhat more if the extended compass of the 
organ is considered. This requires 6 bits of information. Another 
bit is required to distinguish a note item from items of other types, 
giving a total of 12 bits. This could with difficulty and much extra 
complexity in encoding and decoding be reduced to a single byte for 
many notes by taking advantage of the relatively much more frequent 
occurrence of durations and pitches near the middle of the range and 
by using variable length fields, but two appears to be the minimum 
number of bytes needed for a reasonable representation of a note.
The decision to represent a chord as a single note item is 
significant. A chord may be regarded as a number of separate notes 
which happen to be played simultaneously, or as a single note with 
more than one pitch. The latter Interpretation is used here. The 
rules of braille music require that a chord be written from the 
uppermost pitch downwards in a right hand or tenor part, and from the 
lowermost pitch upwards in a left hand or bass part. To avoid passing
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this rule on to the input operator, it is desirable for a chord to be 
treated as a single entity. The reduction in storage space achieved 
by representing a chord as a single item is a less Important factor.
Given the encoding of a chord as a single note-item, it is 
convenient to store the attributes which, for a chord, apnly to the 
chord as a whole (note-item indicator bit, and duration) iu one byte, 
and the pitch for each individual head in another. One of the two 
spare bits in the first byte is used as a presence bit which, when 
set, indicates the presence of extra symbols associated with the chord 
as a whole, such as accents and staccato signs, these being encoded in 
the following byte or bytes. The other spare bit is used to 
distinguish a single note from a chord, for which the pitch bytes are 
preceded by a byte containing a count of the number of heads. It is 
useful to treat a rest as a form of note since it has the same 
duration attributes. This is encoded in the same form as a chord, but 
with a value of 1 in the count field and no pitch coding.
The two spare bits for each pitch byte are used as presence bits 
for symbols which, for a chord, are attached to individual heads: one 
for the more frequent accidentals and ties, the other for the less 
frequent fingering and ornaments. These if present are encoded 
immediately following the pitch byte. Alternative fingering for a 
given note-head is currently limited to two different values, as in 
braille.
Text items represent literary text occurring in the printed 
music, including headings, dynamics, performance directions, and words 
to be sung (but excluding the stylised "tr" and "Ped" used for trills 
and pedalling). Sung words and syllables are treated as text items
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rather than as part of note items to reflect the separation of words 
and music in braille, where they are placed on alternate lines, and to 
allow equally efficient coding of both instrumental and vocal music in 
the same form. The association of words with notes is defined by the 
order in which the items are stored, the text item or items preceding 
the corresponding note.
A short form of text item is used for text strings of 14 
characters or less, and a long form is used for longer text strings. 
Apart from headings, the long form is expected to apply only rarely. 
Four bits of the initial byte of a text item contain a character count 
for the short form, or a long form indicator. The character count for 
the long form is stored in a separate byte. Of the remaining bits of 
the initial byte, one bit is used to distinguish the item from a note 
item, one bit to distinguish it from separate-sign end control items, 
and one bit to distinguish sung text from headings and musical 
directions. For sung text the remaining bit distinguishes whether it 
represents part of a word to be continued in a subsequent text item; 
for musical directions it distinguishes whether they appear above or 
below the stave. The text itself is stored in the following bytes 
using the full 89-character set standard EBCDIC code. Some unassigned 
and control codes are used to represent accented vowels and other 
special codes affecting the text to braille translation (described in 
section 4.7).
All stored symbols other than those attached to notes or 
representing text are represented by control items and separate-sign 
items. These include the end-points of extended signs. The type of 
symbol is encoded in a single byte, two bits of which distinguish the 
item from note and text items. For symbols of a variable nature, such
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as clefs, key signatures and time signatures, the additional 
Information is encoded in a second byte. The single bar-line is not 
encoded because is it implied by the storage structure. Two control 
item codes are used to define the structure of music written 
in-accord. The use of some additional items for controlling the 
display is mentioned in chapter 3.
2.8 Method of access
The disc file contains fixed-size blocks of storage, which are 
referred to here as "sectors" because in the prototype implementation 
they correspond to the sectors of the disc used. The first sector is 
a fixed header sector. The remaining sectors are linked together in 
up to three separate linked lists which contain the information for 
the printed music, unformatted braille and formatted braille 
respectively, and a linked list of the remaining sectors, representing 
free storage space (see figure 2:3). The use of linked lists is 
necessary for editing, where the length of a measure may be increased. 
In this case the sectors containing the edited measure are re-written 
and the links changed accordingly. For editing of a measure which 
does not increase its length, the measure is replaced at the original 
address. Links are maintained by storing the number of the next 
sector of a list in a two-byte link field at the beginning of each 
sector. Sectors are transferred between the free storage list and the 
other lists as required by re-linking.
Access to the file will be referred to as sequential or random 
with respect to these linked lists and not to the physical file. Thus 
if sector x is linked to sector y, then the first byte of sector y 
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byte of sector x, although the two sectors may not be physically 
adjacent within the file. Random is here taken to mean non-sequential 
rather than unpredictable.
A simple paging technique is used in accessing the disc file both 
for input and output. Information is physically transferred between 
the file and core storage in units of one sector. The program uses 
two internal buffers holding one sector each, one for input from the 
file and one for output to the file. Two buffers are necessary 
because in general input and output operations alternate at two 
different positions within the file. At a higher conceptual level, 
these internal buffers are treated as part of the file itself, and 
data transfer to and from the file may be regarded as taking place in 
units of one byte, with no physical transfer taking place if the byte 
is in the same sector as the last byte accessed.
The program maintains two file address pointers, one for input 
and one for output. On storage or retrieval of a byte, the 
corresponding pointer is set to point to the next byte position in 
sequence. Random-access input or output is achieved by setting the 
appropriate pointer to the desired address before transferring data.
The ordering of the data is chosen to optimise the probability of 
successively accessed bytes occurring within the same sector. The 
allocation of large arrays in core for music data is tnen avoided by 
using pointers to the file and retrieving information from the file as 
required. Apart from the sector buffers, only two measures of music 
are held in core at any given time. Not more than two items are held 
in expanded form at any one time. The ability to process music with a 
large number of staves thus requires insignificant extra core space (2
bytes per stave). Processing time Is degraded as the number of staves 
becomes large, while retaining efficiency in both internal storage 
space and access time for most music handled, which is likely to have 
only a few lines.
It was originally anticipated that the braille translator would 
require random-access output as well as input, but it has proved more 
satisfactory to place all the random-access requirements on the input 
to the translator by making forays ahead of the current input position 
and returning to it, the output remaining sequential. The other 
operations using random-access output, editing and braille formatting, 
require only one known address other than the current output position 
to be saved at any given time for subsequent access.
For input from the file, entry points for random-access are less 
predictable. A set of pointers to positions within the file is used. 
These are set up dynamically as the file is scanned. The optimal 
placing of these pointers is important in reducing random-access time, 
especially for braille translation, in which a large proportion of 
time is taken up in searching for potential repeated measures, which 
are not necessarily close to the current translation position.
2.9 Archiving
A long-term form of storage for both the printed and braille 
forms of music is an essential part of the overall system. Permanent 
storage of the printed music is desirable because:
(1) Undetected errors may need subsequent correction;
(2) Improvements and modifications in the braille translator may make
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future re-translation necessary;
(3) Similarly, changes to the braille music or literary codes may 
necessitate re-translation;
(4) A database of music notation could be used for other purposes.
Permanent storage of the braille is desirable so that copies of 
the braille may be embossed on demand without the need for 
re-translation.
Open-reel magnetic tape has been used as the medium for long-term 
storage in the current implementation. Cassette tapes might equally 
well be used on another machine. The system has been designed on the 
assumption that available disc storage is restricted. Only one file 
of music is stored on disc at one time, and the storage space for this 
is assumed to be available only while the program is actually in use. 
Magnetic tape is therefore used not only for long-term storage but 
also for short-term storage between sessions of program use. The 
system has self-contained facilities for transferring a file from disc 
to magnetic tape and vice versa, and for making a second copy of a 
tape. A file of music will not necessarily be input and fully 
corrected in a single session. Provision has been made for saving a 
piece of music on magnetic tape at different stages, the successive 
versions of the same piece being distinguished by a version number.
The use of magnetic tape for temporary storage in this way 
necessitates the deletion of versions of a piece superseded by more 
complete versions. This requires an ability to copy tapes, which is 
also needed for integrity of the data.
An index of file names and version numbers is stored at the 
beginning of each magnetic tape used. Location of the index at the
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front of the tape allows Instant listing of files on the tape and 
deletion of unwanted versions of files by marking them as such in the 
index. It also ensures that the index on the tape remains intact in 
the event of a computer system failure while a file is being copied to 
the tape, which would not be the case if the index were written after 
the data files. It does, however, involve an assumption about the way 
the index is written to tape when it is updated.
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Chapter 3. Input, display and editing
A major consideration in the design of a computer-based system 
for production of braille music, or any other musicological 
application, is the problem of initially converting the musical 
information into a digital form. This contrasts with automation of 
literary braille production for which input is straightforward using 
standard keyboard devices such as card punches, teletypes or visual 
display units, the only significant problem being the specification of 
the braille layout. The method of input for music is to a certain 
extent independent of the application for which the music is used once 
stored. The relative merits of a number of methods vhich have been 
used for presenting musical information to a computer are discussed in 
section 3.1.
Use of digital encoding of music notation by music publishers for 
automated printing of music on a large scale would be ideal for 
parallel production of the same music in braille. The information 
needed for braille music is a subset of that needed ftr printed music, 
and could be derived from it without difficulty, provided that the 
coding reflected the meaning and not merely the layout of symbols.
The major cost of separate initial encoding for braille production 
would be eliminated. Progress has been made in this direction for 
production of literary braille directly from error-free paper tapes 
used by some compositors for computer typesetting. Unfortunately, 
computer-based techniques for printing of music are still at an 
experimental stage. Music publishers continue to use the traditional 
methods of manual engraving and lithography.
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iti__Review of Input methods
(1) Punched cards
This Is the earliest and most widely-used method. The music 
notation is encoded using an alphanumeric language based on the 
character set of a standard keypunch. A number of such languages were 
devised, primarily in the United States, during the 1960's and early 
1970's (see Brook 1970a for a brief description, and Styles 1974 for a 
review, of some of these). Several of these input languages contain 
restrictions which make them suitable mainly for the specific purposes 
for which they were originally designed.
One input language, DARMS (Digital Alternate Representation of 
Music Symbols; Bauer-Mengelberg 1970, Erickson 1975), originally 
designed for automated printing of music notation, is comprehensive in 
its ability to represent conventional western music notation. It has 
been used for encoding music for various purposes at a number of 
different places. Development of a system based on DARMS is still 
going on and is expected to require a total of about 25 person-years 
of work. A complete reference manual for the language has recently 
been published (Erickson 1977).
The card punch has the advantage of being cheap to use and 
available at most computer installations. Input languages can be 
designed to represent the notation in as much detail as is required. 
Initial input of data is fairly quick relative to other manual methods 
of encoding.
The major disadvantage of punched card input, mentioned by nearly
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all users of this method, is the occurrence of errors in the encoding 
of the data. The identification and correction of these errors is a 
tedious and time-consuming process, especially when no graphical 
proof-reading methods are available and the character string as typed 
must be laboriously checked against the original print. In 
particular, errors in the syntax of these input languages have caused 
programs analysing the data to stop or misinterpret subsequent data. 
The input code has to be "debugged" in a similar manner to the syntax 
checking of the source of a computer program, using successive batch 
runs until the data is syntactically correct.
(2) Teletype or visual display unit
On-line use of an alphanumeric terminal (Wilkinson 1975) has many 
of the advantages and disadvantages of punched card input. It can 
alleviate the problem of syntax checking but the question of 
proof-reading still remains.
(3) Graphical display unit (GPU)
On-line graphical terminals have been used with the aid of 
software-generated music symbols displayed on the screen (Cantor 1971, 
Fredlund & Sampson 1973). A symbol is selected from a menu of symbols 
permanently displayed on the screen by pointing at it with a light 
pen. The symbol is placed in the desired position on a displayed 
staff by use of a second light-pen pick and a single keystroke. Use 
of a refreshing display enables wrongly-placed symbols to be moved to 
different positions or deleted. Commands typed on the keyboard or 
selected from the menu indicate which function is required.
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Graphical input is a more natural representation of musical 
notation than alphanumeric coding. Its use is initially easier to 
learn and it is less susceptible to syntax errors. It permits easy 
proof-reading and correction of the stored music. It is particularly 
suitable for computer-assisted music printing because symbols can be 
moved around to give a desired layout.
Graphics terminals were less widely used at the time many of the 
punched card codes were originated but are now fairly common, although 
more expensive than card punches. Use of refreshing graphics is 
attractive for deletion and re-positioning of symbols but requires 
extra computing resources to maintain the display anc limits the 
number of symbols which may be displayed at one time. The ease of 
learning may make speed of input faster than keyboard input for a new 
user but the extra physical operations required (typically two light 
pen picks and a keystroke for each symbol instead of one or possibly 
two keystrokes) are liable to make it slower for an experienced user. 
The complete set of symbols used in music notation is too large to be 
displayed on a single menu easily. With suitably elaborate 
programming this form of input could be designed for operation by a 
user with no knowledge of music notation by building up an image of 
the printed page on the screen symbol by symbol, leaving the program 
to sort the information into order and interpret it.
(4) Music typewriter
The music typewriter has been used as a device which can 
simultaneously produce hard-copy printed music and a digital encoding 
(Hiller & Baker 1965, APH 1972-5). It resembles an ordinary 
typewriter, but has music symbols in place of the usuil characters.
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It has extra function keys for accurate horizontal and vertical 
positioning of the paper, and for deleting symbols. The digital 
coding is output onto punched cards or paper tape.
The music typewriter is relatively easy to use. The typed music 
may be readily checked against the original and corrected without the 
use of a computer. It includes much information on layout likely to 
be useful for automated music printing applications but possibly 
redundant for other purposes. It is, however, much slower to use than 
other methods, comparing unfavourably even with hand-copying: for 
example, a note symbol is built up from Its individual components 
(head, stem and flags) with intermediate keystrokes for positioning 
the paper; a slur is typed as a series of short lines.
LH__Optical character recognition
An optical character recognition system (DO-RE-MI) for automated 
input of music notation has been developed by David Prerau (1975). A 
flying-spot scanner scans the printed page and produces a sequence of 
values corresponding to the degree of lightness or darkness of the 
paper at each point. The software involves three stages: firstly, a 
hardware dependent conversion of the input to an array of bits 
indicating black or white at each position; secondly, removal of 
stave lines to isolate the individual symbols; thirdly, 
identification of these symbols.
This method, if comprehensive and reliable, would be the most 
satisfactory means of converting music already in print into a digital 
form, because it is fully automated, giving potentially greater speed 
and less scope for error than methods using human intervention. The
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limitation to music already in print is not likely to be severely 
restrictive on the application to braille production. DO-RE-MI is 
restricted in the set of music symbols recognised, and in particular 
does not recognise letters, which are harder to distinguish because of 
their closer resemblance to one another in size and shape. It also 
appears to require excessive computation time.
(6) On-line digitally sampled keyboard
Real-time on-line digital sampling of an organ—type keyboard has 
been developed for input of music directly from performance (Gillies & 
Goldsack 1976, Mars 1977, Mars & Cattanach 1977, Tucker & others 
1978). A piece of music is played on the instrument in the normal 
way. The position of each key (depressed or not depressed) is sampled 
at a typical rate of 20 to 100 times a second, producing a sequence of 
bits. Note pitches and durations are subsequently computed from this. 
This form of input is especially suitable for applications where these 
are the only parameters required. For these it is considerably faster 
than indirect encoding methods. Text, dynamics, expression marks, and 
other symbols must be added using another method. Where these 
constitute a major part of the notation, the effectiveness of on-line 
sampling is reduced.
3. 2 Input language design
The method developed for input of music to CIMBAL is a hybrid of 
the graphical and alphanumeric coding methods. Of the range of 
standard computer hardware the GDU is the most natural device for 
transcribing a graphical notation. Some form of graphical display in 
the system is necessary in any case for adequate proof-reading of the
stored music. The limitations on speed and comprehensiveness of input 
using a purely graphical form are avoided by the use of a mainly 
alphanumeric input language for initial input of music notation. This 
is similar in some ways to those mentioned above Dut differs from them 
in that it is interactively interpreted by software.
Neither the form of storage nor the braille translator is 
dependent in any way on the original method of input. With suitable 
software and hardware interfacing, this could be replaced or 
supplemented by on-line sampled keyboard if this proves to give an 
overall reduction in input time, or optical character recognition when 
this is sufficiently developed to read printed music comprehensively 
and reliably.
The input language is described in detail in appendix 4 (Users' 
reference manual) and a formal syntax definition is given in appendix 
6. The language is based on the character set of a standard GDU 
(figure 3:1), with optional use of a joystick or its equivalent for 
pitch specification. This provides a total of 95 available 
characters, including lower case letters, the space bar, and the 
carriage-return function, but excluding all other control keys. To 
avoid confusion the lower case letters are taken to be equivalent to 
the corresponding upper case letters except where they represent 
letters actually appearing in the print.
The language is essentially designed for interactive use. It is 
unsuitable as it stands for off-line data preparation, so no attempt 
has been made to restrict the character set used to that of a standard 
keypunch. With some modification the language could be adapted for 
use with a card punch, but more complex programming would be needed to
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Each keyboard character has, apart from Its usual meaning, one or 
more additional meanings In the Input language depending on context. 
The assignment of meanings to characters is made mnemonic as far as 
possible. The association between characters and meanings is made by 
means of a conversion table to facilitate re-assignment of characters 
during system development. In the prototype system, the major 
additional meanings of the characters are marked on the front of the 
keys of the GDU to aid the operator.
Knowledge required by operator
The input language is designed to be used effectively by users 
with different degrees of knowledge of musical notation, and different 
degrees of familiarity with the language itself. At one extreme it 
should allow a non-musician to input music correctly, albeit 
relatively slowly, with minimal tuition, while at the other extreme it 
should allow an expert musician with considerable experience of the 
language to use these skills to input music more efficiently. It is 
assumed that in practice the majority of people with sufficient 
interest to input music using this method will already have, ov be 
prepared to acquire, some elementary knowledge of music notation. The 
user is expected, for example, to recognise the individual durations 
of notes in a beamed group. The language is designed not to hamper 
such users by assuming no knowledge of music notation whatsoever.
The method of specifying note pitch in particular is most 
effectively used by someone with a knowledge of the concept of 
octaves, and actual pitch letters for at least music written in the
ensure sensible recovery after syntax errors on reading the data.
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treble clef. This contrasts with DARMS and some other music input 
languages which specify pitch by line or space number relative to the 
printed stave. It is expected to be simpler for users already 
familiar with the standard nomenclature and fairly readily learnt by 
others. For completeness, the language includes the slightly slower 
alternative of specifying pitch either absolutely by position on the 
displayed stave using crosswires, or relative to the previous note by 
indicating an increment or decrement.
No knowledge of computers or experience of their use is required. 
Apart from experience in the use of CIMBAL Itself and general 
familiarity with the layout of a standard keyboard, such knowledge is 
of no particular advantage.
The requirement that the operator should need no knowledge of 
braille has been almost entirely met. The only significant exception 
is that to avoid large-scale re-ordering, the following two braille 
music rules regarding order are effectively passed on to the operator: 
in-accord parts are ordered upwards or downwards according to the 
instrument, hand or voice, and a dynamic marking is associated with 
the first played note to which it applies, whichever stave this 
appears on.
Automatic checking of input
The program analyses the input character by character as it is 
typed. This requires extra computing resources by comparison with 
analysis of a block of characters at a time, but it is essential in 
taking advantage of the immediate checking capability of interactive 
input. The user is notified of any automatically detected error by
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the program's refusal to display the typed character on the screen, an 
audible warning being given instead using the "bell" character.
Automatic checking of the input may be conceptually regarded as 
being divided into syntactic analysis and semantic analysis. The 
borderline between these is to some extent arbitrary and the 
distinction is irrelevant to the user, who is simply made aware that a 
mistake has occurred. For the purpose of this language a character 
will be regarded as causing a syntactic error if it cannot be 
interpreted according to the formal definition of the input language 
syntax given in appendix 6. Any other error detected will be regarded 
as a semantic error. With a more elaborate definition of the input 
language syntax, some semantic errors would become syntactic errors. 
With the current definition, a syntactic error is effectively an 
invalid character string for the specification of a single item.
The program detects all syntactic errors in the input: no 
character typed by the user can cause the program to fail to continue 
correctly. Syntactic errors are corrected by the operator either by 
continuing with a correct character or, where no syntactically correct 
continuation is possible, by cancelling and re-typing the character 
string used to specify the current item.
The most significant semantic error detected by the program is an 
invalid total time count for the notes in a measure. This is detected 
when the expected count is exceeded, or when the user attempts to type 
a single bar-line if the time count is insufficient. Other semantic 
errors include the end of an extended sign which has not previously 
been started, and attempting to increment the pitch of a rest (which 
is syntactically equivalent to a note). A semantic error is not
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generally detected at the time the actual error is made. In this 
case, the error must be corrected by editing of music already input.
The program does not detect all erroneous input which could be 
identified automatically. It is quite possible for a perverse 
operator to input notation which is musically nonsensical (for 
example, a staccato rest). The extent of semantic checking could be 
considerably increased to avoid this, but for the present application 
this does not seem worth the extra complexity involved.
Flexibility
The overall order in which items are normally input is determined 
by the storage structure. It Is possible though less efficient to use 
a different order using editing facilities (see section 3.4). Within 
the specification of a note item a greater degree of flexibility in 
the order of attributes and attached symbols is both possible and 
desirable. No order is imposed on the input of these although the 
item is automatically given a unique form on storage. This 
flexibility simplifies the rules of the input language and reduces the 
chance of Incidental signs being missed by the operator until it is 
too late.
The interpretive nature of the input processor and the fact that 
the input characters themselves are not stored precludes the use of a 
single-character backspace as usually used for text. A form of 
backspace is implemented but the number of typed characters whose 
effect is cancelled by it depends on the context, and it cannot be 
used repeatedly, except within text. To avoid confusion for the 
operator resulting from this, it is permissible to correct a wrong
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specification by typing the correct value without the need to first 
explicitly cancel the original.
Conciseness
Given this degree of flexibility and a certain amount of 
redundancy to help reduce the potential for errors, the language is 
designed to allow the skilled operator to specify the music in a 
concise form. The operator is given the opportunity, optionally, to 
take advantage of regularities in the notation by the use of default 
values and repeat specifications. These are used to reduce the 
overall number of characters typed and thus save time. The most 
significant default values are the assumption of the same pitch 
(excluding accidentals) and duration (excluding dots) as the previous 
note unless otherwise stated by the user. Repeat specifications may 
be used to automatically repeat any measure or sequence of measures in 
the current file, or a note or sequence of notes in the current 
measure. The former can save considerable effort in music with 
lengthy repeated passages and may justify preliminary marking of these 
on the printed copy by a musician for a non-musician operator. Repeat 
specifications may also be combined with other specifications to 
simplify the input of groups of notes which have a repeated pattern 
but are not exact repeats. The use of default values and repeat 
specifications could be made almost arbitrarily sophisticated. Those 
used in this input language are considered sufficient to take 
reasonable advantage of musical patterns without confusing the user 
with excessive complexity.
For the input of orchestral music or other music in which not all 
instruments play all the time, any combination of staves may be
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selected to be input at any given time. Omitted staves are not 
displayed and whole-measure rests are automatically inserted into them 
as the input proceeds.
3. 3 Graphical dlsplav
Display of the music in a form recognisably similar to the 
printed page is used for two purposes: confirmation or otherwise at 
the time of input that the music has been correctly specified, and 
subsequent proof-reading.
Confirmation of correct input increases the operator's confidence 
and sustains interest. Immediate detection of errors Increases the 
operator's learning speed and reduces the likelihood of repetition of 
mistakes due to misunderstanding of the input language. Immediate 
correction of errors reduces the overall time taken to locate their 
position.
Proof-reading of the stored music is necessary to identify errors 
not noticed or corrected at the input stage. The alternative method 
of achieving this, verification (comparison of the same information 
coded independently by two different operators or on two different 
occasions) is less suitable because the encoding operation is much 
more complex and slower than a direct visual comparison of similar 
notations. Verification could usefully be applied if a less 
labour-intensive method of coding, such as on-line sampled keyboard or 
optical character recognition, were substituted. Other researchers 
have found that proof-reading of an alphanumeric code is tedious and 
Inadequate for identifying all errors. For maximum speed and 
accuracy, the form of notation to be proof-read should correspond as
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closely as possible to the original print.
The two standard computer peripherals available for producing the 
graphical output necessary to achieve this are the digital plotter and 
the cathode ray tube in the form of the graphical display unit. Other 
potential means of display are computer-controlled photocomposition, 
computer-controlled music typewriter, and standard llneprlnter with a 
modified character set. None of these is standard computer equipment; 
photocomposition is attractive but expensive, the music typewriter is 
fairly slow and has a limited character set, and the modified 
lineprinter cannot produce a good approximation to printed music.
Use of the digital plotter for proof-reading purposes is 
mentioned in section 3.5. This device produces a cheap hard-copy but 
is unsuitable for use during input because of its slow speed. The 
graphical display terminal is therefore used for this purpose and may 
also be used for proof-reading. A Tektronix model T4002 terminal with 
storage tub? display is used in the prototype system. From the user's 
point of view, a refreshing display would be preferable for editing 
purposes, enabling instant removal of deleted information from the 
display. This would require extra processing capacity to maintain the 
display. Experiments with a refreshing display (DEC model GT40) 
indicate that the refresh cycle time for a screenful of music is so 
long as to cause irritating flickering of the display. With a storage 
tube display, the amount of music displayable at one time is limited 
only by the dimensions of the screen. Physical erasure of individual 
symbols from the display is not possible; deletion is indicated by 
drawing a cross over a deleted item. Re-positioning or modification 
of symbols is indicated as deletion followed by re-drawing at a 
slightly displaced position.
Symbol generation
The standard display hardware generates only alphanumeric 
characters and straight lines. Musical symbols and layout are 
software-generated. The software to achieve this in this system is 
self-contained within the CIMBAL program. No additional package of 
graphical routines is required apart from the following basic 
hardware-dependent functions which should already be available on any 
computer system supporting graphical terminals:
(1) read a character
(2) write a character string
(3) select a position specified by x and y co-ordinates
(4) draw a straight line to a specified position
(5) erase the screen
(6) interrogate position of Joystick or light pen.
Speed of symbol display is a critical factor. For display during 
input, symbols should be displayed as quickly as possible to cause 
minimal interruption to the flow of typing. For proof-reading 
directly from the terminal, music should be displayed at least as fast 
as the operator can proof-read it.
For the Tektronix terminal used in the prototype system, from two 
to four bytes of data must be transmitted for each re-positioning of 
the cursor in graphical mode, depending on proximity of consecutive x 
and y co-ordinates, with an extra byte if no line is drawn. Thus a 
sharp sign, for example, requires transmission of about 30 bytes. For 
an application using mainly small graphical symbols this is a 
reasonably efficient coding of information and would not be
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significantly improved by use of a different terminal. The maximum 
data transmission rate available on the Sigma 5 computer is 1200 baud 
(110 bytes per second). While this is not intolerably slow, use of a 
2400 baud or higher transmission rate would give a substantial 
improvement in the speed of display of music.
For speed of display, all note-heads apart from the breve are 
generated using a letter "0", overtyped with an asterisk in the case 
of a solid note-head. On the terminal used in the prototype system, 
these two characters produce a reasonable note-head; note-head 
generation might require some modification for use with a different 
type of terminal. All other non-textual music symbols are generated 
using straight line segments only, and should be directly transferable 
to other types of display terminals without difficulty provided that 
adequate resolution is available.
Symbols of fixed shape and size are generated using co-ordinate 
tables (see appendix 3). These are: breve note, rests, clef signs, 
accidentals, expression marks, ornaments, bar lines, segno and 
encircled cross. Stave lines and symbols of variable form or size are 
program-generated to fit individual circumstances. These include: 
slurs, crescendos and decrescendos, beaming of notes. For speed of 
display on the GDU screen, symbols are reduced to the minimum number 
of lines necessary for clear recognition. For example, a treble clef 
sign is composed of 7 straight lines (see figure A7:2).
Layout of display
The most complex aspect of the display of music notation is the 
layout of symbols. Apart from the complex conventions used by music
publishers, a good quality display should be arranged to avoid 
collisions between different symbols, and right-justified to give a 
bar line at the right hand side of the page, with simultaneous notes 
aligned between parallel staves.
It should be emphasised that the purpose of the display in this 
system is solely to provide effective checking and proof-reading of 
the music. No attempt has been made to emulate the quality of printed 
music, an extremely complex task which has already been tackled by a 
number of researchers (for example, Hiller & Baker 1965, Boker-Heil 
1972, Smith 1973, Byrd 1974, Gomberg 1977).
A single-pass display processor is used in CIMBAL. This is 
inherently unsuitable for production of a print quality display, which 
requires two or more passes to evaluate potential collisions and 
perform alignment and justification. It is reasonably adequate for 
the purpose of proof-reading which it is designed for, with the 
exception of occasional symbol collisions in which one symbol is 
partially or completely obliterated by another.
Right-justification of the music has not been attempted. A new 
parallel is started when the estimated length of the next bar is 
greater than the remaining space on the current parallel. This 
occasionally causes a measure to be split between two parallels. 
Vertical alignment of simultaneous notes is achieved by making 
horizontal spacing of notes directly proportional to duration for 
music with two or more staves. This is generally satisfactory but 
leads to misalignments where one stave has particularly short notes, 
and wasted space where all staves have long notes. Where this causes 
any problem the operator may change the scaling factor to suit the
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circumstances
Most potential collisions of symbols are successfully avoided by 
moving the second of two symbols which would otherwise appear in the 
same place. This fails where the position of the later symbol is 
determined by its meaning and the earlier symbol should have been 
displaced Instead, for example, notes written on ledger lines may 
conflict with text or other symbols previously displayed above or 
below the stave. The display of beaming of notes may also sometimes 
partially overwrite symbols already shown. There remains scope for 
further improvement of these aspects of the display format.
3. A Editing
It is found in any computer system involving human input that the 
human element introduces errors and omissions. The significance of 
this is often underestimated in the basic design of a system, causing 
inherent defects which may be difficult to remedy later. The 
incidence of human error in alphanumeric coding of music notation is 
likely to be particularly great because the operator is asked not 
simply to copy information, but at the same time to convert it into an 
artificial form. The ability to identify and correct any operator 
error at any time and as easily as possible is therefore a fundamental 
principle in the design of the input side of CIMBAL. The processes of 
correction, whether deletion of superfluous information, insertion of 
omitted information, or modification of incorrect information, will be 
referred to collectively as "editing".
Editing involves two distinct stages: specifying where a change 
is to be made, and specifying what change is to be made. A computer
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text editing system normally identifies a location in two stages. A 
line is identified by context (the first few characters), name (a 
number permanently associated with the line) , or sequence number 
relative to a previous position or to the start of the file. Kithin 
the line, exact location is identified by context. For a music 
editor, identification by context is less useful because the 
repetetive nature of the notation often makes a wider context 
necessary to identify a position uniquely. The time penalty in 
displaying a wrongly identified measure is also greater.
The two stage method of location is valid, and has been used, for 
the music editor, with the measures and items of the music data 
structure analogous to the lines and characters of text. For a 
measure containing a large number of items, an intermediate stage 
would be desirable to avoid display of the whole measure. The beat 
appears to be the most natural intermediate unit, although use of this 
would require extra musical knowledge. In practice, the rerity of 
such long measures makes the extra stage an unnecessary refinement. 
Addressing of individual items is done directly by selecting a 
position on the display to avoid re-coding of an item for 
identification. This reduces the identification of an item to a 
single operation: the positioning of crosswires using a joystick.
For simplicity and uniformity between different types of music, a 
measure is identified solely by bar and line number. The position of 
a measure could be specified relative to rehearsal marks, cr print 
page and parallel numbers, but the former are not always used, the 
latter are not necessarily stored, and neither is explicitly 
represented in the structure of the file.
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3.5 Alternative forms of output
The forms of output described in this section are not essential 
to the effective operation of the system, but they form useful 
alternatives to the graphics and braille terminals for proof-reading 
of printed and braille music respectively.
Digital plotter
To minimise hardware requirements, the GDU itself may be used for 
all proof-reading of stored music in its printed form. However, some 
form of hard-copy display may also be desirable. The GDU in the 
prototype system has an attached hard-copy unit for reproduction of 
the display screen on paper (see figure A7:2) but use of this is 
fairly expensive (about ten pence per sheet at the time of writing).
Output on a digital plotter in a form almost identical to the GDU 
display has been incorporated with minimal extra complexity by 
switching from terminal display routines to digital plotting routines 
at the lowest possible programming level. The time penalty associated 
with the use of a digital plotter (the example shown in figure A7:4 
took 11 minutes to draw) is avoided by pseudo off-line operation of 
the plotter, with intermediate storage of the plotter output file on 
magnetic tape.
Some of the music symbols for the digital plotter are generated 
using co-ordinates taken from Hershey's repertory of co-ordinates for 
display of over 3000 graphic symbols (Wolcott & Hilsenrath 1976).
This improves the quality of display of these symbols at the expense 
of increased program size and plotting time. Alphanumeric characters
A
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are generated using a Sigma 5 library plotting routine. For 
machine-independence, this could be replaced by a further subset of 
the Hershey co-ordinate tables.
Audio output
The prototype system includes an extension enabling the stored 
music to be played by the computer in an audible form. This should 
not be regarded as an essential part of the system since non-standard 
hardware is used, but the sofware used to drive the audio output is 
included in the program listing (appendix Al.l, segment 6) to 
demonstrate the ease with which the basic music retrieval system may 
be extended to applications other than braille translation.
The audio signal is generated by a voltage-controlled oscillator 
developed by Malcolm Watson (1978) for a project concerning perception 
of key. The oscillator is driven by two signals supplied by the 
computer via a digital to analogue converter, the voltages of which 
control intensity and frequency respectively. The hardware and 
software currently implemented support only monophonic output. The 
"proof-listening" applications using this form of output are 
restricted mainly to identification of wrong pitch and duration of 
notes by someone familiar with the music, but for monophonic music 
this can be remarkably effective.
Line printer
The line printer is used as an alternative to the braille 
terminal for hard-copy output of braille where this is to be 
proof-read by a sighted person. Braille cells are displayed on three
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consecutive print lines using the dot character. The standard line 
printer character set is not suitable for display of printed music, 
although some previous attempts have been made to do this in a crude 
fora (see, for example, Patrick & Friedman 1975).
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Chapter 4. Braille translation
Braille music may be regarded as a sequence of signs, each 
comprising one or more six-dot cells, together with a number of rules 
defining the use and layout of these signs. The tables of signs and 
rules for their use for Western braille music notation are defined in 
the Revised International Manual of Braille Music Notation (Spanner 
1956) which will be referred to below as "the manual". References to 
specific rules will cite the number of the corresponding numbered 
paragraph of the manual. An addendum to the manual (APH 1975) has 
been published to clarify and, where necessary, correct the manual. 
Although the braille music code is international, there are minor 
variations of usage between countries.
The basic philosophy of the braille music code is that it should 
reflect accurately the performance-related aspects of printed music.
It does not attempt to represent the musical performance directly.
For this reason, the process of converting printed music to braille 
music is usually referred to as "transcription". The term 
"translation" will be used here in preference to describe the 
automated form of this process, in conformity with computer 
terminology.
The goal of an automatic translator is to implement the braille 
music rules to produce a correct transcription insofar as this is 
well-defined. No attempt has been made here to alter or improve the 
braille music code currently in use.
The major problems in achieving automatic translation arise from:
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(1) Ambiguity. Although the majority of braille music rules may be 
expressed without difficulty in a computable form, some, particularly 
those regarding use of braille repeat signs, are expressed in terms 
which do not lend themselves to a precise definition. These include 
the use of repeat signs in conjunction with slurs (rule 110), doubling 
(rule 113; see section 4.4) and expression marks (rule 114). Some 
rules are expressed only in terms of examples. The diversity of 
notational combinations which may occur in music gives rise to 
situations not explicitly covered by the manual, in which the judgment 
and discretion of the transcriber are called for to determine a 
suitable transcription.
(2) Complexity. The rules of braille music are both numerous and 
complex. This is not in itself a theoretical problem. However, it is 
desirable that implementation of the rules should be as simple and 
structured as possible to produce a translator which is efficient and 
of practical value.
4.1 Summary of braille music rules
The following is a brief outline of the basic rules of braille 
music, included to clarify terms used later. It is not intended to be 
a comprehensive definition. Rules which cause particular difficulties 
in automatic translation are described separately in following 
sections. Most of the rules described in this section are relatively 
simply automated using tables of braille music signs and 
straightforward logic to determine the presence or absence, and 
ordering, of the signs.
A note is represented by a single-cell sign. The upper four dots
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indicate the pitch within an octave and the lower two dots represent 
the duration. A breve is represented as a semibreve followed by a 
fixed cell (dots 1,3). Of the remaining durations, the longer four 
are represented by the same combination of dots as the shorter four. 
Occasional ambiguities arising from this representation are resolved 
by placing a special value sign before a note. Similarly, four 
single-cell signs are used for the rests of different durations.
The musical scale is divided into octaves, each ranging from note 
C to the B above it. The octave of a note is indicated by one of seven 
octave signs, placed before the note. The octave sign is shown only 
in the following circumstances:
(1) the interval between the note and the previous note is a sixth or 
more; or
(2) this interval is a fourth or fifth and the two notes are in 
different octaves; or
(3) certain other signs intervene between the two notes; or
(4) the note is the first of a braille line.
For a chord, only one note is shown as such. Each of the 
remaining notes of the chord is shown using one of seven interval 
signs, indicating its interval from the written note. The written 
note is normally the uppermost, with intervals reading downwards, for 
right-hand and treble parts, or those written in the treble clef; the 
written note is normally the lowermost, with intervals reading 
upwards, for left-hand and bass parts, and those written in the bass 
clef. Intervals more than an octave apart are preceded by the 
appropriate octave sign. Isolated notes with two opposite stems are 
shown as an ordinary note followed by a special "stem sign".
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Other symbols applicable to a note are represented by additional 
signs preceding or following the note or interval sign in a 
well-defined order. These include accidentals, dots (representing 
extended duration), fingering, ornaments, expression marks, and 
note-f ractioning.
Words, letters, and abbreviations of expression are shown 
preceding the first note to which they apply, either enclosed in 
braille parentheses or preceded by a word sign. Changes of time and 
key, and other miscellaneous symbols are shown by corresponding signs.
Irregular grouping of notes (e.g. triplets) is shown by a sign 
preceding the first note of the group. This indicates the number of 
notes grouped. The beaming together of printed notes to indicate 
ordinary rhythmic grouping has no direct braille equivalent.
Symbols which apply to a group of consecutive notes - slurs, 
crescendos and decrescendos - are represented by an opening sign 
before the first note and a closing sign following the last note. 
However, slurs covering four notes or less are represented by 
individual slur signs attached to each note of the group except the 
last, and longer slurs may be represented by doubling these signs (see 
section 4.A).
4.2 Braille layout and format dependency
The rules of braille music fall naturally into two groups: those 
defining the sequence of braille signs and those defining the layout 
of the signs on the braille page. Different methods of layout are 
used for different types of music. The standard format for keyboard
mm
music currently in use in the United Kingdom, called "bar over bar", 
reflects the layout of the printed music by placing the different 
staves of a parallel on consecutive braille lines, with the start of 
corresponding measures aligned within each parallel. The number of 
the first bar of each parallel is placed in the left hand margin.
A two-pass translator has been developed, reflecting this 
division of the rules. The first pass, the "translator" proper, 
operates on the printed music representation, and produces as output 
an intermediate form of braille referred to as "unformatted braille". 
The second pass, the "formatter", operates on the unformatted braille 
and produces as output a representation of the braille arranged in 
lines as it will appear, apart from pagination, in the final braille 
output from the system.
The major advantage of this approach is that it allows arbitrary 
manual editing of the braille. Editing of the formatted braille alone 
is not necessarily sufficient where the number of cells in a line is 
to be changed, since this may involve re-formatting of subsequent 
material. Other advantages of the two-pass approach ares
(1) the formatting module may be replaced to provide alternative 
layouts with only minor alterations to the main translation algorithm;
(2) the overall program size is reduced, and extra internal buffering 
of braille is avoided.
The problems associated with the use of two separate passes are:
(1) Format dependency of translation. The actual sequence of braille 
cells is partially dependent on their layout on the braille page. The
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most significant format dependencies arise fom the splitting of a 
measure between two braille lines: for example, note-grouping must be 
completed within a single braille line, and part-measure repeats may 
refer back only to music on the same braille line. However, it is not 
normal practice to split a measure between two braille lines unless it 
is in itself too long to fit onto a single braille line. This 
condition can be detected at translation time. Other format 
dependencies relate to the position of music within a braille line, 
and are handled by producing alternative translations at the first 
pass, with additional information to enable the formatter to choose 
between them:
(a) The first note of each braille line must have an octave sign.
(b) Doubling (see section 4.4) is re-marked at the start of a new 
line.
(c) Separate single signs are used in preference to a double sign 
where, because of (b), the double sign would not save any space.
The first two conditions are satisfied simply by marking the 
extra signs as "conditional", that is, to be included in the final 
output if and only if they are associated with the first note of a 
braille line. The third condition, described in section 4.4, is more 
complex and has not yet been implemented.
(2) Formatting is partially determined by particular musical 
signs which after translation to braille become merely patterns of 
braille cells whose meaning cannot be automatically interpreted except 
by an inverse translation process. Thus, for example, it is usually 
desirable to begin a new braille parallel following a double bar line 
even if this occurs within the middle of a measure. This question is 
dealt with by the inclusion of format control information interspersed 
with braille cells in the output from the translator. Format controls
in the unformatted braille may be edited in the same way as braille 
cells, allowing the user to vary the layout independently of the 
content if necessary.
(3) The method is less suitable for vocal music than for 
instrumental music. Formatting of vocal music is dependent on the 
words rather than the music. The natural point of division between 
lines for vocal music is the end of a phrase, or failing that, the end 
of a word. These do not necessarily coincide with the end of a 
measure, which makes it an invalid assumption that splitting of 
measures can always be determined during the first pass. Less 
attention has been devoted to vocal music in view of the fact that 
some earlier work has concentrated on this (Patrick 1976).
4.3 Repeat signs
The braille music code uses a system of repeat signs to achieve 
saving of space and as an aid to reading and memorising of the music. 
These are notational repeats, used where a given passage of music is 
written out in full in the print more than once. They bear no 
relation to performance repeats shown in print by forms of double bar 
line and other signs, which each have an equivalent sign in braille.
The use of braille repeat signs is "one of the main differences 
of procedure between ink-print and Braille music" (rule 100) and it 
correspondingly causes some of the major problems in automatic 
translation. These may be summarised as follows:
(1) The translation of any passage of a piece of music may depend 
directly on comparison with passages anywhere in the preceding music.
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This leads to potential excessive overheads in computation time for 
the identification of non-local repeats. Random-access input is 
essential to make this process feasible without such excessive 
overheads.
(2) The matching process is complex. Passages of music which are 
notationally identical in print do not necessarily give rise to 
braille repeat signs. Conversely, passages of music which are not 
notationally identical in print may be represented in braille using 
repeat signs.
(3) The two major purposes of braille repeat signs, space saving and 
ease of reading, may conflict with each other. While space-saving is 
easily computable by direct comparison of contracted and uncontracted 
forms, ease of reading depends to some extent on musical judgment 
which is not always easy to specify formally.
(4) A braille repeat sign may not be used where, taken in context, 
any ambiguity or confusion in meaning might arise. This is often 
difficult to specify in a precise form.
Braille repeat signs refer either to whole measures or 
consecutive groups of measures, or to parts of a measure which, 
depending on the complexity of the notation, may be as short as a 
single note. Part-measure repeat signs are used only for repetition 
of music within a single measure.
Measure repeats
The following types of measure repeats are defined in the braille
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music code. Only the first two of these forms have been implemented 
in the translation program, these being the ones in common use.
(1) Single measure repeat. The single measure repeat sign is used 
for a measure which is a repetition of the immediately preceding 
measure. Where a single measure is repeated three or more times in 
succession, a measure repeat sign is used, followed by a number 
indicating how many times the measure is repeated.
(2) Measure-number repeat. A measure or sequence of measures which 
is a repetition of an earlier passage may be represented by a number 
or pair of numbers representing the original range of measures.
(3) Partial abbreviation. Repetition of a recent sequence of up to 
eight measures may be shown as a count-back number, giving the measure 
number relative to the current position, followed by the number of 
measures to be repeated if this is less than the count-back figure.
(4) Braille segno and da capo. These are used by analogy with the 
printed signs of the same name.
Avoidance of unnecessary searching of the disc file to identify 
potential measure repeats is a major factor in reducing overall 
computation time. This is achieved by computing a "checksum" value 
for each measure translated. A table of such values for measures 
already translated is held in internal storage. Measures are accessed 
from the file for comparison only if their checksums are the same as 
that of the current measure. The checksum is made dependent only on 
note attributes which must coincide if a braille repeat sign is to be 
considered. In the prototype system it is stored in a single byte.
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This is adequate for short pieces of music but leads to inefficiency 
for pieces with a large number of measures, and should be extended 
where program size is less crucial.
Comparison of potential repeated measures is performed 
sequentially from the start of the piece, or, for vocal music, in 
which numeral repeats are not allowed, from the measure preceding the 
current measure. If a match with the current measure is found, the 
bars following the current measure are compared with those following 
the earlier matching measure until a mismatch is found. This 
procedure, while not necessarily locating the longest repeated 
passage, avoids referencing measures which have themselves been 
specified as repeats of earlier measures.
Given that an actual repetition of one or more measures is 
identified, use of a repeat sign depends on the amount of space saved 
and ease of reading. The latter has been expressed as a function of 
the distance between the original measure and its repeat. The use or 
non-use of repeats in this situation is a matter of musical judgment; 
the opinion of braille music experts and readers is needed to 
determine whether this method, and the chosen balance between 
space-saving and readability are adequate.
A repeat sign may only be considered if the notes repeated are 
identical with those of the original passage or each differ by the 
same multiple of the octave from the original. The effect of other 
symbols on the use of repeat signs is defined in the manual largely in 
terms of examples, from which general rules must be deduced for the 
purpose of automatic translation.
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Part-measure repeats
Part-measure repeat signs are used for repetition of half 
measures, simple or compound beats, or natural divisions of a simple 
beat, provided that the meaning of the notation remains clear and 
space is saved by the use of the repeat sign.
Although not explicitly stated in the manual, comparison of note 
pitches depends on actual pitch and not on marked accidentals. Since 
only marked accidentals are stored, the true pitch of each note is 
evaluated dynamically during translation to enable this comparison to 
be made.
Otherwise, similar considerations apply to part-measure repeats 
as to whole measure repeats.
tlsJi__Doubling of signs
Where certain signs apply to four or more consecutive notes (or 
groups of notes in the case of an irregular grouping sign) the braille 
sign is written twice for the first note and once for the last note 
and omitted from the intervening notes. This practice, called 
"doubling", is used to save space and improve readability. The signs 
to which it is applicable are: irregular note-grouping, intervals, 
slurs, chord ties, note-fractioning, grace notes, expression marks 
(staccato, staccatissimo, mezzo-staccato, agogic accent, attack, 
martellato), arpeggios, variants (large and small notes), bowing, 
pizzicato, natural harmonics and continuation lines for string 
numbers. These will be referred to as "doubling signs", regardless of 
whether in any particular instance they are actually doubled. For
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some of these signs, only part of the sign Is doubled at the first 
occurrence. Doubling Is not Interrupted by rests. The range of 
doubling of different signs may coincide or overlap, but doubling of 
all Intervals of a sequence of chords Is Interrupted If any one 
interval changes.
The slur is treated in braille either as a pair of brackets 
enclosing the notes within it, or as a sign associated with each of 
the notes enclosed by it except the last. In the latter case the sign 
is doubled if five or more notes are slurred together. Doubling of 
the slur is treated as a special case because the single or double 
slur sign is placed after a note, whereas the extent of the slur must 
be evaluated before the note is translated in case the bracket form of 
slur is to be used.
In literary braille, the principle of doubling is used only for 
the infrequently occurring italic sign. Literary braille translation 
algorithms have avoided the question of automatic doubling by 
requiring doubled signs to be included explicitly in the input. This 
is unsatisfactory for automatic translation of the braille music code, 
in which doubling is both more complex and more frequent.
The following possible approaches to the problem of automatic 
detection of doubling have been considered:
(1) Internal buffering. On encountering a doubling sign during 
translation, accumulate either printed music input or translated 
braille in internal store until it can be determined whether the sign 
is to be doubled; Insert a double sign or sequence of single signs as 
appropriate, and output as much braille as is then uniquely determined
(other doubling signs may have occurred in the meantime); if the sign 
is doubled, keep the input one note ahead of the output to identify 
where doubling ends. This requires an indeterminate amount of 
Internal storage space, which may become large for complex multi—stave 
music, particularly for doubling of irregular note-grouping signs.
(2) Retrospective modification of output. Similar to (1) except: 
instead of accumulating braille, output it normally assuming no 
doubling by default. If a doubling sign then occurs four times 
consecutively, modify the original output and continue as for (1).
This eliminates unnecessary testing for doubling but requires the use 
of non-sequential output, which is not used elsewhere in the 
translator.
(3) Partial look-ahead. On encountering a doubling sign, look ahead 
up to four notes (or groups of notes) in the input to determine 
whether or not to double. Return to the current translation position 
and output a double sign or single signs as appropriate. If doubling 
occurs, continue as for (1) after four notes. This is the approach a 
human transcriber would use. It requires non-sequential input.
(A) Look-ahead. Similar to (3), but look ahead over the complete 
range of the doubling sign. Store a count of the number of notes to 
which the sign applies and decrement the count by one for each note 
translated.
The last method has been found to be the most suitable. Although 
the current translation context must be saved during the look-ahead, 
it avoids complexities caused by overlapping ranges of different 
doubling signs. It avoids any extra internal buffering of either
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input or output. By identifying the end of the range of the doubling 
sign in advance, it allows the output from the translator to remain in 
step with the input when a sign is doubled. It also simplifies the 
problem of re-marking of doubled signs at the start of each new 
braille parallel. Non-sequential input is necessary in any case for 
detection of repeated measures.
Where doubling of a sign continues on a new braille parallel it 
is re-marked for the first note of the new line. This is an aspect of 
current braille music usage which is not defined in the manual. It is 
intended to enable a reader to interpret the music on any given 
parallel correctly without reference to the preceding parallels. It 
creates a format dependency which is handled using conditional braille 
cells as described in section 4.2.
Where a sign is doubled, but occurs only once or twice on a 
particular parallel it is current practice to mark one or two single 
signs for the notes of this parallel, since doubling is marked again 
for the following parallel and no space would be saved by use of a 
double sign. Because of the division between translation and 
formatting, the doubling algorithm as implemented is incapable of 
identifying this situation and will always produce an initial double 
sign. This is not ambiguous but it is regarded as untidy by braille 
music experts. A generalisation of the use of conditional cells 
(section 4.2) would be necessary to overcome this problem.
The interaction of doubling with braille repeat signs causes 
difficulties in translation which can be fully resolved only by 
evaluating repetition in a preliminary pass before the main 
translation. A repeat sign cannot be used where it would start
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within, and continue past the end of, the range of a doubled sign, 
because the end of doubling would not then be correctly marked. In 
some cases it would be preferable to cancel the doubling earlier to 
permit use of the repeat sign, requiring the repeat to be evaluated 
before the doubling.
4.5 In-accord parts and order of signs
"In-accord parts" are those written in parallel on a single 
stave. Within each measure these parts are shown sequentially in 
braille, separated by an in-accord sign.
The major problem arising from the use of in-accord parts is the 
placement of accidentals. Whereas in print the effect of a marked 
accidental applies to subsequent notes at the same vertical position 
in the same measure, in braille the separate parts are treated as 
independent. Thus, braille notes written in-accord may have 
accidentals not shown in the print and vice versa. Correct 
determination of actual note pitches depends on scanning notes in the 
order in which they are played. This can fairly readily be achieved, 
since it takes place within a single measure, but is not implemented 
in the prototype system.
For the purpose of doubling of signs, in-accord parts are treated 
as independent of each other. In evaluating the extent of a doubling 
sign, the translator disregards music belonging to other parts on the 
same stave. It is therefore important that slurs begin and end in the 
same part, to avoid spurious mismatching of the start and end of 
slurs.
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The ordering of in-accord parts, which is from the top down or 
bottom up according to the instrument, voice, or clef as for the notes 
of a chord, has been passed on to the user in the form of rules for 
input. Within a single item, ordering of signs is determined 
automatically by the translator. This includes correct ordering of 
the different notes of a chord as described in section 4.1. Larger 
scale ordering, including the positioning of text before the 
corresponding note and ordering of in-accord parts, has been passed on 
to the user in the form of rules for input. Automatic re-ordering of 
in-accord parts at the time of translation would be more desirable, 
enabling the input and storage of these parts to be in a fixed order 
independent of the rules of braille.
4.6 Added and omitted signs
In cases where braille notation does not accurately represent the 
printed notation, extra signs not appearing in the print are added to 
the braille to make the meaning clear. Thus, where dynamics change 
within the duration of a single note, in braille the note is written 
in-accord with a sequence of added rests Interspersed with the dynamic 
markings to show the precise start and end of each (rule 199). 
Irregular note grouping is marked explicitly in braille even though it 
may be omitted or marked only for the first few occurrences in print. 
Where rests not shown in the print are implied by the spacing of the 
notes, these must be included explicitly in the braille. There is no 
obvious way of doing this automatically without the inclusion in the 
input of a great deal of otherwise Irrelevant information about the 
layout of the print. These added signs are therefore left to be 
inserted by the user in the original input.
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Certain signs are omitted from braille music in contexts in which 
they are redundant« The signs representing the end of crescendo and 
decrescendo lines are omitted if followed by a double bar line or 
dynamic marking before the next played note. The latter may be in a 
subsequent measure and may follow one or more intervening rests. This 
presents a problem of non-sequentiality which is resolved, as for 
doubling, by looking ahead in the input as far as the next played note 
on the same stave.
Printed notes are sometimes marked with redundant accidentals, 
usually confirming cancellation of accidentals marked in the previous 
measure. It is normal practice except in facsimile transcriptions to 
omit these from the braille. Also, while, for visual convenience, 
printed accidentals apply only to notes of a specific pitch, in 
braille they automatically apply to subsequent notes in the same 
measure which differ in pitch by a multiple of the octave. Omission 
of redundant accidentals is achieved by comparing the true pitch of 
each note, evaluated dynamically from the key signature and marked 
accidentals in the current measure, with the pitch the note would have 
if no accidental were shown. Accidentals marked in the print are 
omitted from the braille if these two values are the same.
4.7 Translation of text
Text appearing in music notation is translated according to the 
usual rules for literary braille translation, with a few exceptions. 
For text in the language of the country in which the braille music is 
published, contracted braille is used; uncontracted braille is used 
for foreign text. Computer translation of text to contracted literary 
braille is in itself a complex process for which a number of computer
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programs have been developed elsewhere. The braille translation of 
text appearing in music notation differs from the translation of 
ordinary literary text in the following ways:
(1) Use of foreign words is much more common;
(2) Accented letters are represented by the correct single braille 
cell instead of the cell for the unaccented letter, preceded by an 
accent sign;
(3) Sung words must correspond on a braille line-by-line basis with 
the matching music. It is undesirable to hyphenate words at the end 
of a braille line but may occasionally be made necessary by this 
correspondence. Use of hyphenation complicates the literary braille 
contraction rules and has not been implemented in most automatic 
translation programs for contracted literary braille;
(4) Words and phrases are frequently repeated in music. Braille 
music includes a special sign to represent this.
Use of contracted braille for the words of vocal music is 
important because:
(1) reading speed should be sufficient to enable the singer to follow 
the words during performance;
(2) the line of words is generally longer than the corresponding line 
of music, effectively doubling the space-saving effect of contraction;
(3) the more words that can be fitted onto a single braille line, the 
more likely it is that repeat signs can be used, giving an even 
greater space saving.
No new algorithm has been developed for full contraction of 
literary braille in CIMBAL, since this is a major task and algorithms
already exist which may be adapted for this purpose. Lack of core 
space has precluded the incorporation of a full grade 2 contraction 
algorithm in the prototype system, but a subset of the grade 2 rules 
has been implemented using a simple text translation algorithm. This 
includes the rules regarding position of a letter group within a word, 
by considering a context of one character before and after a 
contractable letter group, but is restricted to contraction of groups 
of letters sung to a single note. This tends to avoid the use of 
contractions where they should not occur, but occasionally falls to 
contract groups of letters which should be contracted, especially 
multi-syllable and whole-word contractions.
The braille repeat sign for words and phrases causes particular 
problems, and has not been implemented in the prototype system. The 
use of a repeat sign for a phrase must reflect the phrasing and not 
merely literal repetition of words. Thus in the line:
"Sleep, my baby, sleep, 0 my baby, Sleep, 0 my baby, arru, arru" 
the repeated phrase is "sleep, 0 my baby", not "my baby, sleep, 0".
Hyphens shown in print to connect syllables of a single word sung 
to different notes are normally omitted from braille. Genuine hyphens 
and those connecting nonsense syllables, for example "a-rru" in the 
above example, are included. The difference between the two types of 
hyphen cannot easily be distinguished automatically. This must be 
specified by the input operator. Where punctuation differs between 
repetitions, a repeat sign may still be used provided that the 
punctuation remains reasonably clear. For example, "Tweet, tweet, 
tweet!" is represented in braille as "tweet!" with two repetitions.
The repeat sign may be used only for words or phrases which
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already exist which may be adapted for this purpose* Lack of core 
space has precluded the incorporation of a full grade 2 contraction 
algorithm in the prototype system, but a subset of the grade 2 rules 
has been implemented using a simple text translation algorithm. This 
includes the rules regarding position of a letter group within a word, 
by considering a context of one character before and after a 
contractable letter group, but is restricted to contraction of groups 
of letters sung to a single note. This tends to avoid the use of 
contractions where they should not occur, but occasionally fails to 
contract groups of letters which should be contracted, especially 
multi-syllable and whole-word contractions.
The braille repeat sign for words and phrases causes particular 
problems, and has not been implemented in the prototype system. The 
use of a repeat sign for a phrase must reflect the phrasing and not 
merely literal repetition of words. Thus in the line:
"Sleep, my baby, sleep, 0 my baby, Sleep, 0 my baby, arru, arru" 
the repeated phrase is "sleep, 0 my baby", not "my baby, sleep, 0".
Hyphens shown in print to connect syllables of a single word sung 
to different notes are normally omitted from braille. Genuine hyphens 
and those connecting nonsense syllables, for example "a-rru" in the 
above example, are included. The difference between the two types of 
hyphen cannot easily be distinguished automatically. This must be 
specified by the input operator. Where punctuation differs between 
repetitions, a repeat sign may still be used provided that the 
punctuation remains reasonably clear. For example, "Tweet, tweet, 
tweetI" is represented in braille as "tweet!" with two repetitions.
The repeat sign may be used only for words or phrases which
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appear on the same braille line» The final decision on whether to use 
a repeat sign must therefore be left until the formatting stage. It 
would be necessary to include alternative translations in the 
unformatted braille with additional information to enable the 
formatter to choose between them if the two-pass method of translation 
is to be used.
4.8 Braille note—grouping
Groups of semiquavers or notes of shorter length may be grouped 
in braille for ease of reading by showing all but the first note of 
each group as quavers (bottom two dots absent). The rules regarding 
the use of such grouping (rules 29-35), intended to avoid ambiguities 
which might otherwise occur, are easy to specify in a computable form, 
and cause no significant problem except for the format dependency 
implied by the requirement that such a group of notes must be 
completed within a single braille line (rule 31).
Since grouping takes place only within a single measure, and does 
not involve any change in the number of braille cells, it has been 
implemented by maintaining a table of pointers to cells representing 
notes of the current braille measure, and retrospectively modifying 
these cells if grouping of the notes is found to be applicable.
4.9 Editing of braille
The ability to edit the braille music before embossing is an 
essential component of the system. Ideally it would be redundant but 
in practice it serves two useful purposes:
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(1) It is desirable that the system should be used in a production 
capacity in parallel with continuing development and improvement, 
which depends to a certain extent on assessment of its merits and 
demerits in actual use. Braille editing allows useful braille to be 
produced during system testing and improvement without unnecessary 
delay.
(2) It seems probable that there are theoretical limits to the degree 
of accuracy which may be attained automatically. While the braille 
produced by the automatic translator should be adequate for many 
purposes, the ability to adapt to the existing standards and formats 
of particular publishing houses is likely to be a major factor in 
their decision to adopt the system.
Where a particular form of transcription is required, the 
automatic translator can replace the initial transcription stage of 
the traditional method, with proof-reading and correction of the 
braille continuing as before, except that the correction process is 
simplified and need not involve manual re-writing of the braille.
The storage of both the braille and print forms of music in the 
same file using the same structure allows the same input and editing 
routines to be used for both print and braille forms with minimal 
extra complexity.
While this system is no substitute for a purpose-built general 
braille editor, its capacity for input and editing of braille makes it 
suitable for direct input and digital storage of specialised braille 
codes other than music for which automatic translators are not yet 
available. It has been used experimentally to produce a short piece
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of literary text in a suggested modification of the grade 2 Standard 
English Braille code, by typing and editing the braille cells 
directly.
4.10 Braille output
The hard-copy braille output from the system depends on the 
braille hardware used. In the prototype system, two models of braille 
computer terminal have been used (Triformation model LED 120 and SAGEM 
model TEM 8BR), operating in a pseudo—off—line mode. These might be 
replaced or supplemented by a zinc-plate embossing machine for larger 
scale publication.
The stored form of the braille is independent of the output 
device used, except insofar as the layout depends on the number of 
braille cells per line. Conversion from this form to the final output 
form required by the hardware is performed by a small independent 
program module, the "embosser". Pagination of the braille is delayed 
to this stage. This is based on the indicator, included with each 
line of formatted braille, showing the minimum number of lines which 
must remain on the current braille page.
4.11 Signs not implemented
The braille music signs given in the "tables of signs" in the 
manual have been implemented with the exception of those listed below, 
which either occur only rarely, apply only to specific types of 
instrument or are alternatives to signs which are implemented. The 
system could be extended to include most of the following without 
difficulty.
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Square brackets above or below stave (general table)
Music and literary prefixes (general table)
Coincidence of notes in both hands (general table)
Value signs (table 1)
Alternative version of breve note (table 1) and rest (table 5) 
Clef signs (table 3)
Single-figure time signature (table 6)
Inner triplet (table 7)
Moving note sign (table 7)
Overlapping slurs (table 12)
Part-to-part slurs (table 12)
Half-phrase (table 12)
Grace note slurs (table 12)
Omission of alternative fingerings (table 14)
Unusual ornaments (table 15D)
Braille repeats other than the repeat sign (table 16A) 
Half-pedalling (table 18)
Variants (table 19)
Second continuation line (table 20)
Organ pedalling (table 21)
Portamento (table 22)
Two or three vowels on one note (table 22)
Variation of syllables (table 22)
Solo sign in accompaniment (table 22)
Prefix for divided part (table 22)
Special signs for stringed instruments (table 23)
Short form scoring (table 24)
Music for the accordion (table 25)
Abbreviations for orchestral instruments (table 26)
Figured bass (table 27)
Chapter 5. Evaluation and resulting developments
5.1 Evaluation of Input method
Effective evaluation of the user Interface with the system was 
necessarily delayed until the later stages of development, when the 
program was believed to be working reliably. The input of music was 
tested using:
(1) A typist with no musical knowledge
(2) A group of musicians
(3) The author
To allow comparison of the speed attained by users of the 
computer-based system with that of manual transcribers, timings for 
input of music are expressed below in equivalent braille lines per 
person-hour (LPH). This is more reliable than estimates based on 
number of measures or amount of printed notation because there is a 
large variation in the density of the printed notation. There is also 
some variation in the density of the braille music notation due to the 
formatting rules. The figures given must therefore be regarded as 
approximate. For comparison, the Director of Music at the RNIB 
estimates that a pair of manual transcribers produce seven or eight 
pages (of 22 lines each) of braille music a day, a rate of about 12 
LPH. This does not include the subsequent braille proof-reading by 
different transcribers. The timings given below include checking and 
correction of the printed music notation.
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Input by non-muslclan
The typist had no knowledge of music notation and little interest 
in music of any kind. She therefore provided a severe test for the 
operator interface. Her previous experience in the use of a computer 
consisted of simple editing of text for a pilot computer-based short 
braille document service over a period of several months.
Her overall experience in input of music was between 5 and 10 
hours over a period of a few weeks in sessions of 30 to 45 minutes 
each. By the end of this period her rate of input was about 8 LPH.
The stored music was correct after checking and editing by the user 
herself. She used the slower methods of specifying the pitch of notes 
(joystick or increments and decrements) , since she was unfamiliar with 
pitch names. She frequently failed to save time by noticing the 
occurrence of repeated measures in the music.
Comparison of her use of the music program and the ordinary text 
editing system suggests that her rate of input would have continued to 
improve significantly with further experience, but she did not find 
the input of music satisfying and was not put under any pressure to 
continue.
Some examples of music used in testing the system indicate that 
certain aspects of printed music are likely to cause particular 
difficulty for the non-musician. Triplets and other irregular note 
groupings are sometimes not explicitly marked in print, but must 
always be shown in braille. In most cases these could be deduced from 
the time count and the beaming of notes in the printed copy, but a
greater degree of musicianship might be necessary to resolve such 
questions as the ambiguity between triplets and sextuplets.
The beginning and end of crescendo and decrescendo signs are not 
always accurately positioned on the printed copy. One piece of music 
used in testing the system contained a passage which was an exact 
repeat of an earlier passage except that a crescendo sign extended one 
note further, precluding the use of a braille repeat sign. Even a 
non-musician who noticed the repetition could not be expected to tell 
whether this was a genuine difference or merely carelessness in 
manuscript or printing. Many crescendo and decrescendo signs start or 
end immediately above or below a printed note, and the input operator 
must then decide whether the note is included within the scope of the 
sign.
Input bv musicians
The piano part of the first movement and a large part of the 
third movement of Edward Elgar's Piano Quintet in A Minor, opus 84, 
were input by nine musicians, friends of a blind musician who 
suggested this piece as a comprehensive test of the system's 
transcription of keyboard music. The work was done voluntarily over a 
period of three months in irregular evening sessions. Most, but not 
all, of the volunteers were pianists. Two had professional experience 
of computers; the rest were unfamiliar with them.
The average length of sessions was two to three hours. The 
amount of use of the facility by individual members of the group 
ranged from 2 hours to about 20 hours. Each person was given a few 
minutes tuition then worked under supervision for the remainder of
their first session» Thereafter they worked independently! with the 
reference manual (appendix 4) available for consultation in cases of 
difficulty. Most of them felt confident enough to work unattended 
after the preliminary session, noting occasional points of confusion 
to be resolved later.
The rate of input for each user gradually increased from an 
average of about 10 LPH during the Initial session. The most 
experienced user had reached an average of about 18 LPH after 20 hours 
of use. A large part of the initial slowness was noted as being due 
to the need to correct mistakes caused by unfamiliarity with the input 
code. Two users were also slightly hampered by unfamiliarity with the 
standard keyboard layout.
The braille transcription of the first movement occupies 27 
pages. The total time taken to input this music is difficult to 
estimate since users did not always enter the appropriate times in the 
log book, and no log was kept during the first month.
The two users who typed the third movement attempted a different 
method of input. One, after some experience in using the program, 
encoded the music onto coding forms, which the other later typed into 
the computer. No accurate timings were taken for this method of 
input, but it was clearly less efficient than direct encoding.
Although some terminal time was saved on initial input, more was 
required for error correction, because checking of the displayed music 
against the print was less frequent.
All users among the group of musicians found the program pleasant 
and generally easy to use. The following criticisms were made by one
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or more users when asked what aspects of the system had caused them 
difficulty.
One user familiar with computer programs for text editing felt 
that the editing procedure was somewhat unsatisfactory, though he did 
not have any immediate suggestions for improvement. Most of the delay 
in accessing a measure for editing was due to the searching of the 
file from its start for each measure edited. This was subsequently 
considerably reduced by use of a more efficient means of file access, 
using the additional entry points to the file mentioned in section 
2.8. A further delay is caused by the use of a 1200-baud 
communication line as mentioned in section 3.3. This is a limitation 
of the hardware used in the prototype system.
The correction of a mistake involving the use of the editor 
during input typically requires the typing of four or five characters 
plus one positioning of the crosswires. This compares favourably with 
correction of characters, other than those most recently typed, using 
a text editor. However, there is scope for further improvement in the 
editing process. For example, editing during input most frequently 
involves correction of the most recent displayed item. It would be a 
substantial improvement to combine four of the operations presently 
necessary to achieve this (enter edit mode, identify item, select 
"change-item" edit command, exit edit mode) into the single operation 
"change last item and continue".
Much of the difficulty encountered by users in editing arose from 
an unclear understanding of the methods used. One person had trouble 
in distinguishing the functions of the "insert" and "change" edit 
commands. This is likely to be cleared up by experience or more
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comprehensive training
There was an occasional delay by CIMBAL in accepting a character 
typed by the user. This was almost entirely eliminated by improvement 
in the method of file access. While it existed, this delay was a 
major cause of errors because users were liable to continue typing 
unaware that some characters were being ignored while a previous 
character was being processed.
Some users found the jargon in the users' reference manual 
(appendix 4) hard to follow, although others, more familiar with 
technical manuals, found it clear. The manual has been written 
primarily for reference rather than learning. If the system is more 
extensively used, a separate training manual for beginners would be 
desirable. Users were introduced to the use of the input code by 
example rather than by explanation of concepts such as "item". While 
this approach was considered most suitable for these fairly casual 
users, it did lead to some confusion. Thus the number of characters 
cancelled by pressing the interrupt button, and the relationship 
between the heads of a chord, were not clear to all users.
Input bv system developer
The second movement of the Elgar piano quintet and a number of 
shorter pieces were input by the author, who is intimately familiar 
with the program and, although not a musician, had some knowledge of 
music notation before undertaking this project, a knowledge which has 
been considerably extended during the course of the project.
The average input rate for these pieces was typically 25 to 30
LPH. This, while perhaps not a fair test in itself, gives an 
indication of the speed which a regular user of the program might 
expect to achieve with sufficient experience« The figures quoted are 
not necessarily an upper bound on the speed attainable since this 
particular user was somewhat slower than a musician in specifying the 
pitch of notes« On the other hand the timings are based on continuous 
use during sessions with an average length of an hour or less; a 
professional user might reasonably be expected to adopt a more 
leisurely pace.
Accuracy of input
The accuracy of stored music was high for all users after careful 
proof-reading and correction of errors. The small amount of music 
input so far in testing the system does not justify specifying this 
quantitatively. As far as can be determined, all notes were correctly 
specified. Of the errors which were not picked up by the user the 
majority were incorrect ordering of items due to unclear or 
insufficient guidance to the user.
5.2 Evaluation of braille produced
Two methods were used to evaluate the quality of braille 
transcription of the system:
Firstly, samples of braille music produced by the system were 
distributed to readers of braille music, who were asked to comment on 
and criticise the transcription. This indicates the overall 
acceptability of the braille to the typical reader and the relative 
significance of deviations from the rules.
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Secondly, test pieces were compared with equivalent braille 
produced manually by the RNIB or given as examples in the braille 
music manuals. This identifies the existence of deviations from the 
rules as officially defined or as currently used by manual 
transcribers.
Evaluation by readers
During the early development of the system a sample of braille 
music (Sonata in D by Mozart (K.381), second movement, prlmo part) 
produced using the system was distributed with a copy of the original 
print to about 30 braille music readers. These included transcribers, 
music teachers, and professional and amateur musicians. They were 
asked to criticise and comment on the braille. Although the braille 
contained several known errors due to the incompleteness of the 
translation algorithm, the sample was distributed at that time to 
assess the reaction of typical readers and to ensure that the system 
was developing in the right direction.
Additional errors pointed out by readers arose from:
(1) Unclear guidance from the manual (for example, direction in which 
chords are read in the left hand);
(2) Differences between the 1956 definition and current practice (for 
example: clef signs are now omitted; octave signs are not 
automatically shown at the start of every measure);
(3) Misunderstanding of the rules (for example, missing grace notes);
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(4) Certain braille rules not implemented at the time of the test 
(for example, no measure repeat signs, or doubling of signs);
(5) Incorrect input of the printed music (for example, one wrong 
note, a missing crescendo sign)•
Some readers were far more thorough than others in noting 
mistakes in the braille. The transcribers were the most scrupulous, 
but no single reader reported every mistake or omission which was 
noted by one or more other readers. Some were partially restricted by 
the lack of a sighted assistant to help check the braille against the 
original print copy.
The translator was modified and improved in the light of the 
comments from readers. A revised transcription of the same piece of 
music was then distributed. Comments on the two versions revealed 
differences of opinion between readers on some matters:
In this piece of music several passages occur where the left hand 
plays in parallel with the right hand, an octave below. In the first 
braille version the music was written out in full. One reader 
suggested that the rule given in the manual (rule 154) should be 
followed, each measure of the left hand part being replaced by a 
single octave interval sign, preceded by the appropriate octave sign. 
Several said that the two hands should be combined by showing the left 
hand as a doubled octave interval in the right hand part, saving space 
and making the music easier to learn. In the revised version this 
method was used. A reader who had not seen the earlier version then 
complained that this was not clear and "could disturb the mental 
process of committing the music to memory".
In the first braille version an octave sign was included for the 
first note of each measure, according to the manual (rule 156).
Several readers said that this was necessary only for the first 
measure of each braille line unless the first note of the measure 
required an octave sign anyway. Substantial changes were made to the 
translator to remove the superfluous format-dependent octave signs. A 
reader of the revised version stated: "Contrary to what others may 
have told you, it is an established rule in keyboard music that every 
bar, in each hand part, in bar-over-bar disposition must have an 
appropriate octave sign before the first note of that bar."
Some readers felt that the inclusion of inkprint page and line 
numbers in the braille was an unnecessary distraction; others, 
especially blind teachers of sighted pupils, felt that it was 
important to include them. This is a legitimate difference of use 
which could be allowed for by producing two alternative transcriptions 
of a piece when necessary.
These examples show that it is impossible to produce what all 
readers will regard as a definitive braille transcription of a piece 
of music. There is a certain amount of disagreement between experts 
on the finer points of the braille music code. There was, however, 
general agreement on most points.
Significance of errors
Where there was agreement on the braille rules, there was in some 
cases a variation in the significance attached to particular 
deviations from the rules by different readers. Errors which alter 
the meaning of the notation are clearly unacceptable. Thus showing
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intervals in the wrong direction by brailling the upper note of a 
chord Instead of the lower is a major fault from the reader's point of 
view. However, most of the errors in the original version of the 
Mozart sample affected ease of reading and learning rather than the 
meaning of the notation. The opinions of readers were useful in 
assessing the significance and acceptability of each of these 
variations from the standard.
The following are examples of errors which, being noted by many 
readers, were treated as unacceptable and subsequently corrected: 
failure to align music in both hands following words of expression; 
unnecessary use of a repeat sign to replace a single cell; absence of 
measure repeats; failure to use a part-measure repeat where 
accidentals were involved; doubled slurs used instead of bracket 
slurs for phrasing signs; unnecessary octave signs at the start of 
some measures.
By contrast only one reader observed that doubling of an interval 
sign had not been used for a sequence of four consecutive chords which 
were brailled on the same line. Use of uncontracted braille for 
headings was considered only a minor defect by nearly all readers. 
Where two or more literary abbreviations or expressions occur together 
the rule appears to be that signs of wider application should be 
transcribed first in braille. The expression "p dolce" occurring in 
the sample should accordingly appear as "dolce p" in braille, but was 
shown in the same order as in the print. Only one reader mentioned 
this. When it was specifically pointed out to other readers, most of 
them felt that this was a trivial detail. The reversal of such pairs 
of expressions would be extremely difficult to achieve automatically 
since it depends on the meaning of the expressions.
A set of 19 short pieces for clarinet were transcribed using the 
computer system for a student learning to play the instrument. After 
reading through the braille carefully she reported only one genuine 
error in the transcription and said that it was "beautifully clear". 
She had no objection to the extent to which measure repeat signs were 
used. This is one aspect of the braille code where the transcriber 
has a considerable amount of discretion in achieving a balance between 
clarity and conciseness in the braille.
A short piece of vocal music, "Hosanna to the Son of David" 
(anthem for six voices) by Thomas Weelkes was input and the tenor part 
was translated to braille. The braille was found satisfactory by a 
blind musician who read it, apart from formatting, failure to use 
repeat signs for words, and failure to mark the special indications 
for words with an ambiguous number of syllables ("heavens" and 
"blessed"). Repeat signs for words were regarded here as "desirable 
but not essential" by the RNIB.
The piano part of the Elgar quintet mentioned above is the most 
recent, the longest and the most complex piece used to test the 
translator. This piece includes nearly all aspects of braille music 
notation which occur in keyboard music. The quality of the braille 
for this piece has not yet been fully evaluated, but the first 
movement has been found substantially correct by a blind musician who 
has read through it. There are some mistakes in the transcription 
which cannot be considered insignificant. Some of these are a result 
of insufficient instructions to the input operator about the order of 
certain signs (for example, time signature, key signature and 
rehearsal numbers). A few are due to remaining faults in the 
translator which need to be corrected. For example, the translator
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currently treats doubling of different intervals as independent of 
each other. This is incorrect according to the manual (rule 51) and 
can occasionally cause ambiguity.
Comparison with manual transcription
Pieces from the Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music 
1977 Grade V Pianoforte Examinations were translated and compared with 
RNIB transcriptions of the same pieces. The system was modified and 
improved until the computer transcription was close to the manual 
transcription. A few discrepancies were allowed to remain because 
their significance did not appear to justify the amount of effort 
necessary to adapt the translator to avoid them.
One of these pieces (Gigue by Max Reger, opus 44, no. 9) was 
translated by computer. A second version of this transcription was 
also produced using the computer system by editing the braille to 
correspond cell for cell with the RNIB transcription of the same 
piece. The two versions were submitted, with a list of differences 
between them, to the Director of Music of the R5IB for comment. While 
he felt the RNIB version was slightly better where there was any 
significant difference, there was nothing in the computer-translated 
version which he found unacceptable.
5.3 Program portability
The bulk of CIMBAL is coded in Rank Xerox Data Systems Extended 
FORTRAN IV-H to run on a Sigma 5 computer. For portability, the 
source code is Intended to conform as far as possible to USA standard 
FORTRAN X3.9-1966. However, the inadequacy of standard FORTRAN for
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byte handling and Interactive use, and local operating system 
interface, necessitate some deviations from the standard. Details of 
these are given in appendix 3.
The portability of the software has not yet been thoroughly 
tested by full implementation at a different installation. A partial 
test of portability has been made by transferring the program to a 
Burroughs B6700 computer at the University of Warwick, with the 
non-standard features modified or replaced as necessary. A few 
previously unnoticed non-standard FORTRAN statements have been 
identified as a result of this transference. The more sophisticated 
operating system of the B6700 effectively precludes the use of single 
character input. Otherwise the program has been compiled and run 
successfully on this machine, but not thoroughly tested.
The practical use of this system for braille production depends 
on its implementation by a braille music publisher. The possibility 
of implementation at the RNIB, the most likely potential user of the 
system in the United Kingdom, has been Investigated, and there appear 
to be no major technical problems involved. The RNIB has recently 
installed a new computer system for braille production, based on two 
GEC 4070 processors. This installation has all the hardware necessary 
for operation of the braille music program, including LED120 braille 
embossing terminals. The two existing graphics terminals are expected 
to be fully used for editing of literary braille and a separate 
graphical display unit would probably be required for music input. 
There is likely to be sufficient spare processing time available to 
run CIMBAL on the RNIB system. Magnetic tape units are compatible 
with those of the computer on which the system has been developed, 
enabling direct transfer via magnetic tape of programs and any music
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data already stored
The software appears to be compatible with the RNIB system. A 
computer program (DOTSYS III-F) written In FORTRAN for translation of 
text to contracted literary braille has already been transferred from 
the Sigma 5 computer at the University of Warwick to the RNIB 
installation without any major problems. The use of character by 
character input for the music program is the feature most likely to 
cause difficulty in transference of the program to other 
installations. This is unlikely to be a problem at the RNIB because 
character by character input is already used for on-line verification 
of text.
It is unlikely that a computer-based system will replace manual 
transcription before it has been thoroughly tested and shown to attain 
the same standards of transcription as traditional methods at less 
cost. It can, however, be used to supplement existing production, 
with the braille being proof-read by skilled transcribers in the 
conventional way, and any errors being corrected, using the system's 
facility for braille editing, before final storage and embossing. 
Remaining deficiencies in the system giving rise to these errors could 
then be corrected in parallel with braille production.
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Chapter 6. Conclusions and further work
The system has been used reliably over a period of several 
months. A small scale evaluation has shown that the two major 
objectives have been largely met: efficient use by an operator 
unfamiliar with braille or computers, and production of good quality 
braille music with most of the rules for abbreviation implemented. The 
design criteria listed in section 1.5 have been achieved with the 
following reservations:
The need for the user of the system to have some musical 
knowledge is somewhat greater than was originally anticipated.
Although most music notation may be input correctly by a non-musician, 
there are instances where some musical knowledge is required to 
interpret the print correctly. These include, for example, symbols 
merely implied in the print but explicitly included in the braille, 
and the ordering of symbols where these are displaced in the printed 
copy for purely typographical reasons. Fpr the operator with little 
knowledge of music notation, therefore, an initial brief survey of the 
printed music by a musician to mark difficult points seems desirable.
The preliminary evaluation suggests that, with this assistance, 
the non-musician with little experience in the use of the system can 
achieve a transcription rate comparable with that quoted by the RNIB 
for manual transcription of braille music. However, music is input 
more efficiently by people with prior knowledge of music notation, or 
a wish to acquire this knowledge. The rate of input for such people 
in the early stages of use is up to one and a half times that of 
manual transcription. The input rate of the author, the only user
with experience of the system equivalent to more than a few working 
days, suggests that a regular user may achieve an average 
transcription speed twice that of manual transcription or better.
It has not proved possible to develop a translator which will 
produce cell for cell an exact copy of the braille music produced by a 
skilled transcriber. This is partly because a certain amount of 
musical judgment is sometimes required in determining the best braille 
transcription of a given passage, and partly because there is a degree 
of flexibility in the rules of braille music transcription whereby it 
is unlikely that two different transcribers would produce identical 
braille for the same piece of music.
However, evaluation of the quality of braille music produced has 
shown this to be considered satisfactory for instrumental music by the 
majority of the braille music readers who helped in the evaluation, 
even when they were requested to be highly critical.
Test pieces of single line music for a solo instrument have been 
transcribed with no known errors. Simple keyboard music has been 
produced to a standard judged acceptable by authoritative readers of 
braille music. There are some minor flaws remaining to be corrected 
in the transcription of more complex instrumental music notation. The 
small amount of vocal music so far produced is readable, but requires 
improvement in its layout, and does not yet include full grade 2 
contraction of text or the use of repeat signs for text.
Facilities for braille editing after translation are available 
for use where perfect results are required. This is regarded as an 
essential feature of any production system, including some current
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computer-based text translation systems. The correction, where 
necessary, of small errors in the braille in this way makes It 
feasible to use the system in a production capacity while continuing 
to make refinements to the translation process to avoid the future 
repetition of such errors.
It is therefore suggested that the system is now suitable with 
minimal modification for production use by a braille publisher. It 
may be used to supplement existing braille music transcription 
resources, which in the United Kingdom have remained at a constant 
level while literary braille production has been considerably 
increased following the introduction of a computer-based production 
system at the RNIB. A long-term evaluation of the system is 
recommended in parallel with production, since it is envisaged that 
further improvements in the system will take place only after a more 
widely ranging assessment based on feedback from users of braille 
music.
Further Work
Some further work is necessary to make the translation of vocal 
music fully acceptable. The formatting is currently more appropriate 
to instrumental music, and should be adapted to represent the phrasing 
of the text and divide the music between braille lines at more 
suitable places. A proper grade 2 text translator should replace the 
present version, which only contracts to a fairly good approximation 
to grade 2. The main problem here concerns the interaction of words 
and music rather than simply the contraction of literary text, for 
which acceptable algorithms already exist.
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Some of the less frequently used braille music signs and rules 
which have not been implemented (listed in chapter 4) may be added as 
required. Consideration should be given to the special requirements 
of music for particular instruments, depending on the demand for such 
music. Two of the readers consulted, for example, found guitar music 
extremely difficult to obtain in braille.
The variations in format and amount of detail included, and the 
variations between the usage of different countries, have not been 
allowed for in the prototype system. Apart from formatting, most of 
these require minor additions to the program, which may be implemented 
as the demand for them arises.
Most of the omissions mentioned above and elsewhere are largely 
due to the restricted amount of core storage available to the 
prototype system. Implementation of these features is not expected to 
cause undue trouble on a machine where program size is a less crucial 
factor.
The interactive part of the program works satisfactorily for the 
purpose of braille production, except that some further work is 
necessary to ensure that different symbols are not displayed at the 
same position on the screen. This side of the system might be adapted 
for applications other than braille production. The music editor 
could be developed if necessary to include the various additional 
facilities of the more powerful text editing systems. One such 
feature lacking in the system as it stands which has been found to be 
desirable is the possibility of merging two separate files, allowing 
two people to work on a particular piece in parallel.
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The diverse nature of music notation, the complexity of the 
translation process, and the Interaction between the different braille 
music rules make it difficult to formulate an artificial piece of test 
data which can be used, as is done with literary braille translation 
algorithms, to check thoroughly for correct translation in nearly all 
circumstances* The use of the system ir. a production capacity is 
expected to reveal notational combinations leading to additional 
problems presently unforeseen. The overall quality of braille 
translation will continue to converge on a desired standard as these 
problems are identified and solved.
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2 Program initialisation 3
3 Set mode 3
A Read next command 3
5 Execute ADD command A
6 Execute BRAILLE command 4
7 Execute BUILD command 4
6 Execute CHANGE command 5
9 Execute CLEAR command 5
10 Execute COPY command 5
11 Execute DELETE command 6
12 Execute DISPLAY command 6
13 Execute EDIT command 6
14 Execute EMBOSS command 6
15 Execute ERASE command 7
16 Execute FILES command 6
17 Execute FLAG command 9
IS Execute FORMAT command 7
19 Execute INSERT command 10
20 Execute MODE command 10
21 Execute OPTIONS command 10
22 Execute PLAY command 10
23 Execute PRINT command 10
24 Execute RESTORE command 11
25 Execute SAVE command 12
26 Execute SCALE command 13
27 Execute STOP command 13
28 Execute SUMMARY command 13
29 Command termination 14
30 Set disc file parameters 14
31 Request bar numbers 15
32 Request number 15
33 Request line numbers 15
34 Store header record 16
35 Store measure 16
36 Squeeze file 16
37 Locate specified measure 17
38 Locate header record 17
39 Fetch next selected measure 17
40 Fetch next measure 18
41 Enter measure in location table 18
42 Decode item 19
43 Fetch byte from measure buffer 19
44 Fetch byte from disc file 20
45 Store byte into disc file 20
46 Input header record 21
47 Input measure 21
48 Tape ready? 21
49 Edit measure 22
50 Update file 23
51 Initialise display 24
52 Display measure 24
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2 Program initialisation 3
3 Set mode 3
4 Read next command 3
5 Execute ADD command 4
6 Execute BRAILLE command 4
7 Execute BUILD command 4
8 Execute CHANGE command 5
9 Execute CLEAR command 5
1 0 Execute COPY command 5
1 1 Execute DELETE command 6
1 2 Execute DISPLAY command 6
13 Execute EDIT command 6
14 Execute EMBOSS command 6
15 Execute ERASE command 7
16 Execute FILES command 6
17 Execute FLAG command 9
IS Execute FORMAT command 7
19 Execute INSERT command 1 0
2 0 Execute MODE command 1 0
2 1 Execute OPTIONS command 1 0
2 2 Execute PLAY command 1 0
23 Execute PRINT command 1 0
24 Execute RESTORE command 1 1
25 Execute SAVE command 1 2
26 Execute SCALE command 13
27 Execute STOP command 13
28 Execute SUMMARY command 13
29 Command termination 14
30 Set disc file parameters 14
31 Request bar numbers 15
32 Request number 15
33 Request line numbers 15
34 Store header record 16
35 Store measure 16
36 Squeeze file 16
37 Locate specified measure 17
38 Locate header record 17
39 Fetch next selected measure 17
40 Fetch next measure 18
41 Enter measure in location table 18
42 Decode item 19
43 Fetch byte from measure buffer 19
44 Fetch byte from disc file 2 0
45 Store byte into disc file 2 0
46 Input header record 2 1
47 Input measure 2 1
48 Tape ready? 2 1
49 Edit measure 2 2
50 Update file 23
51 Initialise display 24
52 Display measure 24
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53 Display new parallel 24
54 Translate header record 25
55 Braille sign 25
56 Braille cell 25
57 Test for measure repeats 26
58 Identify beats and part-measure repeats 27
59 Translate and store words 27
60 Translate word item 27
61 Translate music 28
62 Note grouping 28
63 Store unformatted braille measure 28
64 Add measure to output line 29
65 Store formatted braille line 29
6 6 Store split measure 29
Notes c- flow diagrams
The flow diagrams should be read in conjunction with the program 
listing. Where a diagram roughly corresponds to a subprogram or group 
of subprograms in the program, the routine names are shown following 
the diagram title. The diagrams show the logical flow of the program 
conceptually; they do not specify all operations in complete detail 
and do not generally refer to the program variables in which 
information is stored and transmitted. Operations on individual items 
are not included.
In the diagrams, circular boxes represent entry and exit points; 
each contains the diagram number. Rectangular boxes represent 
operations. Operation boxes containing only text within quotation 
marks represent messages displayed on the screen of the terminal. 
Hexagonal boxes represent decisions. Each decision box has two exits 
marked "Y" and "N" corresponding to answers "yes" and "no" to the 
question in the box.
Boxes having an additional vertical bar at each side represent 
operations or decisions which are elaborated in a separate diagram, 
the number of which is shown in or adjacent to the box.
The word "next" should be read as "first" the first time an 
operation is executed.
Abbreviations used in the flow diagrams
FB Formatted braille
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Appendix 3. Program documentation
The following program documentation is intended to enable a 
programmer to understand and implement CIMBAL. It is not 
self-contained, and should be read in conjunction with the other 
appendices and main text of this thesis.
A3.1 Program transfer
The program is written in Rank Xerox Data Systems Extended 
FORTRAN IV-H to run on a Sigma 5 computer under the Real-time Batch 
Monitor operating system. For portability, the program is written to 
conform as far as possible with USA Standard FORTRAN X3.9-1966. 
Deviations from this standard are listed below:
¿D__Non-stapd?t<jiiEgUtiaefi.
The program contains several routines written wholly or partially 
in Sigma 5 assembly code (Macrosymbol), and it references a number of 
non-standard library routines. Full details of these routines are 
given in section A3.3. Some library routines are identified by names 
containing more than six characters.
(2) Byte tables.
Byte tables are stored with 4 bytes per FORTRAN storage unit.
For a machine with a storage unit of different length, the dimension 
of arrays containing byte tables, and DATA statements defining initial 
values for fixed byte tables, should be modified accordingly. The use 
of array names in DATA statements to represent all elements of an 
array is not standard FORTRAN and should be replaced by the list of 
individual elements for compilers which will not accept the form used.
(3) Character code.
Characters are represented internally by their EBCDIC codes. For 
a machine using a different character code, input and output other 
than that to or from the music archive tape and disc files should 
include code conversion to retain the internal EBCDIC representation. 
For a compiler which does not generate an EBCDIC representation for 
Hollerith constants, these constants should be replaced by the correct 
EBCDIC values.
(4) Break handling.
In the program as implemented, pressing the BREAK key of the 
terminal may cause exit from a FORTRAN subprogram at the time of the 
next input/output operation on the terminal, without executing a 
RETURN statement. On a system where this has undesirable 
side—effects, the break facility should be modified or omitted. Calls 
to subroutine BREAK contain non-standard label arguments of the form 
&n where n is a statement label in the calling routine.
(5) Other non-standard FORTRAN statements included in the program are 
preceded by a comment line containing a ,,+,, in column 2.
Hardware requirements
The central processor used should preferably be capable of direct 
addressing of bytes. High-speed random—access external storage is 
required for the random—access music data file, and if the program is
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overlaid, for the program file. In the prototype system the program 
file requires about 115K bytes; 60K bytes has been found sufficient 
for the music data file to hold a reasonably large piece of music.
Some form of large-capacity sequential-access storage, such as 
magnetic tape, is required for archiving. A graphical display terminal 
is necessary for operator communication. The prototype system uses a 
Tektronix model T4002 display with a six and a half inch by eight and 
a quarter inch screen and 1024 x 760 addressable points. The program 
has also been successfully run from a DEC GT40 graphical display using 
a Tektronix simulation program. A braille embossing terminal is 
required for braille output. A lineprinter is required if a printed 
proof-listing of the braille is desired. A digital plotter is 
required if a printed proof display of printed music is desired.
Program size and overlay structure
The overall core space required by the prototype C1MBAL program 
is 115K bytes. The core space available to run the program in a 
time-sharing environment on the Sigma 5 computer is 34K bytes. The 
program is therefore overlaid according to the structure shown in 
figure A3:l. Program overlay segments are loaded as required at 
execution time from a read-only program file by the subroutine <LSEG>. 
On a machine with sufficient available core space, the overlay 
structure may be dispensed with or segments may be combined, starting 
at the lowest level. Alternatively, the input/display, braille 
translation, and archiving functions may be implemented as three 
separate programs.
A3.2 Use of identifiers
The use of identifiers to represent variables is 'ascribed below. 
All variables in COMMON storage are listed, together with selected 
variables local to individual subprograms. All variables used in the 
program except <PSCALE> are of type INTEGER. Except for those marked 
L or X in the list below, they contain either integer values in the 
range -32767 to 32767 or byte strings. The "encoded" form of an item 
is the same as its external representation (see appendix 5).
In the list of identifiers, the information given for each 
variable is:
1 Identifier
2 Name of common block or subprogram containing the variable. All
labelled common blocks have two-character names. In the following 
list, blank common is denoted by All subprogram names except
<SY> have three or more characters.
One or more single-letter codes meaning:
A Array All arrays are one-dimensional.
6 Byte The variable contains a byte string (character 
string or packed table of 8-bit values). All byte 
strings are stored in arrays.
F Flag The variable takes one of the two values 0 (denoting 
"reset" or "false") or 1 (denoting "set" or "true").
H Halfword The variable contains a packed table of 16-bit 
values. All such tables are stored in arrays.
K Constant The variable is assigned a value at program 
compilation time and is not modified during
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execution of the program.
L Label The variable contains a label value.
R Byte Only the low-order byte of the variable is used; the 
value is in the range 0 to 255.
X Value larger than 32767.
A Description of the usage of the variable, with a cross-reference, 
where appropriate, to other sections of this thesis.
Alphabetical list of identifiers
1CFLAG FF R Flags field for current input measure.
ICITEM IS R Saved item code for item comparison.
ICTYPE IS R Item type code corresponding to <ICITEM>.
IDOUB TR Doubling indicator:
IEA FG X
-1 ■ Enter sign in double table 
0 « Translate sign
+ve = Looking ahead, value is double-table index of 
sign on which look-ahead is performed.
Interrupt end-action indicator for foreground
IFIRST Bl R
program, 0 for background.
Braille bar number of first bar of printed music:
ILINE FO R
0  if first measure is not full
1 if first measure is full.
Inkprint line number to place on current parallel on
INBACK FH
formatting braille; 0 if no line number pending. 
Number of sector which is linked to <MINBUF>.
INCELL TR R Braille cell to be inserted before next cell if it
INCODE CH R
has dots 1, 2 or 3 and is not a word sign; 0 if no 
cell to be inserted.
Internal code corresponding to input character.
INDENT TR R Number of cells to indent current measure of
INDTX TR R
unformatted braille.
Number of cells of leading text to append to start
INDI TR R
of repeat sign.
Number of cells to indent first measure of current
INIT FL F
unformatted braille bar;
- 1  indicates value to be set before next cell 
- 2  indicates value not yet set.
Set during command initialisation or on receipt of
INTYPE IV R
an interrupt from the terminal.
Type of current input item (values as for <ITTYPE>).
IPAGE FO R Inkprint page number to insert before current line
IQMAX QL
on formatting braille; 0 if no page number pending. 
Maximum Y co-ordinate for messages in right-hand
ISAHED FF F
half page to avoid collision with messages already 
displayed.
Set during translation look-ahead.
ISAUTO RP F Set during automatic repeat on input.
ISBAR IV F Set on end-of-measure during input.
ISBEAM DI F Set to display beaming following current note item.
ISBEAT TK R Beat Indicator:
ISBLOW TY F
0  ** not start of beat or half-beat
1 ■ start of half-beat
2 “ start of simple beat
3 “ start of compound beat.
Set if current text item is below the stave or is a
ISCANC TA F
sung word or syllable.
Set to cancel inkprint page number, reset if a null
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bar is output.
ISCHEK FL F Set if checking and updating of current state is 
required on music retrieval.
ISCHOR NO F Set if current note item is a chord or rest.
ISCMPD TK F Set within first simple beat of compound beat.
ISCONX TY F Set if current text item is a sung syllable which is 
not the last of a word.
ISCTIE NO F Set if last decoded note item is a chord with ties 
on all heads.
ISCTK FF F Set if current measure contains a clef sign, time 
signature, key signature or scale change.
ISDBUG PP R Program debugging level: 0 indicates no debugging 
messages required. Positive value indicates that 
calls of subroutine <DBUG> are to produce a message 
if the first argument is not less than <ISDBUG>.
ISDISP RP F Set to display item during input.
ISDOT FO F Set if dot 3 is required after hand sign.
ISDUB DB R 0 = current doubling sign is not doubled,
1 = sign is doubled,
2 «* sign is doubled and a second conditional single 
sign at the start of a measure is pending.
ISEDIT FL F Set during editing.
ISEMB FF F Set if any braille has been output to the embosser 
file.
ISEND FL R General-purpose "end" indicator:
0 « no "end" condition,
1 “ unspecified "end" condition,
2 = simulate interrupt on music input.
IS ERR FL R Error indicator:
0 *• no error condition
1 = unspecified error condition
2 or more = specified error (used to index message 
table at end of execution of current command).
ISEXTR NO F Set if current note item has "extras".
ISFEND TR F Set on translating first-ending sign to prevent 
double barline forcing rest of measure onto new 
braille line.
ISGRD1 PP F Set to force grade 1 translation of braille text 
throughout.
ISGR1 TK F Set if current translation of literary text is to 
grade 1 braille.
ISHDR FL F Set during processing of file header record.
ISHQD PP F Set during high-quality display.
ISHYPH FO F Set if hyphen is to be added to end of braille line 
on formatting.
ISINPT FL F Set during input of music.
ISITEM EE R Edit table index of item selected by previous 
edit-command if it was "get-item"; 0 otherwise.
ISJOY CH F Set if joystick is in use for pitch specification 
during printed music input.
ISKEYB TR F Set during translation of keyboard music.
ISLINR TA F Set if braille left and right hand parts are 
currently combined using doubled octave interval.
ISNXST FL R Indicator to display new parallel:
0 - no new parallel pending
1 - new parallel with wait, but not for certain 
items
2 - new parallel without wait, but not for certain 
items
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3 “ force new parallel with wait 
A - force new parallel without wait.
ISOCV TR F Set if compulsory octave sign required before next 
note.
ISOPT TR F Set if following braille sign is to be Included only 
if it is in first measure of a braille line.
ISPAUS TK F Set if current note item has a pause sign.
ISPCON TA F Set if previous syllable of sung text on current 
line was not the last of a word.
ISPLOT PL F Set during output to digital plotter file.
ISPMT IS F Set during part-measure repeat evaluation.
ISPOSE PP F Set if transposition from treble clef is in effect 
on input.
ISPVBT TK F Value of <ISBEAT> for previous note item of current 
measure; 0 if no previous note item.
ISQUOT TR F Set if sung text is currently within quotation 
marks.
ISREST FF F Set if current measure contains only a whole-measure 
rest.
ISRPT FL Number of measures remaining to be repeated during 
measure repeat; 0 if no measure-repeat is in effect.
ISSAG PP F Set for SAGEM embosser, reset for LED embosser.
ISSCAN FI F Set if scanning of measure required during music 
retrieval.
ISSIG DB F Set if current item has specified doubling sign.
ISSMAL NO R Small-note indicator for current note-head:
0 “ ordinary note
1 ■ acciaccatura
2 - appoggiatura.
ISSPLT FO F Set
two
if measure for first braille part is split onto 
or more braille lines.
ISSQZ FF F Set during file squeezing operation.
ISSTEM NO F Set if current note item is a stem sign.
ISTERM TR R Braille termination sign pending flag:
0 ■ no sign pending
1 “ end of crescendo pending
2 - end of decrescendo pending.
ISTIE NO F Set if current note item is an implied rest or 
current note-head is tied to following note.
ISVOC FF F Set if current line is a vocal part.
ISWIDE PP F Set for extra spacing between printed music staves 
on display.
ISWORD TX F Set if the current text item is a sung word or 
syllable.
ISWRIT FI F Set if the sector of the disc file currently in the 
output buffer differs from the corresponding sector 
of the physical disc file.
ISXPOS FF F Set if note pitches are to be transposed from the 
treble clef on input.
ITEM IT R Current item code (first byte of encoded form).
ITERR IT F Set if an item error message is currently displayed 
on the screen.
ITLENG IT R Length in bytes of encoded form of current item.
ITPTR IT R Pointer to start of encoded form of current item in 
input buffer or output buffer.
ITTYPE IT R Item type code for current item: 
1 - control item
2 “ separate sign item











































4 “ note item
5 “ braille item.
X co-ordinate of start of current measure.
X co-ordinate for reflection of input character.
R Horizontal display unit.
X co-ordinate of current item.
X co-ordinate at which current note item should 
appear according to time signature and scaling.
X co-ordinate of current part of item.
X co-ordinate of previous item.
X co-ordinate for display of messages.
Minimum X co-ordinate for reflected input characters 
to avoid collision with displayed messages.
X co-ordinate to return to for in-accord.
X co-ordinate increment for alignment of characters 
and graphics on display.
X co-ordinate of note stem.
X co-ordinate of start of extended sign.
X co-ordinate of current cursor position.
Y co-ordinate for reflection of input character.
Y co-ordinate of current item.
R Vertical display unit.
Y co-ordinate of current part of item.
Y co-ordinate for display of messages.
Y co-ordinate of bottom line of current stave.
Y co-ordinate Increment for alignment of characters 
with graphics on display.
Y co-ordinate of tail of note stem.
Y co-ordinate of top of note stem.
Y co-ordinate of bottom of note stem.
Vertical display interval between staves.
Y co-ordinate of current cursor position.
File address of first flags field of first measure 
of current bar of unformatted braille.
Average display level of uppermost and lowermost 
heads of current note item.
R Accidentals specification for current note head:
Bits 0-1 are zero
Bits 2-7 value same as encoded form.
Current bar number for display.
F Indicates internal buffer for item decoding:
0  means decode item from input buffer
1 means decode item from output buffer.
Total duration of current measure.
Number of last bar of range specified for current 
command.
R Position of current note item within beamed group; 0 
if not in beamed group.
Bar number of measure being translated.
Number of first bar of range for current command. 
Display length of current measure in screen units. 
Temporary byte storage for separating individual 
bits.
Maximum number of bars which can be represented in 
the checksum table.
R Current clef code (values same as second byte of 
encoded form of clef item).
Number of command currently being executed:










1 Delete 2 Edit
3 Insert 4 Build
5 Add 6 Display
7 Braille 8 Format
9 Emboss 1 0 Save
1 1 Restore 1 2 Erase
13 Files 14 Clear
15 Mode 16 Stop
17 Summary 18 Scale
19 Play 2 0 Change
2 1 Print 2 2 Squeeze
23 Copy 24 Flags
25 Options 26 Initialisation 2
JCSTAT FS R Protection status for current section:
1 - empty, 2 ” unprotected, 3 - protected.
JDHIGH JD R Line number of first line of current display 
parallel.
JDIST JO Square of distance of crosswire position of 
edit-command from nearest displayed item.
JDLINE JD Selection number of lowest line of current display 
parallel.
JDLOW JD R Number of lowest line of current display parallel.
JDOTS NO R Number of dots for current note item (in range 0-2)
JEBACK EE Number of sector linked to sector containing start 
of measure currently being edited.
JECLEF ST R Clef code as at start of current measure.
JEDCMD ED R Number of current edit-command:
examine 
end of edit 
cancel edit 







1 “ select item 7
2 - delete item 8
3 “ change Item 9
A - insert before 10
5 » insert after 11
6 - fresh display
Edit table index of next note item to be decoded to 
give default values for note repetition.
Index to current edit table entry.
Edit table index of first entry of free chain 
(A3.5).
Edit table index of item selected for editing. 
Force-stem-direction indicator for display:
1 Note stems point upwards
2 Note stems point downwards
3 Note stems point upwards above middle line of 
stave, downwards otherwise
4 Note stems point downwards above middle line of 
stave, upwards otherwise.
Number of first sector of free chain in disc file. 
Multiplying factor for duration of first note of 
irregular grouping to give correct overall time 
count when the remaining notes of the group are 
given their normal durations.
File address of header record.
File address of last retrieved measure, or address 
following last stored measure during input of music. 
Pointer to current position in input buffer.
Current mode:
1 ■ printed music
2 = unformatted braille








1 Delete 2 Edit
3 Insert 4 Build
5 Add 6 Display
7 Braille 8 Format
9 Emboss 1 0 Save
1 1 Restore 1 2 Erase
13 Files 14 Clear
15 Mode 16 Stop
17 Summary 18 Scale
19 Play 2 0 Change
2 1 Print 2 2 Squeeze
23 Copy 24 Flags
25 Options 26 Initialisation 2
JCSTAT FS R Protection status for current section:
1 - empty, 2 « unprotected, 3 - protected.
JDHIGH JD R Line number of first line of current display 
parallel.
JDIST JO Square of distance of crosswire position of 
edit-command from nearest displayed item.
JDLINE JD Selection number of lowest line of current display 
parallel.
JDLOW JD R Number of lowest line of current display parallel.
JDOTS NO R Number of dots for current note item (in range 0-2)
JEBACK EE Number of sector linked to sector containing start 
of measure currently being edited.
JECLEF ST R Clef code as at start of current measure.
JEDCMD ED R Number of current edit-command:
1 = select item 7 - examine
2 XX delete item 8 - end of edit
3 m change item 9 - cancel edit
4 - insert before 1 0 - override time check
5 S insert after 1 1 - crosswire switch






Edit table index of next note item to be decoded to 
give default values for note repetition.
Index to current edit table entry.
Edit table index of first entry of free chain 
(A3.5).
Edit table index of item selected for editing. 
Force-stem-direction indicator for display:
1 Note stems point upwards
2 Note stems point downwards
3 Note stems point upwards above middle line of 
stave, downwards otherwise
4 Note stems point downwards above middle line of 
stave, upwards otherwise.
Number of first sector of free chain in disc file. 
Multiplying factor for duration of first note of 
irregular grouping to give correct overall time 
count when the remaining notes of the group are 
given their normal durations.
File address of header record.
File address of last retrieved measure, or address 
following last stored measure during input of music. 
Pointer to current position in input buffer.
Current mode:
1 - printed music
2 « unformatted braille
3 “ formatted braille.
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JINBUF ** Pointer to input address within sector.
JINLK ** Sector to which sector <JINSEC> is linked.
JINSEC ** Sector containing current input address.
JISKO TA R Line number of measure being translated.
JKEY IU R Current key signature (values same as second byte of 
encoded form of key signature item).
JKEYKO KY R Number of signs in current key signature (0 to 7).
JKEYSG KY R Type of signs in current key signature: 1 for flats, 
2 for naturals or no sign, 3 for sharps.
JLABEL CT L Address of program location to which control is to 
be transferred on receipt of a terminal interrupt.
JLASTN JS R Pointer to last non-rest note in input measure.
JLENTH NO R Duration code for current note item:
1 - Breve
2 - Semibreve (whole note)
3 “ Minim (half note)
4 - Crotchet (quarter note)
5 - Quaver (1/8 note)
6 - Semiquaver (1/16 note
7 “ Demisemiquaver (1/32 note)
8 - Hemidemisemiquaver (1/64 note)





Display level for current note-head. 
Current line number.
JLINR TA Number of consecutive measures (including current 
measure) for which left hand is an octave below 
right hand.
JLOCN LO R Pointer to current position for insertion 
location table.
into
JMATCH JS R Result of measure comparison;
<CMPARE> returns one of following values: 
0 no match
1 match
2 measures are an octave apart;
<MTEST> returns one of the following values:
0  no repeats or measure rests
1 single or multiple measure rest
2 single or multiple repeat of previous measure
3 single measure numeral repeat
4 multiple measure numeral repeat
5 null measure.
JMEM MM R Index to position in current state table.
JNDUR TI Duration of current note item.
JNGRP NG R Number of notes in current braille note-grouping.
JNHEDS NH R Number of note-heads input so far for note item 
currently being input.
JNLAST JS R Temporary value of <JLASTN>.
JNSTAT FS R New protection status for current section on 
successful completion of current command (values as 
for <JCSTAT>)•
JOADDR AD File address of flags field of most recently stored 
measure.
JOBAR ** R Pointer to current position in output buffer.
JOCTAV NO R Octave number for current note-head, in range 0 to 
8 .
Current line number on braille output page.JOLINE EM R
JOMODE MO R Mode of section being created (values as for 
<JIM0DE>.
JOPAGE B 1 Current page number in embosser output file.
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JOPBUF ** Pointer to output address within sector«
JOPLK ** Sector to which sector <JOPSEC> is linked.
JOPSEC ** Sector containing current output address.
JOSNO TA R Unformatted braille line number of measure being
translated.
JOUT EM Pointer to current position in embosser file output
buffer.
JPART NS R Current part code (A5.1).
JPITCH NO R Pitch code for current note-head:
0  Indicates item is a rest
1 ■ C, 2 - D, 3 ■ E, 4 • i, 5 ■ G, 6 - A, 7 ■ B. 
JPLEN PV Duration code for previous note item.
JPN PV R Edit table index of previous non-rest note item in
current measure if any during input of printed 
music; 0 otherwise.
JPPCH PV R Octave/pitch value for previous note-head (set to
zero during braille translation when a forced octave 
sign is required).
JPVAX DX F Set if an accidental has been displayed for the
current note item and the most recent such 
accidental was not shifted left.
JPVLEV DN Display level of previous note-head.
JREPT PV R Number of note items remaining to be automatically
repeated on input; 0 if no automatic repeat in 
effect.
JSCALE HD R Horizontal scale factor for printed music display.
JSD1R DN Stem direction for current note item:
- 1  “ stem pointing upwards 
1 ■ stem pointing downwards.
JSLUR DB AR Slur status Indicators for outer and inner slurs
respectively during braille translation:
0  no slurs in sight
1 to output close bracket slur at end-of-slur
2 in slur but no sign yet output
3 in bracket slur
4 to output no slur sign after note
3 close bracket slur to follow next note
6 to output double sign after current note
7 to output final single sign after note
8 to output other single slur sign
JSSEL MD R Number of first selected line.
JSTAFF JD R Number of current parallel on display.
JSTART FO R Position in braille output line of next measure of 
formatted braille.
JSUM JS R Checksum for current measure for measure repeat 
testing during braille translation.
JTERM PP F Terminal type: 0 « Tektronix, 1 “ GT40.
JTIME TI Time count within current measure.
JTIME1 TI R Upper figure of current time signature.
JTIME2 TI R Lower figure of current time signature.
JTMAX TI Maximum allowed time duration for measure.
JTMIN TI Minimum allowed time duration for measure.
JTTEMP TT Temporary storage for time count.
JTYME IU R Second byte of encoded form of current time 
signature.
JVOIC NS R Bits 0-1 in-accord part within current line (first 
part is part 0);
Bits 2-7 current line number (- <JLINE>).


















Pointer to output address within sector.
Sector to which sector <JOPSEC> is linked.
Sector containing current output address.
R Unformatted braille line number of measure being 
translated.
Pointer to current position in embosser file output 
buffer.
R Current part code (A5.1).
R Pitch code for current note-head:
0  indicates item is a rest
1 - C, 2 - D, 3 - E, 4 - F, 5 - G, 6 - A, 7 - B. 
Duration code for previous note item.
R Edit table index of previous non-rest note item in 
current measure if any during input of printed 
music; 0 otherwise.
R Octave/pitch value for previous note-head (set to
zero during braille translation when a forced octave 
sign is required).
F Set if an accidental has been displayed for the 
current note item and the most recent such 
accidental was not shifted left.
Display level of previous note-head.
R Number of note items remaining to be automatically 
repeated on input; 0 if no automatic repeat in 
effect.
R Horizontal scale factor for printed music display. 
Stem direction for current note item:
- 1  “ stem pointing upwards 
1 - stem pointing downwards.
AR Slur status indicators for outer and inner slurs 
respectively during braille translation:
0  no slurs in sight
1 to output close bracket slur at end-of-slur
2 in slur but no sign yet output
3 in bracket slur
4 to output no slur sign after note
5 close bracket slur to follow next note
6 to output double sign after current note
7 to output final single sign after note
8 to output other single slur sign
JSSEL MD R Number of first selected line.
JSTAFF JD R Number of current parallel on display.
JSTART FO R Position in braille output line of next measure of 
formatted braille.
JSUM JS R Checksum for current measure for measure repeat 
testing during braille translation.
JTERM PP F Terminal type: 0 “ Tektronix, 1 “ GT40.
JTIME TI Time count within current measure.
JTIME1 TI R Upper figure of current time signature.
JTIME2 TI R Lower figure of current time signature.
JTMAX TI Maximum allowed time duration for measure.
JTMIN TI Minimum allowed time duration for measure.
JTTEMP TT Temporary storage for time count.
JTYME IU R Second byte of encoded form of current time 
signature.
JVOIC NS R Bits 0-1 in-accord part within current line (first 
part is part 0);
Bits 2-7 current line number (“ <JLINE>).
JX CH X co-ordinate of crosswire position.
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JXBEAM DX Shift in X co-ordinate for note-beaming display.
JXMAX QL X co-ordinate of right hand side of page.
JXPOSE TK Number of octaves by which braille is to be 
transposed down from print.
JXTEMP TT X co-ordinate to return to after in-accord.
JY JO Y co-ordinate of most recently read crosswire 
position.
JYBEAM DX Y co-ordinate of tails of beamed notes.
JYMAX QL Y co-ordinate of top of page.
KATDEV AR KR Unit number of music archive tape.
KBAR KK KR Internal code for barline character.
KBDOT KB KR Braille cell dot 3.
KBDOTS KK KR Internal code for bar-line dots character.
KBFSIZ BF K Size of disc file sector in bytes.
KBFWDS BF K Size of disc file sector in machine words.
KBHSIG BE KAR Second cell of braille hand signs, indexed by part 
code.
KBHYPH KB KR Braille cell for hyphen.
KBIG KO K Largest integer used in the program (excluding those 
marked X in this list).
KBLENG BE KR Maximum number of cells per braille line.
KBNUMB KB KR Braille cell for number sign.
KBRDEV EK KR Unit number for embosser file.
KBREAK KC KR Braille format code for force new line.
KBRPT KB KR Braille cell for repeat sign.
KBSIZE MC KR Maximum number of bytes in encoded measure.
KBSPAC KB KR Braille cell for space.
KCLEF KK KR Internal code for clef character.
KDATA BF K Number of bytes in data field of disc file sector.
KDOT KT KB EBCDIC characters ". ".
KEOD CH KR Internal code for end-of-data character.
KFLAT KK KR Internal code for flat character.
KFSIZE MC K Number of last sector of disc file. (- number of 
sectors in file less 1).
KHS NO KR Maximum number of bytes in encoded form of 
note-head.
KIBASE AR K Pointer to start in tape index of table of 
identifiers.
KISIZE AR K Length in bytes of tape index.
KKEY KK KR Internal code for key-signature character.
KLEVEL FG KR Interrupt level for foreground program, 
0  for background program.
KMLPP EK KAR Number of braille lines per page, indexed by 
embosser type code <ISSAG> + 1.
KMRSIZ KM KR Number of bytes in encoded form of measure rest.
KMSIZE ST KR Length in bytes of state table.
KMTMES AR K EBCDIC characters "TAPE NAME - ".
KNATUR KK KR Internal code for natural character.
KNBASE AR K Pointer to start in tape index of filenames field.
KNDOT KK KR Internal code for note-dot character.
KNHMAX NH KR Maximum number of note heads per note item.
KNLIST FH KR Number of sections in disc file.
KNREPT KK KR Internal code for repeat character.
KNSDEL KK KR Internal code for cancel character.
KQERY KT KB EBCDIC characters "? ".
KSBASE AR K Pointer to start in tape index of table of pointers 
to filenames in tape index.











































Internal code for sharp character.
8 EBCDIC spaces.
Braille format code for potential line division. 
Internal code for joystick-switch character.
Internal code for text-below character.
Internal code for text-above character.
Internal code for sung-word character.
File and tape type identifier "MUZK".
Internal code for tie character.
Internal code for time-signature character.
Braille format code Indicating that preceding cells 
of current measure are to be transferred to a 
separate line.
Pointer to start in tape index of table of version 
numbers.
Braille format code indicating that a hyphen is to 
be added if at the end of a braille text line. 
Length of machine word in bytes.
X co-ordinate of right hand side of screen.
Y co-ordinate of top of screen.
Zero state table.
Constants 0 to 8.
Bell character.
Number of sector linked to sector <LEIN1>.
Byte position within sector of start of measure to 
be edited.
Number of sector containing start of measure to be 
edited.
Number of sector containing end of measure to be 
edited.
Number of sector to which sector <LEIN2> is linked. 
Number of lists in edit table (A3.5).
Number of sector containg start of edited measure. 
Number of sector containg end of edited measure. 
Number of available entries in edit table (A3.5).
Set if tape is to be rewound.
Key table for no sharps or flats.
 Maximum number of lines allowed in each section. 
EBCDIC code for lower case A.
EBCDIC code for lower case Z.
Table of pitches within octave of sharps in key 
signature, indexed by accidental position (4152637 = 
FCGDAEB).
Type codes for translation of text characters (byte 
table indexed by EBCDIC character code):
0 » illegal character
1 - space
2 - punctuation character
3 - quotation mark
4 - set grade 1 translation
5 “ set grade 2 translation
6 - digit
7 “ upper case letter
8 « lower case letter 
Number of commands.
Number of changeable parameters.
Number of Instrumental part codes.
Number of vocal part codes.
Unit number for graph plotter file.
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LREQM BFIND Measure number of required measure.
LTCMD NXCMD KB Command names (8 characters each).
LTPINS ININIT KB Input abbreviations for instrumental part codes 
(4 characters each).
LTPVOC ININIT KB Input abbreviations for vocal part codes 
(4 characters each).
LTRANS NXCMD KB Disc file status transition table, Indexed by 
command number and current mode;
0 - command not allowed in this mode 
+ve “ new status (values as for <JCSTAT>).
L1-L3 WS Pseudo-local variables. These are used in such a 
way that if they were not declared as COMMON 
variables, program execution would not be affected.
MBARS FH A Number of bars in each section of disc file, indexed 
by section number.
MBEAML DI B Length codes for notes of beamed group.
MBEAMX DI H X co-ordinates for beamed group.
MB EAT TR B Pointers to start of beats in current measure.
MBHDR EM B Braille cell codes for running page title.
MBLINK LK B Backward link pointer field of edit table (A3.5).
MBMYH DI H Y co-ordinates of upper heads of beamed group.
MBMYL DI H Y co-ordinates of lower heads of beamed group.
MBPART BE B Braille part codes, indexed by unformatted braille 
line number.
MBRPT TR B Flag for each beat of current measure, set if beat 
is a repeat of the previous beat of the same 
measure.
MBYTES BY A Number of bytes in each section of disc file, 
indexed by section number.
MCELLS XG KB Table of braille music signs (A3.5).
MCHAR CH B Character read from terminal.
MCHECK TJ B Table of checksum values for measure comparison 
(4.2).
MCLEF HE B Current clef codes, indexed by line number.
MCMEM ST B Current state table (A3.5).
MCODES XB KB Table of internal codes corresponding to music input 
characters, indexed by EBCDIC code of character 
typed on terminal (A3.5).
MCORD1 XC KB Display co-ordinate table for segment 32 (A3.5).
MCORD2 XD KB Display co-ordinate table for segment 321 (A3.5).
MCORD3 XE KB Display co-ordinate table for segment 322 (A3.5).
MCORD4 XF KB Display co-ordinate table for segment 324 (A3.5).
MCSAVE IS B Parameters of item saved for comparison.
MCTK LTB B Time and key signature fields of location table 
(A3. 5).
MCXMEM TA B Saved values of <NSLURS> and <JSLOR> entries for 
each unformatted braille line.
MCXTRA IS AR Extras for note item saved for comparison.
MEMPTR ME B Table of edit-table indices of first of pair of 
entries containing saved state table, indexed by 
line number; 0 indicates no state table saved for 
given line (A3. 5).
MEND FO A +ve - position in measure at which to force new line 
in formatted braille,
0 ■ no forced new line,
-1 - force new line at end of measure;
Indexed by unformatted braille line number.
MEXTRA NO AR Extras for current note item: first entry is unused 
(0), remaining entries contain extras codes of types
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1, 2, 3 respectively (zero If absent), low-order 5 
bits only.
MFIND LT A Measure number field of location table (A3.5).
MFLAGS ** AR Flags fields for current measure (second and third 
flags used only for unformatted braille).
MFLINK LK B Forward link pointer field of edit table (A3.5).
MFNAME AR B File name.
MGROUP GP KA Table of values for <JGROUP>, indexed by number of 
notes in irregular grouping.
MHCLEF SU B Table of clef codes in header record, indexed by 
line number.
MHD NO B Encoded note-heads for current note item.
MHEAD FH A First sector of each disc file section, indexed by 
section number; 0 if section is empty.
MHEXT NO AR Extras for current note head:
(code values same as external format)
1st ■ fingering code
2nd » ornament code (in range 0-10)
3rd “ first accidental code for ornament 
4th “ second accidental code for ornament.
MHYTAB XJ KB Hershey co-ordinate table (A3.3).
MIBAR ** B Input buffer, containing one encoded measure.
MIDENT HD AB Current disc file identifier: four EBCDIC character 
(including trailing blanks if necessary).
MINBUF ** B Buffer containing sector of disc file currently 
being accessed for input.
MINDEX AR B Copy of tape index during tape operations (A5.2).
MJNOTE NG B Pointers to positions in output buffer of braille 
notes to be grouped.
MKPCH KY B Key table for current key signature (A3.5).
MLINES FH A Number of lines in each section of disc file, 
indexed by section number.
MLIST1 LK B First data field of edit table (A3.5).
MLIST2 LK B Second data field of edit table (A3.5).
MLIST3 LK B Third data field of edit table (A3.5).
MLIST4 LK B Fourth data field of edit table (A3.5).
MLOCN LT B Disc file address field of location table (A3.5).
MMESIJ XA KB Message table (A3.5).
MNAME TL B Name of current disc file.
MOBAR ** B Output buffer, containing one encoded measure.
MOPBUF ** B Buffer containing sector of disc file currently 
being accessed for output.
MPART HE B Current part codes, indexed by line number.
MPCONT TA AF Values of <ISPC0N> for each unformatted braille 
line.
MPITCH TA A Values of <JPPCH> for each unformatted braille line
MRBAR TK B Cells of current braille repeat sign if any.
MREPT TA A +ve - number of measures in repeat sequence;
0 -no repeat in effect;
-1 - second of two measure repeats pending; 
indexed by selected line number.
MREST KM KB Coded form of whole-measure rest.
MRESTS TA A Number of measures in sequence of consecutive 
measure rests, for each unformatted braille line.
MSBAR FO B Braille cell codes for text line to be inserted on 
formatting.
MSMEM ST B State table as at start of current measure (A3.5).
MSPLIT FO A Up to three points at which to split a long measure 
between two formatted braille lines; unused entries
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1, 2, 3 respectively (zero If absent), low-order 5 
bits only.
MFIND LT A Measure number field of location table (A3.5).
MFLAGS ** AR Flags fields for current measure (second and third 
flags used only for unformatted braille).
MFLINK LK B Forward link pointer field of edit table (A3.5).
MFNAME AR B File name.
MGROUP GP KA Table of values for <JGROUP>, indexed by number of 
notes in Irregular grouping.
MHCLEF SU B Table of clef codes In header record, indexed by 
line number.
MHD NO B Encoded note-heads for current note item.
MHEAD FH A First sector of each disc file section, Indexed by 
section number; 0 if section is empty.
MHEXT NO AR Extras for current note head:
(code values same as external format)
1st “ fingering code
2nd « ornament code (in range 0-10)
3rd - first accidental code for ornament 
4th “ second accidental code for ornament.
MHYTAB XJ KB Hershey co-ordinate table (A3.5).
MIBAR ** B Input buffer, containing one encoded measure.
MIDENT HD AB Current disc file identifier: four EBCDIC characters 
(including trailing blanks if necessary).
MINBUF ** B Buffer containing sector of disc file currently 
being accessed for input.
MINDEX AR B Copy of tape index during tape operations (A5.2).
MJNOTE NG B Pointers to positions in output buffer of braille 
notes to be grouped.
MKPCH KY B Key table for current key signature (A3.5).
MLINES FH A Number of lines in each section of disc file, 
indexed by section number.
MLIST1 LK B First data field of edit table (A3.5).
MLIST2 LK B Second data field of edit table (A3.5).
MLIST3 LK B Third data field of edit table (A3.3).
MLIST4 LK B Fourth data field of edit table (A3.5).
MLOCN LT B Disc file address field of location table (A3.5).
MMESIJ XA KB Message table (A3.5).
MNAME TL B Name of current disc file.
MOBAR ** B Output buffer, containing one encoded measure.
MOPBUF ** B Buffer containing sector of disc file currently 
being accessed for output.
MPART HE B Current part codes, indexed by line number.
MPCONT TA AF Values of <ISPC0N> for each unformatted braille 
line.
MPITCH TA A Values of <JPPCH> for each unformatted braille line.
MRBAR TK B Cells of current braille repeat sign if any.
MREPT TA A +ve ■ number of measures in repeat sequence;
0 ■ no repeat in effect;
-1 - second of two measure repeats pending; 
indexed by selected line number.
MREST KM KB Coded form of whole-measure rest.
MRESTS TA A Number of measures in sequence of consecutive 
measure rests, for each unformatted braille line.
MSBAR FO B Braille cell codes for text line to be inserted on 
formatting.
MSMEM ST B State table as at start of current measure (A3.5).
MSPLIT FO A Up to three points at which to split a long measure 







































Table of selected lines, indexed by line number:
0 “ unselected line,
+ve - sequence number of line within selected group. 
Status codes for sections of disc file, indexed by 
section number (values as for <JCSTAT>).
Literary braille contraction table (A3.5).
Number of last sector of each section of disc file, 
indexed by section number; 0 for empty section. 
Temporary storage for one measure.
Characters of current text item.
Two temporary key tables used during beat comparison 
and look-ahead (A3.5).
Key table for current key signature as modified by 
marked accidentals in current measure (A3.5). 
Communication variables between control segment and 
other program overlay segments.
X co-ordinates of end of text items of types 
text-above, text-below and word respectively. 
Vertical display offsets from centre line of treble 
stave for display of key signature flats, naturals 
and sharps respectively; packed as decimal digits. 
Values of <IYSTV> for each section, indexed by 
section number.
Number of bars in current section.
Number of notes in current beamed group (in range 0 
to 16).
Number of beats in current measure.
Number of cells in braille running title.
Number of bytes in current section.
Number of characters in current text item (in range 
0 to 31).
Number of remaining consecutive notes to which 
current doubling sign applies.
Number of lines of printed music which will fit onto 
one page of display.
Number of parallels of music which will fit onto one 
page of display.
Bar number of measure being edited.
Line number of measure being edited.
Number of bytes in source of measure being edited, 
as stored in file.
X co-ordinate for start of next measure.
Number of flags bytes in each measure of current 
section (3 for unformatted braille, 1 otherwise). 
Number of characters in <MFNAME>.
Number of notes in current or most recent irregular 
note grouping.
Number of note-heads in current note item.
Number of text items in header record, excluding 
file name item.
Bar number of input measure.
Measure number of input measure.
Length in bytes of input measure.
Number of disc file sector currently in <MINBUF> or 
-1 indicating no sector in <MINBUF>.
Number of braille format control codes output so far 
for current unformatted braille line.
Line number of input measure.
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NLINE IU R Current inkprint parallel number.
NLINES NS Number of lines in current section.
NLOCS LO R Number of entries of location table used (A3.5).
NNAME TL R Number of characters in file name <MNAME>.
NNDOWN MR R Pitch adjustment for measure repeat.
NNINCB PV R Number of note items in current measure.
NNOTES TI R Number of note items decoded for current measure.
NOB NB Bar number of output measure.
NOLENG ** R Length in bytes of output measure.
NOPBUF ** Number of disc file sector currently in <MOPBUF>; -1 
means no sector in <MOPBUF>.
NOS NB R Line number of output measure.
NPAGE IU R Current inkprint page number.
NRLENG TK R Number of cells in <MRBAR>.
NSCALE IU R Horizontal display scaling factor.
NSECTS BY Number of sectors in current section of disc file.
NSHIFT ND Vertical shift in display of notes due to 8vas.
NSLENG FO R Number of cells in separate text line to be inserted 
on formatting.
NSLURS DB R Number of slurs open during braille translation 
(maximum 2).
NSSEL MD R Number of lines currently selected.
NTLENG MT R Number of bytes in temporary measure <MTBAR>.
NVERS BY R Version number of saved or restored file.
NXLENG ND Horizontal display spacing for current note item 
according to scale factor and time signature.
PSCALE PI Graph plotter display scaling factor (inches/unit).
A3.3 Use of non-•standard routines
This section contains a description of all non-standard library 
routines called by the program, and utility routines included in the 
program but written entirely or partly in assembly code. The routines 
are listed in alphabetical order in the following format:
ROUTINE NAME(PARAMETERS)
Function: Summary of the purpose of the routine.
Parameters: Indicates type of all parameters which are not scalar 
integers.
Entry: Indicates values of parameters and any other relevant
variables on entry to the routine. The value on entry of 
any parameter not listed here is irrelevant.
Exit: Indicates values of parameters and any other relevant
variables on exit from the routine. The value of any 
parameter not listed here is unchanged by the routine.
The non-standard routines may be classified as follows:
(1) Manipulation of non-FORTRAN information units: CBS, ISBIT,
MBS, NBYTE, NHW, STBIT, STBYTE, STHW.
(2) Disc and magnetic tape input/output: BUFFERIN, BUFFEROUT, 
BUFFIN’, BUFFOUT, DISKIO, ICHECK, SKIPFILE, WAIT.
(3) Terminal input/output: BRKLABEL, ERASE, JOY, TPLOT, URD, UWT.
(4) Graph plotter output: NUPAGE, PLOT, SYMBOL.
(5) Audio output: IDAC, TIMER.
(6) RBM operating system interface: INTLEVEL, OVMOVE, SY.
(7) Internal formatting: ICCONV.
(8) Overlay segment loader: LSEG.
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(9) Space saving: NPOWER.
For program transfer, these routines should be replaced by 
equivalent routines written in FORTRAN or otherwise. For efficiency, 
FORTRAN should not be used for byte-handling routines. RBM operating 
system interface routines may be omitted.
SUBROUTINE BRKLABEL(NLABEL)
Function: Causes program control to be transferred to a specified
location on receipt of an interrupt from the terminal.
This transfer occurs immediately if the program is 
currently reading from or writing to the terminal, 
otherwise it is delayed until the next read or write 
operation on the terminal.
Parameters: <NLABEL> is a label value.
Entry: <NLABEL> is of the form &n, where n is the number of a
label occurring in the calling routine, to which control 
is to be transferred on receipt of an interrupt.
SUBROUTINE BUFFERIN(NUNIT,NTYPE,NARRAY,NLENG,NSTAT) 
Function: Direct input from an external storage device.
Parameters: <NARRAY> is an integer array.
Entry: <NUNIT> is the FORTRAN unit number of the device.
<NTYPE> is 1.
<NLENG> is the maximum number of machine words to be read. 
Exit: <NSTAT> is an operation completion status indicator:
2 = operation successful, 3 = end-of-file, 4 - input 
error.
<NARRAY> contains the data read.
SUBROUTINE BUFFEROUT(NUNIT,NTYPE,NARRAY,NLENG,NSTAT ) 
Function: Direct output to an external storage device.
Parameters: <NARRAY> is an integer array.
Entry: <NUNIT> is the FORTRAN unit number of the device.
<NTYPE> is 1.
<NLENG> is the number of machine words of data to be 
written.
<NARRAY> contains the data to be written.
Exit: <NSTAT> is an operation completion status indicator:
2 - operation successful, 3 or 4 ■ output error.
SUBROUTINE BUFFIN(NUNIT,NTYPE,NARRAY,NLENG)
To initiate direct input from an external storage device. 
<NARRAY> is an integer array.
As for subroutine <BUFFERIN>.
An input operation is initiated to read data into 
<NARRAY>, and control is returned to the calling routine.
SUBROUTINE BUFFOUT(NUNIT,NTYPE,NARRAY,NLENG)
To initiate direct output to an external storage device. 
<NARRAY> is an integer array.
As for subroutine <BUFFEROUT>.
The output operation is Initiated and control is returned 
to the calling program.
LOGICAL FUNCTION CBS(NTEXT1,N1,NTEXT2,N2,NLENG)
Function: To compare two byte strings.










Entry: <NTEXT1> contains the first byte string«
<N1> is the starting byte position within the first byte 
string. The most significant byte of the first word is 
byte 1.
<NTEXT2> contains the second byte string.
<N2> is the starting byte position within the second byte 
string. The most significant byte of the first word is 
byte 1.
Exit:
<NLENG> is the number of bytes to be compared.




Random-access disc file input and output. For the read 
function, a specified sector of the disc file is read into 
one of the two file-image buffers <MINBUF> or <MOPBUF>.
For the write function, the contents of one of the two 
buffers are written to a specified sector of the disc 
file.
Entry: <NIO> is read/write indicator: 0 “ read, 1 “ write. 
<NSECT> is the sector number within the disc file of the 
block to be read from or written to, The first sector of 
the file being considered as sector 0.
<NBUFF> indicates which internal buffer is to be used:
Exit:
0 for <MINBUF>, 1 for <M0PBUF>.
If any input/output error occurs, <ISERR> is set to 2 and 
a terminal interrupt is simulated (because continuation is 
usually meaningless). Otherwise a single sector of data 




Erases the screen of the terminal.
Function:
SUBROUTINE ICCONV(N,NLENG,NTEXT)





<NTEXT> is an integer array of length 8 bytes.
<N> is the integer to be converted.
<NLENG> is one greater than the number of decimal digits 
in the number.
The first <NLENG> bytes of <NTEXT> contain the character 
representation of the integer in EBCDIC code, including a 




Checks the current status of the last input/output 




<NUNIT> is the FORTRAN unit number of the device.
<NSTAT> is a status indicator having one of the values:
1 - operation not yet complete, 2 « operation successfully 
complete, 3 « end-of-file, 4 “ Input/output error.
If <NSTAT> “ 2 then <NW0RDS> is the actual amount of data 
transferred in machine words.
Note:
SUBROUTINE IDAC(NCHAN,NVALUE) 
Used only for audio output.
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Integer digital to analogue conversion. Causes a 
specified analogue output channel to be set to a given 
voltage.
<NCHAN> is the channel number.
<NVALUE> is proportional to the output voltage.
SUBROUTINE INTLEVEL(NLEVEL)
Relevant only to operation on the Sigma 5.
The program is connected to the specified interrupt level. 
<NLEVEL> is the number of the interrupt level.
FUNCTION ISBIT(NARRAY.NPTR)
To obtain a specified bit from an array.
<NARRAY> is an integer array.
<NARRAY> is the array from which the bit is to be 
obtained.
<NPTR> is the position of the bit within the array, the 
high-order bit of the first word being considered as bit 
0.
<ISBIT> contains the value of the bit, 0 or 1.
SUBROUTINE JOY(NCHAR,NX,NY)
Displays crosswires on the screen of the terminal, waits 
for a single character to be typed, and returns the 
co-ordinates of the position at which the crosswires 
intersect when the character is typed.
<NCHAR> is an integer array.
If a carriage-return is input, <NCHAR>, <NX> and <NY> 
remain unchanged, otherwise:
<NCHAR> contains the EBCDIC code for the character typed 
in the high order byte and blanks in the remaining bytes. 
<NX> is the X co-ordinate of the vertical crosswire.
<NY> is the Y co-ordinate of the horizontal crosswire.
SUBROUTINE LSEG(N)
To load a program overlay segment into core.
<N> is the identification number of the segment to be 
loaded, or zero.
If either <N> is zero or the required segment is the one 
most recently loaded into core, no action is taken. 
Otherwise the specified segment is loaded.
SUBROUTINE MBS (NTEXT1, N1, NTEXT2,N2, NLENG)
To copy a byte string to a new position.
<NTEXT1> and <NTEXT2> are integer arrays.
<NTEXT1> contains the byte string to be copied.
<N1> is the starting byte position within <NTEXT1> of the 
byte string to be copied, the most significant byte of the 
first word being considered as byte 1.
<NLENG> is the length in bytes of the byte string to be 
copied.
<NTEXT2> is equal to <NTEXT1> in the first <NLENG> bytes. 
The remainder of <NTEXT2> is unchanged.
FUNCTION NBYTE(NARRAY,NPTR)
To obtain a specified byte from an array.
<NARRAY> is an integer array.






















<NPTR> is the position of the byte within the array. The 
high order byte of the first word is byte 1.
<NBYTE> contains the value of the byte, in the range 0 to 
255.
FUNCTION NHW(NARRAY,NPTR)
To obtain a specified double-byte (Sigma 5 halfword) from 
an array.
<NARRAY> is an integer array.
<NARRAY> is the array from which the double-byte is to be 
obtained.
<NPTR> is the position of the double-byte within the 
array. The high-order two bytes of the first word are 
double-byte 1.
<NHW> contains the value of the double-byte, in the range 
0 to 32767.
FUNCTION NPOWER(N)
To evaluate an Integral power of 2.
<N> is a non-negative integer.
<NPOWER> is 2 to the power <N>.
NPOWER(N) is equivalent to 2**N.
SUBROUTINE NUPAGE(SPACE)
Start new page on digital plotter.
<SPACE> is real.
<SPACE> is the number of inches between pages.
SUBROUTINE OVMOTE
This routine is specific to operation on the Sigma 5 
computer and is not required for implementation on any 
other machine. Its sole purpose is to reduce the amount 
of core storage occupied by the program by re-allocating 
system tables associated with the program more 
efficiently.
The segment table for the overlay loader is repacked in a 
form suitable for use by subroutine <LSEG>. The program's 
temporary stack is set up in the area occupied by the 
original segment table. The routine is executed at the 
start of a run and is not called anywhere within the 
program.
SUBROUTINE PLOT(X,Y,IC)
To move the pen of the digital plotter from its current 
position to a new position.
<X> and <Y> are the page co-ordinates in inches.
<IC> “ 1 for no change in vertical position of pen, 2 for 
pen down (draw line), 3 for pen up (no line).
SUBROUTINE SKIPFILE(NUNIT.NFILES )
To skip files on a magnetic tape. The tape is wound 
forward until the specified number of tape marks 
(end-of-flle marks) have been read, then positioned at the 
start of the following file.
<NUNIT> is the FORTRAN unit number assigned to the tape. 
<NFILES> is the number of files to be skipped.
SUBROUTINE STBIT(NNBIT,NNBYTE,NPTR)






















<NNBIT> contains the value of the bit to be stored (0 or
1 ) .
<NPTR> is the bit position within the word in which the 
bit is to be stored, the low order bit of the word being 
considered as bit 8.
<NNBYTE> is modified only in the specified bit position.
SUBROUTINE STBYTE(NNBYTE,NARRAY,NPTR )
To store a byte into an array.
<NARRAY> is an integer array.
<NNBYTE> contains the value in the range 0 to 255 to be 
stored.
<NPTR> is the byte position in the array at which the 
value is to be stored, the high order byte of the first 
word being considered as byte 1.
<NARRAY> is modified only in the specified byte position. 
SUBROUTINE STHW(NNHW,NARRAY,NPTR)
To store a double-byte (Sigma 5 halfword) into an array. 
<NARRAY> is an integer array.
<NNHW> contains a 15-bit integer value in the range 0 to 
32767 to be stored.
<NPTR> is the double-byte position in the array at which 
the value is to be stored, the high order two bytes of the 
first word being considered as double-byte 0.
<NARRAY> is modified only in the specified double-byte 
position.
SUBROUTINE SY
Relevant only to operation on the Sigma 5.
To change the system write-protect indicator for the 
printer output file.
SUBROUTINE SYMBOL(X,Y,HEIGHT,IADD,THETA,N)
To draw a character string on the digital plotter.
<X>, <Y>, <HEIGHT> and <THETA> are real.
<IADD> is an integer array.
<X> and <Y> are the page co-ordinates of the lower left 
corner of the first character of the string.
<HEIGHT> is the height of the characters in inches.
Spacing is 6/7 height.
<IADD> contains the character string in EBCDIC code. 
<THETA> is the angle between the base of the characters 
and the horizontal in degrees.
<N> is the number of characters to be drawn.
SUBROUTINE TIMER(N.NLEVEL)
Used only for audio output.
To trigger the program's system interrupt level at regular 
intervals. If the routine is called with no arguments, 
triggering of the interrupt is stopped.
<N> is the period in clock pulses. The clock frequency is 
2000 pulses per second.
<NLEVEL> is the Interrupt level number.
SUBROUTINE TPLOT(NTYPE,NX,NY)
To display graphics on the terminal.
<NTYPE> is 1 if a line is to be drawn, 0 otherwise.
<NX> is the X co-ordinate of the new cursor position.
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<NY> is the Y co-ordinate of the new cursor position.
Exit: The cursor of the terminal is moved from its current
position to the new position specified, with or without 
drawing a straight line between the two points.
SUBROUTINE URD(NLENG,NTEXT)
Function: To read a character from the terminal.
Entry: <NLENG> is 1, indicating number of characters to be read.
<NTEXT> is an integer array of dimension 1.
Exit: <NTEXT> contains the EBCDIC code for a character read from
the terminal in the high-order byte.
SUBROUTINE UWT(NLENG,NTEXT)
Function: To write a character string to the terminal.
Parameters: <NTEXT> is an integer array.
Entry: <NLENG> is a non-negative integer indicating the number of
characters in the text string.
<NTEXT> contains the text string in the first <NLENG> 
bytes.
SUBROUTINE WAIT
Function: To wait for completion of an input/output operation.
Note: On the Sigma 5 this permits other programs to use the
processor time during an input or output operation 
initiated using <BUFFIN> or <BUFFOUT>.
A3.4 Fixed byte tables
A number of tables used in the program contain information, 
arranged in bytes, which is not modified during execution of the 
program. The contents of these tables have been defined in the 
program source rather than being set up dynamically at execution time 
because:
(1) These tables are likely to be modified rarely, if at all, when 
the program is in production use;
(2) Extra program code and execution time required to read the tables 
dynamically is thereby avoided;
(3) The tables can be located in individual program segments within 
the overlay structure, reducing overall program execution size.
The following tables are automatically encoded in the form of 
BLOCK DATA subprograms from corresponding source tables (listed in 
appendix A1.3) by a separate program (listed in appendix A1.2):
Message table
Input character conversion table 
Display co-ordinate tables 
Braille music sign table 
Literary braille contraction table 
Hershey co-ordinate table
Automatic encoding of these tables is used in preference to 
manual encoding to retain the advantages of reading and setting up of 
tables at execution time, viz.:
(1) The source tables can be specified in a natural form;
(2) The tables can be modified easily;
(3) The format for direct coding of binary information in FORTRAN
programs is machine dependent. With automatic encoding, minor 
modifications in the auxiliary program may be used t: generate tables 
in a form acceptable to a particular FORTRAN compiler.
The source for the fixed byte tables is in cari-inaga form 
(80-character records). The end of each table is indicated by 999 in 
columns 1 to 3, except for the Hershey co-ordinate table for which it 
is indicated by -1 in columns 4 to 5. The format cf the lines of each 
table is as follows:
Message table
Cols 1-3 Message identification number.
Col 5 Space if the message is to be displayed at the
current cursor position;
asterisk if the message is to be displayed starting 
on a new line.
Cols 20-67 Text of message. A message which includes trailing
blanks is followed by a vertical bar character, which 
is not treated as part of the message itself. The 
sign is interpreted as a bell character.
Input character conversion table
Cols 1-3 Internal code
Col 5 Input character
Cols 20+ Comment
Display co-ordinate tables
Cols 1-3 Symbol identification number (on first line for each 
symbol only; otherwise blank).
Col 5 Space means draw line from previous cursor position;
asterisk means position cursor only.
Cols 6-8 Signed x co-ordinate Increment free current position 
(in range -63 to +63).
Col 9 Asterisk for the last co-ordinate pair cf a symbol;
space otherwise.
Cols 10-12 Signed y co-ordinate increment fror current position 
(in range -63 to +63).
Cols 20+ Comment
Braille music sign table
Cols 1-3 Sign identification number
Col 5 Space means last cell of a sign;
asterisk otherwise.
Cols 7-8 Braille cell code (in range 0 to 62 .
Col 20+ Comment
Braille contraction table
Cols 7-8 Context class, sum of following valces:
1 may be followed by a letter
2 may be followed by a space
4 may be followed by another character
8 may be preceded by a letter
16 may be preceded by a space
32 may be preceded by another character.
Cols 11-16 Up to three braille cell codes
Cols 20-29 Text of contraction
Hershey co-ordinate table
This table is an extract from Hershey's co-ordinate
tables for graphic symbols (Wolcott & Hllsenrath 
1976)
Cols 1-5 Symbol identification number (first line of symbol 
only, otherwise blank).
Cols 9-80 Pairs of signed Integers (see section A1.3 for
precise format). For each symbol, the first pair 
(not used by CIMBAL) give the minimum and maximum x 
co-ordinates of the symbol; for the remaining pairs: 
(-64,-64) means end of symbol;
(-64,0) means the next co-ordinate pair is 
position only (no line to be drawn); 
otherwise numbers are the x and y co-ordinates 
respectively with respect to a fixed origin.
A3.5 Internal tables
Fixed bvte tables
The input character conversion table <MC0DES> is a byte table of 
internal codes corresponding to characters typed on the terminal, 
Indexed by the EBCDIC character code. For the remaining fixed byte 
tables the first double-byte contains the number (n) of entries in the 
table. The following n double-bytes contain pointers to the start 
of the corresponding entries within the table. The rest of the table 
contains the entries, not necessarily in order. The format of each 
entry depends on the type of table as follows:
Message table
Byte 1 bit 0 0 display at current position;
1 start new line.
bits 1-7 number of characters in message.
Following bytes: text of message in EBCDIC code.
Display co-ordinate tables (including Hershey table)
Odd bytes: bit 0 0 position cursor only;
1 draw line.
bits 1-7 X co-ordinate increment plus 64.
Even bytes:blt 0 0 not last byte of entry;
1 last byte of entry.
bits 1-7 Y co-ordinate increment plus 64.
Braille music sign table
A sequence of bytes of the form:
bit 0 0 -'last byte of entry; 1 otherwise,
bit 1 0
bits 2-7 braille cell code.
Literary braille contraction table
Byte 0 length of text of contraction
Byte 1 context code (value as in external table, see
A3. 4)
Following bytes text of contraction in EBCDIC code
Following bytes corresponding braille sign in same form as
braille music sign table entries.
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!Edit table
The edit table is used where non-sequential Insertion and 
deletion of entries is necessary. It contains three circular 
bi-directionally linked lists of entries, used for editing of 
measures, doubling of braille signs, and storage of state tables 
respectively. <LELIST> contains the number of lists in the edit 
table. <LESIZE> contains the number of available positions in the 
table. A fourth list links unused positions of the table. <JEFREE> 
contains a pointer to the first entry of this list. The forward link 
field of the last entry is zero. Each entry comprises four 
information bytes (stored in <MLIST1>, <MLIST2>, <MLIST3> and 
<MLIST4>), a forward link pointer (stored in <MFLINK>), and a backward 
link pointer (stored in <MBLINK>). The first three positions of the 
edit table contain dummy entries representing the head of the 
respective lists. Each is forward linked to the first entry of the 
corresponding list and backward linked to the last entry of the list. 
For an empty list it is forward and backward linked to itself. The 
information fields associated with these three positions are not used.
The information fields of the remaining entries contain:
List 1 (items for editing):
Byte 0 pointer to item in encoded measure
Byte 1 length in bytes of encoded item
Byte 2 X co-ordinate of item, divided by 4
Byte 3 Y co-ordinate of item, divided by 4
List 2 (currently doubled braille signs):
Byte 0 braille sign number
Byte 1 line number and in-accord part (value of <JVOIC>)
Byte 2 doubling indicator (value of <ISDUB>)
Byte 3 number of notes remaining in doubled sequence
List 3 (state tables):
One state table is stored for each line other than the current one 
for which any state table entry is non-zero. Each state table 
occupies two linked edit table entries. <MEMPTR> contains pointers to 
the first entry of each such pair.
State tables
The state tables <MCMEM> and <MSMEM> represent the "state" (in 
the sense described in section 2.6) of the printed music extended 
signs at a given point on the current line. Each state table 
comprises eight bytes:
Bytes 0-3 extended sign indicators:
0 = sign not open
1 “ sign open but display co-ordinates not evaluated
2 = sign open, starts off left hand side of screen 
3+ ** X co-ordinate of start of sign, divided by 8
Byte 0 (outer) slur
Byte 1 inner slur
Byte 2 crescendo (bit 0 “ 0) or decrescendo (bit 0 - 1 )
Byte 3 ottava above (bit 0 ■> 0) or below (bit 0 - 1 )
Byte 4 display shift for 8vas (value of <NSHIFT>)
I
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Bytes 5-7 zero (unused)
Location table
The location table contains up to 10 entries representing 
potential entry points for accessing the current section of the disc 
file. A measure number is entered in the location table only if the 
state table for each line contains only zeros at the start of the 
measure and, for printed music, the clefs are the same as those at the 
start of the section. Each entry comprises a measure number (stored 
in <MFIND>), a time and key signature value (stored in <MCTK>), and 
the file address of the start of the measure (stored in <ML0CN>). 
<NL0CS> contains the number of entries of the table currently 
occupied.
Key tables
The key tables <MKPCH>, <MTKPCH> and <MTKEY> represent the 
modification of note pitch by accidentals. Each key table comprises 
seven bytes corresponding to the notes C, D, E, F, G, A, and B 
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A4.1 Introduction
This reference manual contains information on the use of CIMBAL, 
an interactive computer program for the input, editing, storage and 
translation to braille of printed musical notation.
The manual contains a full description of the use of CIMBAL, 
although some of the information given is not required by the user 
concerned only with input of printed music notation, who may disregard 
sections marked with an asterisk.
The information given in this manual is believed to describe the 
behaviour of CIMBAL correctly. Users are requested to make a note of 
any apparent discrepancy between the manual and the actual behaviour 
of the program.
Nan-standard terminology
The following words have the special meanings given below when 
used in this manual:
Bar A measure of music, in the conventional sense, Including the
music for all parts of the piece.
Measure A measure of music, in the conventional sense, for one part 
only.
Part The line of music associated with one stave.
Staff A set of parallel staves, one corresponding to each part of
the piece.
Stave A single set of five parallel lines in the printed version 
and the associated music representing a single part.
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A4. 2 Operating details on Sigma 5 computer
Sections A4. 2.1, A4. 2. 2 and A4. 2. 4 are specific to the 
implementation on the Sigma 5 computer in the Engineering Department 
at the University of Warwick, using the RBM operating system.
*A4. 2. 1 Program requirements
Two versions of CIMBAL are available on the Sigma 5 computer: 
foreground and background. These are identical except that the 
background version has no audio output (see "PLAY command") and cannot 
be time-shared with other computer users, while the foreground version 
does not include the high-quality display or graph-plotter output 
options, which require more core space than is available. The 
foreground version is the one normally used except when graph plotter 
output is required. The resources required by CIMBAL are:
Core locations X'4EOO' to X'6FFF' (foreground version).
Interrupt level X'69' (foreground version only).
A 1200-baud COC line and graphical display unit.
Magnetic tape unit 2 (foreground version) or unit 0 (background 
version) during execution of any command requiring an archive tape. 
Magnetic tape unit 1 for output during execution of the "COPY" 
command, or for graph-plotter output.
The program file is disc file FP,MUSIC (foreground version) or 
BP,JHMUSIC (background version).
The music data file on disc is D2,JHMUSIC (foreground version) or 
D1,JHMUSIC (background version).
The disc file for braille output is D2,FGDTEMP.
The disc file for lineprinter output is Dl,PRINTER.
The graphical display unit normally used is a Tektronix 4002. It 
is also possible to use a DEC GT40 (see "Running CIMBAL" and the 
"CHANGE" command), but the Tektronix is preferable unless no printed 
music display is required.
A4.2.2 Loading CIMBAL
CIMBAL is run interactively from a graphical display unit. If 
the Tektronix is used, the illuminated buttons should be set thus:
"ON—LINE/LOCAL" button: set to "ON-LINE".
"INPUT" button: both the "KEYBOARD" and "AUX" sections should be lit. 
If not, press the button until they are. This allows use of the 
joystick for editing.
"ASCII/TTY" button: initially set to "XTY" for communication with the 
operating system. This automatically converts all letters typed to 
upper case.
Type three or more "ESCAPE"s in quick succession to invoke the 
Sigma 5 operating system ("ESCAPE" is SHIFT+ESC on the Tektronix, or 
"ALT" on the GT40). The operating system should respond with the 
message:
SIGMA 5 FGD EXECUTIVE ON LINE <n>
where <n> is a number in the range 2 to 5, followed by a $$ prompt. 
Type "RUN MUSIC" followed by a carriage-return to load CIMBAL. If 
CIMBAL is successfully loaded it will erase the screen and display a
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message of the form:
Music program foreground version compiled on <date>.
From here on, the user communicates directly with CIMBAL as described 
below.
A4. 2. 3 Running CIMBAL
If the music disc file is not correctly set up, CIMBAL will first 
display the message "INITIALISING DISC FILE", and there will be a few 
seconds delay while the file is linked. CIMBAL will then display the 
question "SELECTION NUMBER?". The selection number allows the user to 
choose certain options. The selection number, which is typed followed 
by a carriage-return, is the sum of the values listed below for the 
options which the user initially wishes to select. A fuller 
description of the meaning and use of these options is given in 
section A4.4.6, which also explains how any of these options may 
subsequently be changed. If a plain carriage-return is typed for the 
selection number, none of the options will be selected. The options 
are:
1 Input all note pitches as if in treble clef
2 The terminal used is a GT40
4 Debugging mode (used only for program testing)
8 High quality display (not normally recommended)
16 Translate text to grade 1 braille only 
32 SAGEM model of embosser to be used 
64 Extra spacing between staves on display
Typing an illegal selection number will cause CIMBAL to repeat 
the question. When the user has typed a correct selection number or 
plain carriage-return, CIMBAL will enter command status, Indicated by 
the message "NEXT COMMAND?". If a Tektronix terminal is used CIMBAL 
will also display the message "PRESS ASCII BUTTON FOR FULL CHARACTER 
SET". In this case, press the button so that the "ASCII" section is 
lit. Continue as described in section A4.4.
A4.2.4 Associated programs
The braille file created for embossing may be embossed using the 
braille embossing program LED2. The printer file containing braille 
for printing on the lineprinter may be printed using the PRINT 
program. The graph-plotter file containing printed music notation for 
plotting on the digital plotter may be printed by loading the tape on 
tape unit 2 and using the PLOT program. Details of these programs are 
given in separate documentation not included in this manual.
A4.3 Music storage
This section describes from the user's point of view the way in 
which the printed and braille music notations are stored. It defines 
some terms needed to understand section A4.4 which describes the use 
of "commands".
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Each piece of music is stored in a "file", either on disc or on 
magnetic tape. Only one disc file is used by CIMBAL for storage of 
music. This contains the piece of music currently being accessed by 
the user. There may be any number of files of music stored on 
magnetic tapes. These are retained indefinitely unless deleted by the 
user using the "ERASE" command. The only commands which operate on a 
magnetic tape file are "SAVE", which creates the file as a copy of the 
current disc file, "RESTORE", which copies a magnetic tape file to the 
disc file, "ERASE", which deletes a file from the tape, and "COPY", 
which copies the whole archive tape to a new tape.
A4. 3. 1 Disc file
The piece of music currently accessible to the user is stored in 
a disc file. Only one piece of music may be stored in this file at 
any given time. A summary of the contents of the disc file may be 
displayed using the "SUMMARY" command. The disc file is in three 
sections containing different forms of the current piece of music as 
follows:
1 Printed music. This section contains a representation of the 
music as printed. It is created by typing on the terminal.
2 Unformatted braille. This section contains a representation of 
the braille music, arranged bar by bar without any formatting.
3 Formatted braille. This section contains a representation of the 
braille music formatted, apart from pagination, as it will finally 
appear in the braille output.
Each section of the disc file has a "protection status" 
associated with it which is one of the following:
1 "Empty". This means that nothing is currently stored in the 
section.
2 "Unprotected". This means that there is music stored in the 
section and either a copy of the file has been saved on magnetic 
tape, or the section can be re-created without any further input 
or editing.
3 "Protected". This means that there is music stored in the section 
and no copy of the file is saved on magnetic tape, and further 
input or editing would be required to re-create the section if it 
were destroyed.
The purpose of the protection status is to safeguard the user 
against accidentally deleting a file which has not been saved on 
magnetic tape.
At any given time, commands which access the disc file operate on 
one particular section of the file, referred to as the "current 
section", depending on the current "mode" of CIMBAL, which is one of: 
"printed music", "unformatted braille", or "formatted braille". The 
exceptions to this rule are the "SAVE" and "RESTORE" commands which 
copy the whole disc file to or from magnetic tape, regardless of the 
current mode.
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At the start of each run of CIMBAL, the mode is set to "printed 
music". For input, editing and display of printed music this is the 
only mode required. However, the mode can be changed if necessary by 
the user using the "MODE" command. Certain commands cause CIMBAL to 
change its mode automatically (for example the "BRAILLE" and "FORMAT" 
commands). Any change of mode is accompanied by a message on the 
screen informing the user of the new mode, protection status, and 
number of bars and staves or lines of music stored in the 
corresponding section of the file.
The "printed music" and "unformatted braille" sections of the 
disc file are divided into "bars", corresponding to the bars of the 
music and identified by bar number. Each bar is divided into one or 
more "measures", corresponding to the measures of the music, and 
identified by stave number if the section has more than one stave.
The first bar of a piece is considered as bar 1. Thus if this bar is 
incomplete, bar numbers shown in the print may be one less than 
corresponding numbers used by CIMBAL.
The "formatted braille" section of the disc file is divided into 
"lines", corresponding to the lines of braille, and Identified by line 
number. Braille pagination is not included, as this is determined by 
the type of embosser used at the time of final output. Further 
details of the braille sections are given in section A4.9 ("Braille 
editing"). The terms "bar" and "measure" will be taken in formatted 
braille context to refer to a line of braille.
Each measure contains a number of "items". An item is the basic 
unit of musical or braille information for input, editing, and 
storage. The "printed music" section contains four types of item:
1 Control item, defining the structure of the music
2 Separate sign item, defining markings not associated with a 
specific note and not covered by the other item types
3 Text item, defining text in the music
4 Note item, defining notes and rests and their associated markings.
The "unformatted braille" and "formatted braille" sections 
contain only one type of item:
Braille item, defining a braille cell or (in the unformatted 
braille section only) a format control code.
The various items of different types and their use are described 
in section A4. 5.
A4.3.2 Magnetic tape files
A music archive tape is used for storage of files of music, 
either permanently or between runs of CIMBAL. Five of the commands 
("COPY", "ERASE", "FILES", "RESTORE", and "SAVE") operate on the 
archive tape, and a music archive tape should be loaded during 
execution of these commands. The tape is rewound on completion of 
each of these commands, and may then be removed if the tape unit is 
required by other computer users. Different archive tapes may used at 
different times during the same run. All commands using an archive 
tape initially display the name of the currently loaded tape on the 
screen.
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At the start of each run of CIMBAL, the mode is set to "printed 
music". For input, editing and display of printed music this is the 
only mode required. However, the mode can be changed if necessary by 
the user using the "MODE" command. Certain commands cause CIMBAL to 
change its mode automatically (for example the "BRAILLE" and "FORMAT" 
commands). Any change of mode is accompanied by a message on the 
screen informing the user of the new mode, protection status, and 
number of bars and staves or lines of music stored in the 
corresponding section of the file.
The "printed music" and "unformatted braille" sections of the 
disc file are divided into "bars", corresponding to the bars of the 
music and identified by bar number. Each bar is divided into one or 
more "measures", corresponding to the measures of the music, and 
identified by stave number if the section has more than one stave.
The first bar of a piece is considered as bar 1. Thus if this bar is 
incomplete, bar numbers shown in the print may be one less than 
corresponding numbers used by CIMBAL.
The "formatted braille" section of the disc file is divided into 
"lines", corresponding to the lines of braille, and identified by line 
number. Braille pagination is not included, as this is determined by 
the type of embosser used at the time of final output. Further 
details of the braille sections are given in section A4.9 ("Braille 
editing"). The terms "bar" and "measure" will be taken in formatted 
braille context to refer to a line of braille.
Each measure contains a number of "items". An item is the basic 
unit of musical or braille information for input, editing, and 
storage. The "printed music" section contains four types of item:
1 Control item, defining the structure of the music
2 Separate sign item, defining markings not associated with a 
specific note and not covered by the other item types
3 Text item, defining text in the music
4 Note item, defining notes and rests and their associated markings.
The "unformatted braille" and "formatted braille" sections 
contain only one type of item:
Braille item, defining a braille cell or (in the unformatted 
braille section only) a format control code.
The various items of different types and their use are described 
in section A4.5.
A4.3.2 Magnetic tape files
A music archive tape is used for storage of files of music, 
either permanently or between runs of CIMBAL. Five of the commands 
("COPY", "ERASE", "FILES", "RESTORE", and "SAVE") operate on the 
archive tape, and a music archive tape should be loaded during 
execution of these commands. The tape is rewound on completion of 
each of these commands, and may then be removed if the tape unit is 
required by other computer users. Different archive tapes may used at 
different times during the same run. All commands using an archive 
tape initially display the name of the currently loaded tape on the 
screen.
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The archive tape contains an index at the beginning, followed by 
the files of music. The index contains the tape name, number of files 
on the tape, and identifier, name, and version number for each file. 
The tape index is updated on successful completion of each "ERASE" or 
"SAVE" command.
A magnetic tape file is created using the "SAVE" command, and may 
be deleted only by use of the "ERASE" command. The "RESTORE" command, 
which makes the disc file a copy of a specified tape file, does not 
delete or affect the file stored on the tape. The Identifier and name 
of a file on the tape are as input in response to the corresponding 
questions during input of the piece, except that accented characters 
are converted to the corresponding unaccented characters, and the 
special codes input using the sign (see section A4.5.5) are 
removed.
When the disc file is copied to a magnetic tape using the "SAVE" 
command, it is assigned a version number on the tape, to distinguish 
it from any other file already on the tape which has the same name. 
Thus a piece of music may be saved at intermediate stages of input or 
editing, and any of the saved versions may subsequently be recovered. 
Version numbers apply only to magnetic tape files and not to the disc 
file, which may or may not currently be a copy of a tape file. The 
version number is assigned at the time the file is saved, according to 
the following rule: if there are no files already on the archive tape 
with the same name, the new file is given version number 1. If there 
are already files on the archive tape with the same name, the new file 
is given a version number one greater than that of the most recent 
such file. The highest version number allowed is 255, after which the 
version number reverts to 1.
CIMBAL will not attempt to write to any tape which does not begin 
with an index in the correct format, and is thus safeguarded against 
corrupting non-music tapes. A new music archive tape must first be 
initialised using a separate program or the "COPY" command.
A4.4 Commands
The user communicates with CIMBAL by giving a series of 
"commands", the last of which must be the "STOP" command. A command 
is given by typing the first two letters of the command name in either 
upper or lower case. CIMBAL Indicates that it is in "command status" 
(ready and waiting to receive a command) by displaying the message 
"NEXT COMMAND?" at the left hand side of the screen. It enters 
command status following the display of initial messages at the start 
of the run, and subsequently on completion of each command. Execution 
of most commands may be cancelled and the program returned to command 
status by pressing the interrupt or break button, except during input 
of music, in which case the interrupt has a special use (see section 
A4.5). If the first character of the command name is wrongly typed it 
may be cancelled by typing a question mark, and the "NEXT COMMAND?" 
message will be re-displayed.
If the two characters typed by the user are the first two letters 
of a recognised command name, the remainder of the command name is 
displayed, then either the command is executed or an error message is 
displayed explaining why the chosen command is not allowed in the
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circumstances. If the two characters typed are not the first two 
characters of a recognised command, the "OPTIONS" command Is executed, 
listing the available commands. This listing may be stopped by 
pressing the interrupt button. Error messages are listed in section 
A4.7, with details of their meaning and what to do about them.
The use of the individual commands is described in detail in 
sections A4.4.3 to A4.4.26, in alphabetical order of command name.
All commands are available in any mode unless otherwise indicated.

























extend the current section
convert printed music to unformatted braille
input a new piece of music
change specified program parameters
delete the current section
copy an archive tape to a new tape
delete a specified range of bars
display a selected part of the current section
edit a selected measure of the current section
create an embosser file from the current section
erase a file from an archive tape
list the files on an archive tape
change a braille "flag" value
convert unformatted braille to formatted braille
insert a new bar before a specified bar
change the program mode
list the available command options
play the current section using audio output
print music using the graph plotter or lineprinter
restore the disc file from an archive tape
copy the disc file to an archive tape
change the horizontal display scale
release CIMBAL
display summary information for the disc file
A4.4.I Summary of use of commands
To input music:
(1) To start a new piece of music, use the "BUILD" command.
(2) To add new bars to the end of a piece of music already stored in 
the disc file, use the "ADD" command.
(3) To add new bars anywhere else in a piece of music already stored 
in the disc file, use the "INSERT" command.
(4) To add or change items in an existing measure, use the "EDIT" 
command.
To delete music:
(1) To delete a magnetic tape file, use the "ERASE" command.
(2) To delete the current section of the disc file, use the "CLEAR" 
command.
(3) To delete specified bars from the disc file, use the "DELETE" 
command.




(1) To copy the disc file to magnetic tape, use the "SAVE" command.
(2) To copy a magnetic tape file to the disc file, use the "RESTORE" 
command.
(3) To copy an archive tape to a new tape, use the "COPY" command.
To produce braille:
Use the "BRAILLE", "FORMAT", and "EMBOSS" commands in succession. 
To display:
(1) To display a listing of the files on a magnetic tape, use the 
"FILES" command.
(2) To display a summary of the music in the disc file, use the 
"SUMMARY" command.
(3) To display the contents of the disc file, use the "DISPLAY" 
command.
(4) To display a listing of the available commands, use the "OPTIONS" 
command or any unrecognised command name.
(5) To hear the contents of the disc file, use the "PLAY" command.
(6) To print the contents of the disc file on the graph plotter 
(printed music) or lineprinter (braille), use the "PRINT" command.
To finish a session and release CIMBAL, use the "STOP" command.
4. 2__Specifying bar and stave numbers
Certain commands request the user to type bar numbers and/or 
stave numbers. Each number is input as a series of digits followed by 
a carriage-return. A question mark acts as a backspace character in 
typing a number. If the user types any other non-digit character in 
the middle of a number, CIMBAL will ignore the character and sound the 
bell. If a number is not within the required range, CIMBAL will 
display the message:
MUST BE IN RANGE <m> TO <n>
where <m> and <n> are the lowest and highest values the number may 
take. If this happens, type the correct number, or press the 
interrupt button to cancel the command and return to command status.
The following commands require the user to specify a bar number 
or range of bars, unless the current section contains only one bar: 
"BRAILLE", "DELETE", "DISPLAY", "EDIT", "FLAG", "FORMAT", "INSERT", 
"PLAY", "PRINT".
If a single bar number is required ("EDIT", "FLAG" and "INSERT" 
commands) CIMBAL will display the question "BAR?". Type the number of 
the required bar.
If a range of bars is required (the remaining commands) CIMBAL 
will display the question "FROM BAR?". Type the number of the first 
bar of the required range. If this is not the last bar of the 
section, CIMBAL will then display the question "TO BAR?". Type the 
number of the last bar of the required range.
If a zero or a plain carriage-return is input for the first bar 
number, no second number is requested and the effect is:
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"BRAILLE", "DISPLAY", "FORMAT", "PLAY", and "PRINT" commands: the 
command operates on the entire current section.
"EDIT" command: The file header is displayed for editing.
"FLAG", "INSERT" and "DELETE" commands: not allowed.
A4.4. 2. 2 Specifying stave numbers
The following commands require the user to specify stave numbers 
if the current section has more than one stave: "ADD", "BRAILLE", 
"BUILD", "DISPLAY", "EDIT", "FORMAT", "INSERT", "PLAY", "PRINT".
For the "EDIT" and "FLAG" commands a single stave number is 
required. CIMBAL will display the question "STAVE?". Type the stave 
number.
For the remaining commands in the above list, CIMBAL will display 
the question "SELECT STAVES?". Any combination of staves may be 
selected by typing a sequence of stave numbers and/or pairs of stave 
numbers separated by a hyphen, each separated by a comma. The numbers 
may be typed in any order and CIMBAL will sort them into the correct 
order. A pair of numbers separated by a hyphen indicates that all 
staves from the lower of the two numbers to the higher are to be 
selected. A zero or plain carriage-return typed in response to this 
question Indicates that all staves are to be selected.
Example: 3-5,1,7 selects staves 1, 3, 4, 5, and 7
A4.4. 3 ADD command
The "ADD" command is used to add to the end of an existing 
section. It may not be used if the current section is "empty" - in 
this case the "BUILD" command should be used Instead. The command is 
used in the same way as the "BUILD" command except that the initial 
specifications are omitted. If there is room for all the selected 
staves on a single display, the last bar of music already stored in 
the current section is first displayed.
*A4.4.4 BRAILLE command
The "BRAILLE" command is used to create a section of unformatted 
braille from the current section. It may be used only in printed 
music mode. It is not allowed if the unformatted braille section of 
the disc file is "protected". If the command is accepted, any music 
already stored in the unformatted braille section is first deleted.
On completion of the translation, the mode is changed to unformatted 
braille, and CIMBAL returns to command status. The range of bars and 
staves to be translated are given as described in section A4.4. 2. The 
new unformatted braille section is given "unprotected" status.
Each instrumental part produces one line in the unformatted 
braille section; each vocal part produces two lines (one for words 
and one for music). A maximum of four lines of unformatted braille 




The "BUILD" command is used to input a new piece of music to the 
current section. It may not be used if the current section is 
"protected" - in this case its status must first be changed to 
"unprotected", either by copying the file to magnetic tape using the 
"SAVE" command or by deleting the current section using the "CLEAR" 
command. If the command is accepted, any music already stored in the 
current section is first deleted. Staves are selected as described in 
section A4. 4. 2.
The screen is cleared and some questions are asked, the answers 
to which comprise the initial specifications for the piece of music. 
The music itself is then typed using the special music input language. 
Full details of the input language and the questions and answers for 
the initial specifications are given in section A4.5. The music is 
displayed on the screen as it is input. Whenever the screen is full 
the message "PRESS CARRIAGE-RETURN" is displayed; press the 
carriage-return key to clear the screen and continue. It is not 
necessary to input a whole piece at one time: a piece may be 
partially input and later extended using the "ADD" command. Any 
mistakes made during input may be corrected immediately if noticed 
during input of the same measure, otherwise they may be corrected 
later using the "EDIT" command. The new current section is given 
"protected" status.
A4-4-6__CHANGE command
The "CHANGE" command is used to change the values of certain 
parameters affecting the operation of CIMBAL. Each of these 
parameters except "debugging" has one of the two values "TRUE" or 
"FALSE". One of these two values is assigned to the parameter at the 
start of a run, according to the selection number specified by the 
user. Whenever the parameter is changed using the "CHANGE" command, 
it takes the opposite value from its current value.
CIMBAL displays the message "TYPE L FOR OPTION LIST". Type 
either the letter L to obtain a listing of the changeable parameters, 
or a carriage-return to omit this listing. The listing of the 
changeable parameters includes their identification numbers and 
current values. Any combination of these parameters may be changed 
with one execution of the "CHANGE" command. The numbers of the 
parameters to be changed are specified in the same way as stave 
numbers (see section A4.4.2). The new values for the changed 
parameters are displayed. The changeable parameters are:
1. Transpose: If this is FALSE, notes are input using their actual 
pitch values. If it is TRUE, notes are input as if they were 
written in the treble clef, and CIMBAL transposes them to their 
correct values before storing and displaying them.
2. GT40: This parameter should be FALSE if a Tektronix terminal is 
being used, TRUE if a GT40 terminal is being used. If a GT40 
terminal is being used it is advisable to change this parameter 
before inputting or displaying any music.
3. Debugging: should normally be left FALSE (zero). Set to a
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positive integer for program testing and development.
4. High-quality display: If this is set to TRUE, the quality of 
certain symbols on the printed music display is improved. These 
symbols take longer to draw and are therefore not recommended for 
normal use.
5. Grade 1 braille: If this is set to TRUE all literary braille text 
will be produced in grade 1 (that is, without contractions).
6. SAGEM embosser: If this is set to TRUE, the braille output file 
produced by the "EMBOSS" command will be suitable for embossing on 
a SAGEM model TEM 8BR braille embosser. If it is set to FALSE the 
braille output file will be suitable for embossing on a 
Triformation model LED120 braille embosser. It is not sensible to 
change this parameter after the first use of the "EMBOSS" command 
during a session.
7. Wide spacing: If this is set to TRUE, the vertical separation 
between staves on the printed music display will be Increased.
This may occasionally be necessary for pieces of music where the 
notation for adjacent staves is liable to collide using normal 
spacing.
A4.4. 7 CLEAR command
The "CLEAR" command is used to delete the current section of the 
disc file. It does not affect the other sections of the file. It is 
not accepted if the current section is already empty. If the current 
section has "unprotected" status, it is deleted immediately. However, 
for safety, if the current section is "protected", it is not actually 
deleted, but instead its status is changed to "unprotected" and the 
message "PLEASE CONFIRM DELETION" is displayed. Deletion may then be 
confirmed by repeating the "CLEAR" command or by giving another 
command which overwrites the section ("BRAILLE", "BUILD", "FORMAT", or 
"RESTORE").
*A4. 4. 8 COPY command
The "COPY" command is used to copy an archive tape to a new 
archive tape, omitting deleted files and recovering index space used 
by these files. A music archive tape should be loaded before the 
command is used, and a new tape should be loaded on a second tape 
unit. CIMBAL will display the message "LOAD OUTPUT TAPE" and "PRESS 
CARRIAGE-RETURN". Press the carriage-return key to confirm that the 
output tape is correctly loaded. The program will then request a name 
for the new tape. This should be typed as a sequence of up to eight 
characters, followed by a carriage-return. On completion of the 
copying CIMBAL will display the message "TAPE COPIED CORRECTLY".
A4.4.9 DELETE command
The "DELETE" command is used to delete a specified sequence of 
bars from the current section. The range of bars to be deleted is 
specified as described in section A4.4.2. The specified bars are 
deleted from the current section and all following bars are
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immediately re-numbered accordingly. The command operates on entire 
bars: it is not possible to delete only selected measures within a 
bar. The status of the current section is set to "protected", even if 
all bars of the current section are deleted. To delete the entire 
section Including the header, the "CLEAR" command should be used.
A4.4. 10 DISPLAY command
The "DISPLAY" command is used to display a selected part of the 
current section on the screen. The range of bars and staves to be 
displayed are specified as described in section A4.4.2. Whenever the 
screen is full during the display the bell is sounded: to clear the 
screen and display further music, press the carriage-return key. 
Execution of the display command may be stopped and CIMBAL returned to 
command status at any time during the display by pressing the 
interrupt button. For details of the display format, see section 
A4.6.
A4.4. 11 EDIT command
The "EDIT" command is used to alter music stored in the current 
section. To insert complete bars into the current section or delete 
complete bars from the current section, see the "INSERT" and "DELETE" 
commands respectively.
The command operates either on the file header or on a single 
measure or line of music. The bar and stave numbers are specified as 
described in section A4.4.2. The screen is then erased and the 
specified measure is displayed in the middle of the screen, with extra 
spacing between items to allow for the display of Insertions in the 
correct place.
Editing is performed by giving a series of "edit-commands". The 
program indicates that it is in edit-command status (ready and waiting 
to receive an edit-command) by displaying a pair of perpendicular 
cross-wires on the screen. If the character typed is a letter it may 
be in either upper or lower case. If it is not a recognised 
edit-command, or that particular edit-command is not allowed in the 
circumstances, the bell will sound and CIMBAL will return to 
edit-command status. If the command is accepted, the crosswires will 
disappear and the command will be executed. Ed it- command s should not 
be confused with characters of the music input language. Neither the 
edit-command name nor the single character typed is displayed. CIMBAL 
enters edit-command status after first displaying the selected 
measure, and subsequently on completion of each edit-command, except 
for "end-of-edit" and "cancel-edit" which end the editing and return 
CIMBAL to command status.
The disc file is not changed in any way by the "EDIT" command 
until the "end-of-edit" edit-command is given and accepted. The 
entire edit may be cancelled using the "cancel-edit" ed it-command. 
Pressing the interrupt button at any time during the edit except 
during input of a data item has the same effect as the "cancel-edit" 
ed it-command.
The "insert-after", "insert-before", "change-item", "delete-item" 
and "get-item" edit-commands require an item to be selected before the
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appropriate character is typed. The item is selected by using the 
joystick or light pen to position the crosswires on the screen so that 
they intersect at or close to the required item. If the intersection 
is close to more than one item, the nearest item is selected. If the 
intersection is not sufficiently close to any displayed items, these 
five edit-commands will be rejected. The position of the crosswires 
is irrelevant for the remaining edit-commands. To determine the exact 
screen position associated with each item, see section A4. 6 ("Display 
format").
Control items, not all shown in the normal display, are displayed 
for the "EDIT" command so that the user may edit them if required.
The single bar line at the end of a measure does not count as an item 
in the measure. However, any other type of bar line in or at the end 
of a measure is an item which may be selected for an edit-command.
The following edit-commands are available in edit-command status 
(the character to be typed is shown first):
A insert-after. This is used to insert a new item into the current 
measure immediately following the selected item. The new 
item is specified using the music input language described 
in section A4. 5. If the new item is a note item, the length 
and pitch specifications are taken from the selected item if 
it is a note item, or from the last note item of the measure 
otherwise. If this edit-command is used by mistake, it may 
be cancelled by inserting the "cancel" item (see section 
A4.5. 3).
B insert-before. This is used to insert a new item into the current 
measure immediately before the selected item. It is used in 
exactly the same way as the "insert-after" edit-command.
C change-item. This is used to change or replace the selected item. 
If the selected item is a note item, all the default 
attributes are taken from it. The displayed item is crossed 
out when the command is first typed, and re-drawn on 
completion of the replacement item. Replacing an item by 
the "cancel" item has the effect of converting the 
"change-item" edit-command into a "delete-item". To change 
the attributes of a note item, use the "change-item" 
edit-command and add or cancel only the specifications for 
the new values of the attributes to be changed.
D delete-item. The selected item is deleted and a cross is drawn 
through it on the display.
E examine. This has no direct effect. It may be used in case of 
confusion to distinguish editing crosswires from 
pitch-specification crosswires (see section A4.5.6.3): if 
the character "E" is typed, then the bell will sound if the 
pitch-specification crosswires are displayed, indicating 
that a character of the input language is required, but not 
if the editing crosswires are displayed, indicating that an 
edit-command is required. This edit-command may also be 
used to cancel the "get-item" edit-command (see below).
F fresh-display. This is used to re-display the current measure
during an edit. The screen is erased, and the measure being
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edited is re-displayed with deleted items removed and the 
remaining items suitably spaced. The "fresh-display" 
edit-command affects only the display and not the contents 
of the current measure or the disc file.
G get-item. This is used to copy the selected item, which must be a 
note item, to a different position within the same measure, 
or to duplicate it. If the following command is 
"insert-after", "insert-before" or "change-item", the item 
selected for the "get-item" edit-command will be used as the 
new or replacement item. If any other edit-command is used 
immediately after "get-item", the effect of the "get-item" 
is cancelled. The "get-item" edit-coramand does not affect 
the selected item, which should be deleted separately if 
required.
M ignore-check. This is used to allow the total time-count of notes 
in the measure being edited to be changed. After it has 
been used, the "end-of-edit" edit-command will not check the 
total duration of notes in the measure. The "fresh-display" 
edit-command reinstates the time-count check.
! end-of-edit. If this is accepted, the disc file is updated to 
incorporate the changes made during the execution of the 
current "EDIT" command, and CIMBAL returns to command 
status. The current section is given "protected" status, 
and the message "FILE UPDATED" is displayed. "End-of-edit" 
will not be accepted if the total time count of the notes in 
the measure as edited is different from that at the start of 
the edit, regardless of whether this conforms to the time 
signature, unless the "ignore-check" edit-command has been 
used previously during the current edit.
? cancel-edit. This is used to cancel the entire "EDIT" command and 
return CIK3AL to command status without changing the disc 
file. The message "FILE UNCHANGED" is displayed.
X crosswires. This has the same effect as the "crosswires" control 
item (see section A4.5.3), that is, it switches on or off 
the crossvires for note pitch specification. It should be 
used only with great care during editing because the 
inexperienced used is liable to confuse the crosswires for //■
pitch-specification with the editing crosswires. The 
pitch-specification crosswires are initially switched off at 
the start of each "EDIT" command.
It is advisable to use the "fresh-display" edit-command 
immediately after removing or inserting a clef sign, other than at the 
end of a measure, because otherwise the following notes will be be 
displayed at the wrong vertical position on the stave.
The file header, which contains the information given in the 
Initial specifications (see section A4. 5. 2) Is edited by typing a 
plain carriage-return or zero In response to the request for a bar 
number. The file header information is displayed as for the "SUMMARY" 
command, and may be edited in the same way as an ordinary measure of 
music, except that the "insert-before", "insert-after" and 
"delete-item" edit-comnands are not available. The "change-item" 
edit-command should be used to change items in the file header. These
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items should be changed only to items of the same kind (that is, text 
item, clef, key signature or time signature). All textual entries in 
the file header have a corresponding text item, which may however 
contain no characters.
4. \ 2__EMBOSS command
The "EMBOSS" command is used to create an embosser file from the 
current section. It is available only in "unformatted braille" or 
"formatted braille" mode. If the embosser output file is not 
available or is too small or has the wrong format, the message 
"BRAILLE OUTPUT FILE NOT AVAILABLE" will be displayed and the command 
will not be accepted. On successful completion of the command, a 
message will be displayed indicating the total number of braille pages 
produced during the current session. The embosser file may 
subsequently be embossed using an appropriate embossing program.
The initial use of the "EMBOSS" command during a session will 
overwrite any braille previously stored in the embosser file. Each 
subsequent use of the "EMBOSS" command will add the new braille to the 
end of the existing file, enabling more than one piece of music to be 
included in a single braille document. After each use of the "EMBOSS" 
command the total number of braille pages output to the embosser file 
during the current session will be displayed.
The default output device for the braille is the LED 120 embosser. 
The file may be made suitable for embossing on a SAGEM embosser by 
setting the SAGEM parameter to TRUE before first using the "EMBOSS" 
command (see section A4.4.6).
A4.4. 13 ERASE command
The "ERASE" command is used to delete unwanted files from an 
archive tape. The archive tape should be loaded at the time the 
command is used. CIMBAL requests a name and version number for the 
file to be deleted. Both must be typed in full exactly as they appear 
in the listing produced by the "FILES" command. If there is no file 
on the tape corresponding to the specified name and version number, 
the message "THIS FILE IS NOT ON THE TAPE" is displayed and the tape 
remains unchanged, otherwise the file specified is marked as deleted 
in the tape index. Although the file is not physically removed from 
the tape until subsequent use of the "COPY" command, it is no longer 
accessible to the user. No other files on the tape are affected, 
including files with the same name but different version numbers.
A4.4.14 FILES command
The "FILES" command is used to obtain a listing of the files on 
an archive tape. The tape should be loaded at the time the command is 
used. The tape name and number of files stored on the tape and 
deleted from it are displayed, followed by a listing of identifier, 
name and version number for each file on the tape in increasing order 
of age, that is, the most recently added file first. "Deleted" files 
refers to files which have been deleted from the index, but not yet 
physically deleted from the tape. The number of deleted files on the 
tape is reset to zero when these files are physically removed by use
of the "COPY" command. The listing may be interrupted at any time by 
pressing the interrupt button.
jJAAiJti_l^_FLAG_coramand
The "FLAG" command is used to change the "flag" value associated 
with a measure of unformatted or formatted braille. It is not 
available in printed music mode. The bar and stave numbers, or line 
number, are specified as described in section A4.4.2. A message is 
displayed giving the current value of the flag and requesting a new 
value. Type a number in the range 0 to 127, followed by a 
carriage-return, or a plain carriage-return which is equivalent to 0. 
The significance of the "flag" value is described in section A4. 9.
*A4.4.16 FORMAT command
The "FORMAT" command is used to create a "formatted braille" 
section from the current section. It is available only in 
"unformatted braille" mode. The command will not be accepted if the 
"formatted braille" section of the disc file is currently "protected". 
If the command is accepted, any braille already stored in the 
"formatted braille" section is first deleted. On successful 
completion of the command, the mode is changed to "formatted braille", 
and the new "formatted braille" section is given "unprotected" status.
A4.4. 17 INSERT command
The "INSERT" command is used to insert a new bar into the current 
section, other than at the end. To add further music to the end of 
the current section, use the "ADD" command instead. To insert more 
than one bar, use the "INSERT" command repeatedly.
A bar number and stave numbers are requested. These are 
specified as described in section A4.4.2. The bar number is that of 
the bar before which the new bar is to be Inserted. Music is input as 
for the "BUILD" command. On completion of input of one bar, CIMBAL 
returns to command status, and the current section is given 
"protected" status. All bars following the Inserted bar are 
re-numbered accordingly immediately on completion of the command.
*A4. 4. 18 MODE command
The "MODE" command is used to change the current mode of CIMBAL. 
The program mode determines which section of the disc file commands 
operate on, as described in section A4.3. Type a single character 
specifying the new mode required:
A4. 4. 19 OPTIONS command
The "OPTIONS" command clears the screen and displays a list of
P Printed music mode
U Unformatted braille mode 
F Formatted braille mode
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available commands with a brief description of their use. This 
command is also executed if an unrecognised command name is typed when 
CIMBAL is in command status. The listing may be cancelled and CIMBAL 
returned to command status by pressing the interrupt button.
*A4. 4. 20 PLAY command
The "PLAY" command is used to produce an audible output of a 
selected part of the current section, using the digital to analogue 
converter and analogue outputs of the computer. It is available only 
in "printed music" mode. Bar and stave numbers are specified as 
described in section A4.4.2. A playing speed is requested. At a 
medium tempo this corresponds to the number of beats per minute. If a 
plain carriage-return is typed in response to the request for a speed, 
a value of 200 is used. Pressing the interrupt button during playing 
will cancel the command at the end of the current measure.
In the current implementation, only monophonic output is 
available. It is therefore not suitable for music with chords or 
in-accord parts and not sensible to select more than one stave.
A4. 4. 21 PRINT command
The "PRINT" command is used to create a print file from a 
selected part of the current section. A printed copy of the music may 
later be produced on a graph plotter or lineprinter from the print 
file (see section A4.2.3). Bar and stave numbers are specified as 
described in section A4. 4. 2. Printed music notation is produced 
graphically on a digital graph plotter in a form similar to that 
displayed on the screen. Braille is printed on a lineprinter using a 
pattern of dots and spaces to represent the braille cells, with bar or 
line numbers shown at the left hand side of the page.
A4. 4. 22 RESTORE command
The "RESTORE" command is used to copy a file from an archive tape 
to the disc file. The archive tape should be loaded before the 
command is used. The command will not be accepted if any section of 
the existing disc file is "protected". A file identifier is 
requested. If a plain carriage-return is typed for the identifier, a 
name is requested instead. If a plain carriage-return is typed for 
the name, the most recent file on the tape is selected. If either an 
identifier or a name is specified, a version number is requested. If 
a plain carriage-return is typed for the version number, the most 
recent version of the file with the given identifier or name is 
selected, otherwise the specific version requested is selected.
If the selected file is not on the tape, the message "THIS FILE 
IS NOT ON THE TAPE" is displayed and the disc file remains unchanged. 
If the selected file is on the tape, the disc file Is made a copy of 
the selected tape file, the status of each non-empty section of the 
new disc file is set to "unprotected", and the current mode is set to 
"printed music". All sections of the file are copied regardless of 
the current mode. The tape itself is not changed by the "RESTORE" 
command.
A4. 4. 23 SAVE command
The "SAVE" command is used to copy the disc file to an archive 
tape. The archive tape should be loaded before the command is used. 
The command operates on the whole file, regardless of the current 
mode, and will not be accepted if all sections of the disc file are 
"empty". On successful completion of the command, a message is 
displayed giving the name and version number of the new file on the 
tape, and the number of tape records occupied. The disc file is 
unchanged except that the status of any "protected" section is changed 
to "unprotected". The current mode is automatically set to "printed 
music" on successful completion of the command. Version numbers are 
explained in section A4. 3. 2.
A4.4. 24 SCALE command
The "SCALE" command is used to change the horizontal scale factor 
at the start of the file for display of the printed music, in order to 
improve alignment between notes on different staves or to avoid large 
gaps between notes. The scale factor is given as a number in the 
range 8 to 128. The scale factor is proportional to the distance 
between notes on the display, subject to a minimum spacing. The 
default scale factor on creation of a new printed music section is 64. 
The scale factor may also be changed at any point in the printed music 
section using the scale-factor item (see section A4.5.4). The display 
scale does not affect the braille translation in any way.
A4.4. 25 STOP command
The "STOP" command is used to finish a session and release 
CIMBAL. For safety, it will not be accepted if any section of the 
disc file is "protected". In this case, the status of any "protected" 
sections should be changed to "unprotected" by using either the 
"CLEAR" command or the "SAVE" command. The disc file should normally 
be copied to a magnetic tape using the "SAVE" command before the 
"STOP" command is used. If the command is accepted, the message 
"PROGRAM RELEASED" is displayed and the terminal is then available to 
other users. If the "PRINT" or "EMBOSS" commands have been used 
during the current session, additional messages will indicate that 
there are files awaiting printing or embossing (see section A4.2 for 
means of doing this) .
A4. 4. 26 SUMMARY command
The "SUMMARY" command is used to display summary information for 
the current disc file. This Includes the number of bars and staves 
stored in, and protection status of, each non-empty section of the 
file. If the current mode is printed music, the contents of the 
header record are displayed, showing the information input as initial 
specifications (see section A4. 5. 2).
A4. 4. 23 SAVE command
The "SAVE" command is used to copy the disc file to an archive 
tape. The archive tape should be loaded before the command is used. 
The command operates on the whole file, regardless of the current 
mode, and will not be accepted if all sections of the disc file are 
"empty". On successful completion of the command, a message is 
displayed giving the name and version number of the new file on the 
tape, and the number of tape records occupied. The disc file is 
unchanged except that the status of any "protected" section is changed 
to "unprotected". The current mode is automatically set to "printed 
music" on successful completion of the command. Version numbers are 
explained in section A4. 3. 2.
2*__SCALE command
The "SCALE" command is used to change the horizontal scale factor 
at the start of the file for display of the printed music, in order to 
improve alignment between notes on different staves or to avoid large 
gaps between notes. The scale factor is given as a number in the 
range 8 to 128. The scale factor is proportional to the distance 
between notes on the display, subject to a minimum spacing. The 
default scale factor on creation of a new printed music section is 64. 
The scale factor may also be changed at any point in the printed music 
section using the scale-factor item (see section A4.5.4). The display 
scale does not affect the braille translation in any way.
A4.4.23 STOP command
The "STOP" command is used to finish a session and release 
CIMBAL. For safety, it will not be accepted if any section of the 
disc file is "protected". In this case, the status of any "protected" 
sections should be changed to "unprotected" by using either the 
"CLEAR" command or the "SAVE" command. The disc file should normally 
be copied to a magnetic tape using the "SAVE" command before the 
"STOP" command is used. If the command is accepted, the message 
"PROGRAM RELEASED" is displayed and the terminal is then available to 
other users. If the "PRINT" or "EMBOSS" commands have been used 
during the current session, additional messages will indicate that 
there are files awaiting printing or embossing (see section A4.2 for 
means of doing this).
A4. 4. 26 SUMMARY command
The "SUMMARY" command is used to display summary information for 
the current disc file. This Includes the number of bars and staves 
stored in, and protection status of, each non-empty section of the 
file. If the current mode is printed music, the contents of the 
header record are displayed, showing the information input as initial 
specifications (see section A4.5.2).
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A4. 5 Input language for music notation
A4.5.1 General notes on music Input
The "ADD", HBUILD" and "INSERT" commands allow music notation to 
be Input. When a new file is created using the "BUILD" command, one 
stave is allocated for each stave of the printed score. The total 
number of staves must be specified correctly, because this affects the 
file structure, and cannot subsequently be changed. Any combination 
of staves may be selected for music input as described in section 
A4. 4. 2. Staves not selected for input have whole-measure rests stored 
in them. Thus for orchestral scores it is only necessary to select 
staves for instruments actually playing at a given time.
The "BUILD" command requires the user to type some initial 
specifications as described in section A4.5.2 before the music itself 
is input. The music is input using a special character code. For an 
example of the use of this code, see section A4.8 ("Example"). Upper 
case and lower case letters are treated as the same throughout, except 
where (in text items) they correspond to letters in the printed music. 
The main additional meanings of the different keyboard characters are 
listed in table A4:2.
Each character typed by the user is Inspected by CIMBAL to check 
whether it is allowed in the given context. If the character is not 
acceptable, it will not be displayed on the screen, but the bell will 
sound instead to indicate an error. The user may then investigate the 
error and continue as if the erroneous character had not been typed. 
Characters which are accepted are displayed along the lower part of 
the screen for checking purposes. A carriage-return is represented as 
a slash (/) in this display. In certain circumstances (notably the 
first character typed for a note item where there is no previous note 
item in the same measure) there may be a slight delay before a valid 
character is displayed. The user should wait for each character to 
appear on the screen before typing another character, unless the bell 
is sounded.
Music is input bar by bar. Within each bar the music is input 
measure by measure from the uppermost line to the lowermost line.
Each measure is terminated with an "end-of-measure" item (see section' 
A4.5.3). Subsequent items will then automatically refer to the 
following measure. Within each measure the music is input item by 
item. The order of items within a measure is described in section 
A4.5.8.
An item is input by typing an appropriate sequence of characters. 
Some items require only one character to be typed. Others need 
several characters. The item itself is not displayed until all the 
characters necessary for its input have been typed. Some 
single-character items (for example, start-of-slur) are not displayed 
immediately, because the position of the symbol is not yet known, but 
their acceptance is indicated by the reflection of the input character 
on the screen. The input of an item may be cancelled at any time 
before it is complete by pressing the interrupt button. Any 
characters displayed at the bottom of the screen which are associated 
with the item will be crossed out. The user may then proceed as if 
that item had not been started.
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For the "INSERT" command, music Input is terminated after the 
input of one complete bar. For the "ADD" and "BUILD" commands, input 
is terminated by inputting the "end-of-input" item (see section 
A4.5.3). If this item is input on stave 1, the current measure will 
be discarded, otherwise the current measure will be stored, regardless 
of whether or not it is complete, and any remaining measures of the 
current bar will be stored as whole—measure rests. Thus the 
"end-of-input" item should normally be input following the 
"end-of-measure" item on the lowest stave currently being input (or 
instead of it if stave 1 is not currently selected).
Sections A4.5. 3 to A4.5.7 contain a description of the various 
items, grouped by item type. The layout of the description for each 






The name by which the item is referred to throughout 
this manual.
The sequence of characters typed to input the item. 
Characters actually typed are described in words or 
shown enclosed in angle brackets in this description. 
These angle brackets are not themselves typed.
The meaning of the item in terms of conventional music 
notation.
Limitations on the context in which the particular item 
is allowed.
Any further description of the use of the item not 
covered by the above.
A4.5.2 Initial specifications
The initial specifications define the file header record, and 
refer to the file as a whole. If the interrupt button is pressed 
during input of specifications 1 to 3, CIMBAL will return Immediately 
to command status. If the interrupt button is pressed during input of 
specifications 4 to 12, the current question will be repeated. If the 
interrupt button is pressed during input of specifications 13 to 15 it 
will have the normal effect of cancelling any characters already input 
for the current item.
For each of the initial specifications, CIMBAL will display a 
question asking for the specification to be typed. The dialogue for 
the initial specifications is shown below. Those indicated as 
"optional" may be omitted by replying with a plain carriage-return. 
The answers to questions 4 to 12 may be any text-below item (see 





a number between 1 and 40 inclusive, indicating the 
number of parts, followed by a carriage-return.
The number of staves once specified may not be changed, 





staves are selected as described in section A4.4.2. 
Normally all staves are selected by typing a plain 
carriage-return.
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2. Questions: PART 1? , ... , PART n? (One such question will be 
asked for each part)
Answer : for each part, one of the abbreviations listed in table 




any sequence of up to four characters followed by a 
carriage-return. This is a label to permit easy 
identification of the file when saved on an archive 
tape. It is advisable to choose a unique identifier 




the name of the piece. This is the full name by which 
the file is known when stored on magnetic tape, and is 
also used as the running page title in the braille 
version. It should normally contain the surname of the 
composer and the title of the piece, or an abridged 








any subsiduary title of the piece, or additional 












the number of the piece if any (e.g. K.381 or op. 





the word or phrase normally printed in heavy type above 




the metronome indication as printed, if any. See 
section A4.5.5 regarding input of musical symbols 
within text. No space should be left on either side of 
the sign. The expression should be enclosed in 
parentheses if these or square brackets are shown 




any additional comment which the user wishes to 




the key signature is input as described in section 
A4. 5.4.
14. Question: TIME SIGNATURE?
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An swe r: the time signature is input as described in section 
A4. 5. 4.
15. Question: CLEF FOR STAVE 1?, ... , CLEF FOR STAVE n? (one such 
question is asked for each part)
Answer : each clef is input as described in section A4.5.4.
When the initial specification questions have been answered 
satisfatorily the screen will be cleared, and a staff will be 
displayed showing a stave of five lines for each part, with clefs, 
time signature and key signature shown. CIMBAL is then ready for 
input of the music itself. The individual items available for this 
purpose are described in sections A4.5.3 to A4.5.7 and the order in 
which they are used is described in section A4.5.8.
A4.5.3 Control items
Control items either define the structure of the music, control 
the operation of CIMBAL, or represent miscellaneous music symbols.
The following items control the operation of CIMBAL and do not 






during editing, this item returns CIMBAL immediately to 
edit-command status. Otherwise it causes CIMBAL to 
enter edit-command status, enabling the user to edit the 
current measure (see section A4. 5. 10) .
Restrictions: the cancel item will not be accepted if there are no 







music input is complete.
during editing, this item has the same effect as the 
"cancel" item (see above). During the "INSERT" command, 
it has the same effect as the "end-of-measure" item (see 
below). Otherwise it terminates input of music and 
returns CIMBAL to command status. Any incomplete 





<|> followed by a carriage-return.
ordinary single bar line indicating the end of a
measure.
Restrictions: the total time count for the notes in the current
Comments:
measure must be correct according to the current time 
signature, unless the "ignore-check" item has already 
been input or the "ignore-check" edit-command has been 
used during input of the current measure, 
where a measure ends with a bar line which is not an 
ordinary single bar line, the appropriate form of the 

























CIMBAL is not to perform the usual check on the time 
count for the current measure (see section A4.5.9). 
the item is effective only for the current measure«
crosswires
<X>
if crosswires are currently in use for pitch 
specification (see section A4.5.6. 3) they are switched 
off. Otherwise they are switched on.
items are stored in the file:
bar-line(1) <ll>
or (2) <:||> 
or (3) <| |:> 
or (4) <: j | :> 
or (5) <| |T>
or (6) Vertical bar followed by <•>, 
each followed by a carriage-return.
(1) Ordinary thick double bar line
(2) Double bar line preceded by dots Indicating end of 
repeat section
(3) Double bar line followed by dots indicating start 
of repeat section
(4) Double bar line preceded and followed by dots 
indicating end of one repeated section and start of 
another
(5) Thin double bar line
(6) Dotted bar line.
a bar line may appear anywhere within a measure. Where 
a bar line extends across more than one stave, the same 
bar-line item should be input in the correct position on 
each stave. An ordinary single bar line is not input as 
such, but is implied by the "end-of-measure" item (see 
above) . A double bar line preceded and followed by dots 
which coincides with the enc of a measure should be 
input as a double bar line preceded by dots at the end 
of the first measure and a double bar line followed by 
dots at the start of the second measure. A bar-line 
item does not automatically imply the end of a measure 
and the "end-of-measure" item must also be used if these 
occur at the end of a measure.
in-accord
<;> followed by a carriage-return
go back to the position in the current measure at which 
the last "set-return" item (see below) was input, or to 
the start of the bar if no set-return item has been 
input during the current measure.
this item is used where the music contains notes written 
"in-accord". See section A4.5. 8 ("Order of input") for 
details.
set-return
<@> followed by a carriage-return
indicates the position to return to after an in-accord, 
or the end of part of a measure written in-accord.
See section A4.5.8 ("Order of input") for details.
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Meaning : CIMBAL is not to perform the usual check on the time
Comments:
count for the current measure (see section A4.5.9). 






if crosswires are currently in use for pitch 
specification (see section A4. 5.6. 3) they are switched 
off. Otherwise they are switched on.





or (2) <: | |> 
or (3) <||:> 
or (4) <: | |: > 
or (5) <| |T>
Meaning:
or (6) Vertical bar followed by <•>, 
each followed by a carriage-return.
(1) Ordinary thick double bar line
(2) Double bar line preceded by dots indicating end of 
repeat section
(3) Double bar line followed by dots indicating start 
of repeat section
(4) Double bar line preceded and followed by dots 
indicating end of one repeated section and start of 
another
Comments:
(5) Thin double bar line
(6) Dotted bar line.
a bar line may appear anywhere within a measure. Where 
a bar line extends across more than one stave, the same 
bar-line item should be input in the correct position on 
each stave. An ordinary single bar line is not input as 
such, but is implied by the "end-of-measure" item (see 
above). A double bar line preceded and followed by dots 
which coincides with the end of a measure should be 
input as a double bar line preceded by dots at the end 
of the first measure and a double bar line followed by 
dots at the start of the second measure. A bar-line 
item does not automatically imply the end of a measure 
and the "end-of-measure" item must also be used if these 





<;> followed by a carriage-return
go back to the position in the current measure at which 
the last "set-return" item (see below) was input, or to 
the start of the bar if no set-return item has been
Comments:
input during the current measure.
this item is used where the music contains notes written 






<@> followed by a carriage-return
Indicates the position to return to after an in-accord, 
or the end of part of a measure written in-accord.













<l"> optionally followed by a measure-number 
specification, optionally followed by a length-of-repeat 
specification, optionally followed by a pitch-change 
specification, followed by a carriage-return, where a 
measure-number specification is either:
(1) a single integer 
or (2) two integers separated by a dot 
or (3) a dot followed by an integer;
a length-of-repeat specification is an asterisk followed 
by a positive integer;
and a pitch-change specification is any sequence of 
"increment-pitch", "decrement-pitch", "increment-octave" 
or "decrement-octave" note-specifications as described 
in section A4. 5. 6. 3.
this item is used to make the current measure a repeat 
of an already existing measure, with optional change of 
pitch. The measure-number specification identifies the 
first measure to be copied:
(1) The integer specifies the bar number, the current 
stave is assumed.
(2) The first integer specifies a bar number and the 
second a stave number.
(3) The integer specifies a stave number, the current 
bar is assumed.
If no measure-number specification is given, the 
immediately preceding measure on the same stave is 
repeated.
The length-of-repeat specification defines the number of 
measures to be repeated, the measures being counted in 
the order in which they would otherwise be typed by the 
user (that is, Including all selected staves). If the 
length-of-repeat specification is absent, a single 
measure is repeated.
The pitch-change specification defines the change in 
pitch required if any. If this is absent there is no 
pitch change. If present, all note-heads are 
incremented or decremented in pitch by the specified 
amount.
fhe "measure-repeat" item must be the first and only 
item in the current measure. The measure-number 
specification must correspond to an already existing 
measure of the current section, which in the case of the 
"INSERT" command need not necessarily come before the 
new measure. This item is not available during 
execution of the "EDIT" command.
If the item is accepted, the entire new measure is 
displayed. No "end-of-measure" item is required;
CIMBAL is then ready to continue with input of the next 
measure. The pitch change feature cannot be used to add 
or remove marked accidentals.
footnote 
< | F>
this item introduces a musical footnote.
time count checking is performed in the same way as for
the "end-of-measure" item.
the "footnote" item should be input at the end of the 
first measure in which the musical footnote is referred
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to, followed by the contents of the footnote, followed 


















the pause sign, when not directly associated with a note 
or rest.
Comments: a pause sign which is associated with a note or rest is 







this item precedes the first note input in the right 
hand part following a note which has been input in the 
right hand part because of hand alternation, but 
actually appears in the left hand part in the print. It 
is also used to represent R.H. (right hand) or M.D.
(main droit) where these occur in the print.
Restrictions: only available in the right hand part of keyboard music.
Name :




this item precedes the first note input in the right 
hand part which in the print is shown in the left hand 
part, following a note which is correctly shown in the 
right hand part. It is also used to represent L.H. 




only available in the right hand part of keyboard music, 
where, in keyboard music, the right and left hand parts 
alternate, all notes should be input in the right hand 
part with appropriate right-hand and left-hand signs, 





first or second ending 
<@1> or <@2>
this item corresponds to the start of a first or second 
alternative ending shown in the print.
Comments: where the alternative endings occupy one or more 
complete measures, they should be input as separate 
measures in the order printed.
Name:




this may be used if necessary to prevent the braille 
translator from using a braille repeat sign but 
otherwise has no effect.





<@Y> or <@U> or <@«>
the first form indicates that subsequent notes on the 
current stave are to be displayed with stems pointing 
upwards.
The second form Indicates that subsequent notes on the 
current stave are to be displayed with stems pointing 
downwards.
The third form indicates that CIMBAL is to determine the 
direction for the stems of subsequently displayed notes 
using the usual convention.
normally CIMBAL will determine the correct stem 
direction according to the usual convention. This item 
is only necessary if it is required to override this 
choice. It does not affect the braille translation.
The item itself is not displayed except for editing.
Separate sign items define markings (other than text) which are 
not in general associated with a specific note but apply to a sequence 
of notes. An "extended sign", that is, one which in the print may 
extend above or below a sequence of consecutive notes (viz. slur, 
crescendo, decrescendo, ottava), is represented by two separate-sign 
items. The first of these corresponds to the start of the sign and 
precedes the first note to which the sign applies. The second 
corresponds to the end of the sign and follows the last note to which 






<Z> followed by a clef-type character followed by a 
carriage-return, where the clef-type character is one 
of:
<T> or <G> for the treble (G) clef, 
or <B> or <F> for the bass (F) clef, 
or <1> for C clef on bottom line (soprano), 
or <3> for C clef on middle line (alto), 
or <4> for C clef on 4th line (tenor), 
or <8> for treble clef with a small 8 below, 
clef sign, either in the initial specifications or where 
a clef change is marked in the printed score, 
the clef signs at the beginning of each printed line are 
not input, unless they Indicate a change of clef. Those 
at the beginning of the piece are included in the 
initial specifications.
Name: time-signature
Format: <T> followed by a time-specification followed by a
carriage-return, where the time-specification is one of: 
(1) Two integers separated by a carriage-return, 
or (2) <C>, 
or (3) <C|>, 
or (4) <U>.
Meaning: a time signature, either in the initial specifications
or where the time signature changes during the piece.
(1) is used for a time signature shown as two numbers, 
one above the other: the first number is the upper one 





















(2) is used for a time signature shown as C;
(3) is used for a time signature shown as C with a 
vertical bar through it;
(A) is used to indicate unmeasured music or music with 
no time signature.
in case (1) the first number must be in the range 1 to 
32 and the second number must be 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 or 32.
(2) and (3) are equivalent to 4/4 and 2/2 respectively 
for time-count checking purposes. (4) causes all 
time-count checks to be ignored. A change of time 
signature is input for each stave of the music as shown 
in the print.
key-signature
<K> followed by a number in the range 1 to 7 followed by 
<#> for sharp, <$> for flat, or <2> for natural; 
or: <K> followed by a carriage-return, 
key signature, either in the initial specifications or 
where the key signature changes during the piece. The 
number gives the number of signs in the key signature 
and the following character indicates whether they are 
sharps, flats, or naturals. The second form indicates a 
key signature having no sharps, flats or naturals, and 
is used for the initial specifications for a C major key 
signature (no accidentals shown).
naturals are not allowed in the initial specifications, 
the key signature at the beginning of each printed line 
is not input, unless it represents a change of key. A 
change of key signature is input for each stave of the 
music as shown in the print. Where a key signature 
comprises sharps or flats preceded by naturals which 
cancel an earlier specification, this should be typed as 
two separate items, one for the naturals and one for the 
sharps or flats.
irregular-note-grouping
<N> followed by an integer in the range 2 to 11 followed 
by a carriage-return.
Indicates that the following notes form an irregular 
grouping. The number gives the number of notes grouped, 
the item is input preceding the first note of the group.
inkprint-page-number
<Q> followed by an integer in the range 1 to 255 
followed by a carriage-return, 
page number of the printed score.
for each printed page, the page number should be input 
as the first item of the first measure on that page.
This item is required only if print page numbers are 
wanted in the braille.
inkp r in t-line-number
<L> followed by an integer in the range 1 to 9 followed 
by a carriage-return.
the number of the parallel on the current page of the 
printed score. The first parallel of each page is 
numbered 1.
the line number is input as the first item (other than 
an inkprint-page-number item) of the first measure of
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each parallel of the printed score. This Item is 





<J> followed by an integer n in the range 2 to 16 
followed by a carriage-return.
Meaning: the following n notes are to be beamed together on the 
d isplay.
Restrictions: this should not be used within the scope of a previous 
note-beaming, or for beaming which extends beyond the 
end of the measure.
Comments : this item does not affect braille translation. The item 
is not required if the beamed group of notes coincides 
with an irregular grouping. The number does not include 
rests occurring between notes of the beamed group. It 
does not include grace notes unless the first note-item 




<H> followed by an integer in the range 8 to 255 
followed by a carriage-return.
Meaning : changes the horizontal scale factor for display of 







pedalling sign (P or ped in the print)







end of pedalling (asterisk, or end of a horizontal line 
extending from the P in the print).
Comments : The item should follow the last played note or rest 






a maximum of two concurrent slurs is allowed on each 
stave.
Comments: the start-of-slur item is input preceding the note on 
which the slur starts. The slur is not displayed 
because its length is not yet known, but the appearance 
of the <(> on the screen is evidence of its acceptance. 
Where in-accord parts are used, a slur must start and 






each end-of-slur must correspond to an earlier 
start-of-slur on the same stave.
Comments: the end-of-slur corresponds to the most recently input 
start-of-slur item on the same stave which has not 
already been matched by an end-of-slur item. The 
end-of-slur is input following the note on which the 




Meaning : corresponds to 8va written above the printed stave
Comments: if the 8va appears above a note, the ottava-above item 
is input preceding the note item.
Name: ottava-below
Format: <[>
Meaning: corresponds to 8va written below the printed stave
Comments: as for ottava-above.
Name : end-of-ottava
Format : <_>
Meaning: corresponds to "loco" or the end of a horizontal line 
extending from the 8va in the print.
Restrictions: The item must correspond to a previous ottava-above or 







« >  (less-than sign)
beginning of diverging lines appearing above or below 
the stave.
only one crescendo or decrescendo is allowed on one 
stave at a given time.
the start-of-crescendo sign precedes the first note item 
to which the crescendo applies. The crescendo is not 









start of converging lines written above or below the 
stave.









corresponds to the end of converging or diverging lines
must correspond to a preceding start-of-crescendo or
start-of-decrescendo on the same stave.
this item is input following the corresponding note
item. The crescendo or decrescendo sign is then
displayed.
A4.5.5 Text items
Text items define text or letters written above or below the 
stave, excluding:
tr (for trill) which is part of a note item
P (that is, upper case P representing pedalling, not to be confused
with lower case p standing for piano, which is a text item)
Name: text
Format: <W> or <~> or <V>, followed by up to 31 characters of
text followed by a carriage-return.
Mean ing: initial character <W>: sung word or syllable. If the 
syllable is not the last of a word, a hyphen should be 
added as the last character before the carriage-return. 
If there is a genuine hyphen at the end of a syllable, 
the final hyphen is in addition to this; 
initial character <~>: text written above the stave 
representing dynamics, expression marks etc.; 
initial character <V>: similarly text written below the 
stave representing dynamics, expression marks etc.
The text is typed as it appears in the print. Upper and 
lower case characters are distinguished by CIMBAL and 
displayed as such.
Restrictions: all printable characters are allowed in the text. The
question mark acts as a backspace character. Any number 
of characters may be backspaced within a text item. 
Backspacing past the first character of text causes the 
item to be cancelled.
The sign is used within text items as a special character
which together with the immediately following character defines a 
special code. This is to permit inclusion of accents, musical symbols 
and the question mark within text. The sign itself is not counted
in the permitted 31 characters. The character following the "3" must 
be one of those listed below, and has the significance shown. A 
single question mark has the effect of backspacing both the "(?" and 
the character following the
Accents: <@'> acute accent
<@'> grave accent 
<@~> circumflex accent 
<@_> umlaut (two dots above a letter)
The accent codes are used for accented vowels. The 
accent code should immediately follow the affected 
vowel. The accent is attached to the vowel and is not 
treated as a separate character for backspacing or 
storage purposes.
Music symbols: <@1> breve
<@2> semibreve
<@3> minim (1/2 note)
<@4> crotchet (1/4 note)
<@5> quaver (1/8 note)
<@6> semiquaver (1/16 note)
<@7> demisemiquaver (1/32 note)
<@8> hemidemisemiquaver (1/64 note)




<@.> dot (for dotted note)
<@S> segno
<@0> encircled cross 
<@P> pause sign
The music symbol codes are used to represent musical 
symbols where these occur within text items as in 
metronome markings and D.S. indications.
Foreign text: <@F> start of foreign text
<@E> end of foreign text (start of English text) .
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The foreign text code is input preceding foreign text» 
The English text code is used to cancel the foreign 
text code, and is input at the end of foreign text if 
English text follows. The foreign text code causes 
subsequent text to be converted to uncontracted 
braille; the English text code causes subsequent text 
to be converted to contracted braille. Heading items 
(other than tempo), sung-word items, and other text 
items are treated as three independent categories for 
this purpose and the effect of the foreign text or 
English text codes continues from one text item to the 
next within each of these categories until 
contradicted. By default, text-above and text-below 
items (expression marks, dynamics etc.) and the tempo 
indication in the heading are assumed to be foreign 
text, and sung words and the remaining heading items 
are assumed to be English text.
Special types: <@R> rehearsal letter or number
A rehearsal number or letter should be input as a text 
item above the stave, starting with the <@R> code.
Braille codes: <@A> accent sign 
<@C> capital sign 
<@I> italic sign 
<@L> letter sign 
<@N> number sign 
<@/> null sign
These codes correspond to the braille cells of the same 
name and should be included if specially required in 
the braille. The only one normally required is the 
letter sign, which should be inserted before a single 
letter standing alone in a heading item, for example, 
representing a key (but not before dynamics etc. within 
the music). The number sign is normally inserted 
automatically in the braille by CIMBAL wherever it is 
required. The null sign has no effect except to 
prevent contraction in the braille of groups of letters 
containing it.
Others: <@@> is used to produce a genuine sign.
<@?> is used to produce a genuine question mark.
(note therefore that the single sign cannot be 
backspaced - this effect may be achieved by following 
it with two question marks.)
The breath mark or break mark shown as a comma written above the 
stave is input as a text-above item comprising a single comma. The 
break mark shown as two short parallel oblique lines at the top of the 
stave is input as a text-above item comprising the characters <//>.
A4. 5. 6 Note items
A note item represents a note or a rest or a complete chord, 
together with associated dots, accidentals, inflexions, nuances, 
ornaments, etc.
For the purpose of this description, unless otherwise indicated,
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"note" refers to either a single individual note, or a rest, or a 
complete chord. The term "note-head", or "head", is used to refer to 
one of the pitches associated with a note. Thus a chord has two or 
more note-heads and a single note in the conventional sense has one 
note-head.
A note item will not be accepted if it would cause the total 
time-count of the current measure to exceed the limit required by the 
time signature unless the user overrides the time-count check (see 
section A4.5.9).
A4.5.6.1 Note specifications
A note item is input as a sequence of "note-specifications" 
followed by a carriage-return. Each note-specification defines or 
modifies an attribute of the note. In the printed score these 
attributes are indicated by the form and vertical position of the note 
symbol, or by various other markings adjacent to the note symbol.
Some note specifications refer to the note as a whole, while others 
refer to individual note-heads. This disti .ction is not significant 
for the user, except for the separation of the individual note-heads 
of a chord by the chord sign (see section A4. 5.6.6).
It is not necessary to type specifications for all (or even any) of 
the attributes of each note. Each attribute of the note or note-head 
has a default value which is used if the corresponding specification 
is not input. The "current value" of each attribute of the note is 
set to its default value at the start of input of the item. The user 
may then replace or modify the attributes using the appropriate note 
specifications.
The default values for the attributes of a note-item are as 
follows:
For cotes input using the "change-item" edit-command (see section 
A4.4. 11) the default values for all attributes are the same as the 
values of the attributes of the selected item if it is a note item, or 
of the last note item in the measure otherwise.
For cotes input using the "insert-after" or "insert-before" edit- 
commands, default attributes are taken from the selected item in the 
same way as they are taken from the previous note during ordinary 
input.
If a note-repeat is in effect, the default values are the same as 
those of a previous note as described in section A4.5.6.4.
Otherwise: length (but not dots) is the same as that for the previous 
non-rest note item on the same stave (semiquaver for the first note of 
the stave); pitch and octave for the uppermost note-head are the same 
as those for the uppermost note-head of the previous non-rest note 
item on the same stave (octave 4, pitch C for the first note of the 
stave); pitch and octave for subsequent note-heads (if any) of the 
note item are the same as those for the previous note-head of the 
current note item; all other attributes are "absent".
A particular attribute of the current note may be specified more 
than once. In this case the last specification for that attribute is
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used. This provides ..n easy way of correcting certain mistakes. For 
example, if <#A.5> is typed by mistake instead of <#B.5>, this may be 
corrected by simply adding the correct pitch specification <B> giving 
<#A.5B>. (If the two values of the same attribute are given 
consecutively and there is any ambiguity, as many characters as 
possible are associated with the first of the two specifications. For 
example: <...> is two "dots" specifications <..> and <•>, not <•> and 
<..>; <...> is therefore equivalent to <•> rather than <••>.)
A question mark typed immediately following specification of a 
note attribute which cannot be individually cancelled (for example, 
pitch) has the same effect as pressing the interrupt button, that is, 
all specifications typed for the item are cancelled and the displayed 
characters are crossed out.
A4. 5. 6. 2 Specifications applvinr, to whole note
Apart from note—length and rest, each of these attributes may be 
reset to absent by typing the appropriate specification followed by a 







one of the nine note-length characters, which are:
<1> for breve
<2> for semibreve (open head) or whole bar rest 
<3> for minim (open head with stem)
<4> for crotchet (solid head with stem)
<5> for quaver (stem with one flag)
<6> for semiquaver (two flags)
<7> for demisemiquaver (three flags)
<8> for hemidemisemiquaver (four flags)
<9> for semihemidemisemiquaver (five flags) 
defines the length of the note.
for a chord the length must be specified before the 
first "chord-sign" if the default value would cause a 
time-count error.
Name: dots
Format: <•> or <••>









the current note-item is a rest.
where a whole-measure rest is shown as a semibreve rest 
in the print, this should be specified as a semibreve 
rest regardless of the time signature.
expression marks
These are specified by typing the <“> sign followed by a 
single character Identifying the type of expression 
mark. Apart from the three types of staccato, which are 
mutually exclusive and cancel each other, any 
combination of expression marks may be specified for one 








f <: > staccatissimo
T <-> mezzo-staccato
> < » attack
<> <S> swell
— <_> agogic accent (tenuto)
<P> pause (fermata)
A <~> martellato
I <A> arpeggio on one stave only
<D> arpeggio across two staves 
(should be input on both staves)
Name: note-fractioning
Format: <»/0> <«/l> <-/2> <«/3> <-/4> or <-/5>
Meaning: fractioning of a note, indicated in print by one or more
short bars through the stem of the note. The digit 
corresponds to the number of these bars. The zero digit 






<-Jl> <»J2> <-J3> <-J4> or <-J5>
tremolo between the current note and the following note, 
indicated in print by short bars between the two notes, 
or beaming of minims. The digit corresponds to the 
number of these bars.




Meaning: indicates that the note forms an additional stem
attached to the previous note (see section A4.5.8 for 
details of its usage).
A4.5.6.3 Note-pitch specifications
Pitch is an attribute of each head of a note-item. It does not 
include accidentals, which are specified separately. The pitch of a 
note-head comprises an octave-number and a pitch-letter (C, D, E, F, 
G, A or B) within the octave. The octaves are numbered consecutively 
in ascending order, each including notes from C to the next B above. 
Octave 4 corresponds to the octave of the piano starting at middle C; 
octaves 1 and 7 correspond to the lowest and highest complete octaves 
of the piano respectively. The lowest and highest pitches accepted by 
CIMBAL are octave 0 C and octave 8 B respectively.
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Pitch may be specified in one of two modes: non-transposing or 
transposing. In non-transposing mode, the pitch-specification 
corresponds to the true pitch of the written note-head. In 
transposing mode, pitch is specified as if all notes were written in 
the treble clef, regardless of the actual clef shown, and CIMBAL 
transposes it to the correct value before displaying and storing it. 
The note-head will not be accepted if this would cause the true pitch 
to be outside the permitted range. Example: in transposing mode, a 
note on the middle line of the stave would always be input as octave 4 
B, regardless of the clef sign. For the convenience of musicians 
familiar with music written in the different clefs, CIMBAL operates by 
default in non-transposing code. The user who wishes to change this 
option may select transposing mode using the initial "selection 
number" or the "CHANGE" command (see sections A4.2.3 and A4.4.6).
Three methods are available for specifying the pitch of 
note-heads. The most appropriate of these for each note-head depends 
on the context and user's musical knowledge.
(1) Using crosswires. Tne crosswires are switched on and off 
using the "crosswires" item (see section A4.5.3) or "crosswires" 
edit-command (see section A4.4.11). When switched on, the crosswires 
will appear whenever a character of the input language is expected, 
regardless of the type of the current item. With the crosswires 
switched on, the pitch of the note-head is determined by the vertical 
position of the horizontal crosswire at the time the last character 
for the note-head other than a carriage-return is typed. For a chord, 
for all but the lowest head, this is the <&> following specification 
of the note-head. Use of the crosswires for pitch specification will 
work correctly in both transposing and non-transposing modes. The 
other note-pitch specifications described below will not be accepted 
while the crosswires are switched on.
(2) Absolute pitch specification. The absolute pitch of the 
note-head may be specified using the following two specifications:
Name : pitch-letter
Format: one of the note-pitch characters which are: 
<C>, <D>, <E>, <F> and <G>
<A>, <B>,
Meaning : pitch of the note-head.
Name : octave
Format : <0> followed by an integer in the range 0 to 8.
Meaning: the number of the octave, as defined above.
(3) Relative pitch specification. The pitch may be specified
relative to its current value using one or more of the following 
specifications. To determine the current value of the pitch, see 
section A4.5.6. 1. One pitch step corresponds to the interval between 
a line of the stave and an adjacjnt space, regardless of the actual 








raises the current pitch value by one step (incrementing 







lowers the current pitch value by one step (decrementing 







raises the current octave number by 1.







lowers the current octave number by 1.
: this cannot be used if the current octave is 0.
Mj.5. 6. 4__Other note-head specifications
Each of the following attributes may be set to absent by typing 
the appropriate specification followed by a question mark. For a
chord, these 
head.




one of the following: flat (<$>), sharp (<#>), natural 
(<%>), double flat (<$$>), double sharp (<##>), or any 
of the above preceded by natural (<%$>, <%#>, <Z$$>, or 
<%##>); this is followed by <”"> for editorial 
accidentals written above or below the note, or <V> for 
editorial accidentals written in parentheses.




<-F> followed by either:
(1) An integer in the range 1 to 5 
or (2) two integers in the range 1 to 5, separated by a 
comma <,> or colon <:>
Meaning: (1) Fingering for the note-head, printed as a small 
number above, below or alongside the note.
(2) The comma indicates a change of fingering on one 
note, printed as two small numbers side by side with a 
short line or slur between them; the colon indicates 
two alternative fingerings for the same note, usually 
printed as one small number above the other (notice, 
however, that for chords, fingering numbers stacked in 





tie or implied rest 
<I>
tie from current note head to the following note, 
for a rest this specification indicates that the rest is 
implied but not actually shown in the print. No special 






note head written smaller than normal (grace note) .
<=1> represents an acciaccatura (one of several 
consecutive small notes, or a single small note printed 
with a stroke through the stem, preceding a normal
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note).
<-2> represents an appogglatura (a single small note
Comments:
without a stroke through the stem, preceding a normal 
note).




<“>, optionally followed by one or two accidental 
characters (<#>, <$>, or <Z>), followed by a single 






* <M> lower mordent (or mordent)
<E> extended lower mordent
A V <U> upper mordent (or inverted mordent)
A W <X> extended upper mordent
M <~> turn above or below the note
(O <I> inverted turn above or below the note
M <N> turn following the note
«/» <Z> inverted turn following the note
Hr___ <T> trill
A4.5.6.5 Special note specifications
Unlike the above note specifications, the position of the 
following note specifications in the sequence of specifications for a 









the chord sign indicates that note specifications 
referring to a particular head of the current note item 
are complete, and subsequent specifications referring to 
an individual head are associated with the next head 
(see section A4. 5. 6.6).
note-repeat
( 1 ) <">
or (2) <"*> followed by a single-digit integer n 
or (3) <"*> followed by a single-digit integer n 
followed by <">
the current values of the attributes of the current note 
item are set equal to those of a selected previous note, 
which is determined as follows:
(1) Single note repeat. The selected note is the 
immediately preceding note on the same stave.
(2) Multiple note repeat. Used to repeat a group of 
notes, with modifications, or with other items between
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them* The selected note is the <n>th note preceding the 
current note, or the first note of the current measure 
if there are less than <n> notes in the current measure* 
Also the default attributes of the following <n-l> notes 
are taken from the <n-l> notes following the selected 
note respectively, instead of each from its own 
preceding note* The notes may then be modified 
individually by giving appropriate specifications for 
each.
(3) Automatic multiple note-repeat. Used to repeat a 
group of notes exactly. This is equivalent to using 
form (2) then typing <n> carriage-returns. <n> notes 
are automatically repeated and displayed.
Restrictions: the effect of a note-repeat specification is cancelled 
if an illegal note would be produced, for example, one 
exceeding the allowed time count for the current 
measure, but any notes already displayed will have been 
stored. This specification is also cancelled by editing 
the current measure while it is in effect. It may not 
be used during editing. Only notes within the current 
measure may be repeated using this specification.
Comments: the note-repeat specification applies only to note
items. It does not affect and is not affected by 
non-note items. For a multiple note repeat the notes to 
be repeated need not necessarily exist at the time the 
note-repeat specification is typed, provided that each 
exists by the time it is required. Example: if the 
current measure contains a single note and <"*5"> is 
typed, this will produce a further five notes identical 
to the first, assuming that the time count limit for the 
measure is not exceeded. The second note is a repeat of 
the first, the third of the second and so on.
A4.5.6.6 Chords
A chord is input as a single note item. The individual heads of 
the chord are specified in order starting with the uppermost one. The 
specifications applying to Individual note-heads are separated by the 
chord-sign <&>. The specifications for each note-head which apply to 
the chord as a whole (that is, those listed in section A4.5.6.2) may 
be interspersed with these in any position. If the pitch value for 
the second or subsequent note-head of a chord is equal to or higher 
than that of the previous note-head it will automatically be changed 
to the highest pitch with the same pitch letter which is lower than 
that of the previous note-head. Example: <05A&/> gives octave 5 A and 
octave 4 A. A maximum of eight heads per chord is allowed in the 
current implementation.
*A4.5.7 Braille items
Braille items are used only in unformatted or formatted braille 
modes, for inputting braille directly from the keyboard, or editing 
the braille. A braille item is one of the following:
Name: braille cell
Format: a sequence of digits in the range 1 to 7 and/or question




each digit 1-6 represents a dot of the braille cell, 
using conventional numbering 1,2,3 down the left-hand 
side of the cell and 4,5,6 down the right-hand side. 
Presence of a digit indicates presence of the 
corresponding dot in the cell, unless the digit is 
followed by a question mark, in which case the dot is 
cancelled. The carriage-return is used alone to 
represent the blank cell. Presence of a 7 indicates 
that on conversion to formatted braille, the cell is to 
be included if and only if it is in the first measure of 
a braille line.
Restrictions: the "delete" character (question mark) may only be typed 
immediately after a digit. The digit 7 may be used only 




short-form braille cell 
any letter
this produces the braille cell corresponding to the 






same as braille cell, except that digit 8 is also used, 
defines a special code controlling the operation of the 
braille formatter. Particular values and their meanings 
are defined in section A4.9 ("Braille editing"), 
format codes may not be used in formatted braille mode.
Name: end-of-measure
Format: <|>
Meaning: end of the current measure. Subsequent braille cells
belong to the following measure.






as described in section A4.5. 3.
A4.5.8 Order of input
The order of input of measures is the same as the order in which 
they are stored (described in section A4.3. 1). Signs shown between 
two staves and equally applicable to both are input in the stave 
containing the first played note (not rest) to which they apply.
A4.5.8.1 Order of notes within a measure
If within a measure no two notes are played at the same time, 
considering a chord as a single note, the notes are input in order 
from left to right. If the whole measure or a portion of the measure 
consists of two or more sets of notes played together, that is, 
written in parallel, or "in-accord", this portion is input in the 
following order: the notes for one subsidiary part are input in order 
from left to right, followed by those for the next subsiduary part, 
and so on. The first group of notes is preceded by the set-return 
item (see section A4.5.3) and each subsequent group is preceded by the 
in-accord item. The final group is followed by the set-return item
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unless there are no further notes in the measure. The order of 
subsiduary parts is from top to bottom for the right hand part of 
keyboard music, or non-keyboard music written in the treble clef, and 
from bottom to top for the left hand part of keyboard music, or 
non-keyboard music not in the treble clef.
Where individual notes have a second stem pointing in the 
opposite direction from the main stem and the additional notes cannot 
be written using an in-accord part, the additional stem should be 
represented as a separate note-item of the correct length immediately 
following the note-item to which the stem is attached, using the 
"stem-sign" specification to indicate that this note-item coincides in 
attack-time and pitch with the previous one.
A4.5.8.2 Order of other items within a measure
The start of an extended sign (see section A4.5.4) is input 
before the first note to which it applies and the end of the sign is 
input following the last note to which it applies. Other signs not 
associated with one particular note are input before the first note to 
which they apply. Sung words and syllables are input immediately 
before the note to which they apply.
The following is a general guide to the order of items preceding 
and following a note-item:
Start of pedalling
Text above or below stave




Sung word or syllable
Note-item
End-of-slur
End of crescendo or decrescendo 
Breath mark or break mark 
End of pedalling.
A4.5.9 Time count check on input
There is a time-count check in effect during input unless the 
user overrides the check using the "ignore-checks" item or 
edit-command or the current time signature is "unmeasured". If the 
user cancels the time-count check, it will be restored at the start of 
each new measure, or by use of the "fresh-display" edit-command. For 
the first bar of a piece, the time count may be less than the normal 
bar length, but must be the same for each stave. Notes which cause 
the time count to exceed the required limit will not be accepted if 
time-count checking is in effect. Similarly, the "end-of-measure" 
item will be accepted only if the total duration of notes within the 
measure is correct according to the time signature. Allowance is made 
in evaluating the time-count for grace notes and stem-sign notes 
(considered for this purpose to have zero duration), in-accord parts, 
and irregular note-groupings. If grace notes occur at the end of a 
measure, it is necessary to use the "ignore-checks" item, because 
otherwise the time-count check will cause CIMBAL to reject any
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note-item before it can be identified as a grace note
A4.5.10 Editing during input
The measure currently being input may be edited at any time 
before the end—of—measure item is input* Previous measures cav be 
edited only by using the "EDIT" command later, even if they are still 
displayed on the screen.
The editing mode is entered using the "cancel" item (question 
mark) . The crosswires are then displayed on the screen and CIM3AL 
enters edit-command status. Editing is performed as described in 
section A4.4.11 with the following exceptions:
(1) The "cancel-edit" and "fresh-display" edit-commands are not 
available.
(2) The "end—of—edit" edit—command does not return CIMBAL to command 
status, but allows input to continue from the point where the editing 
mode was entered.
(3) Only items displayed for the current measure may be edited.
(4) The time count at the end of the edit need not correspond to that 
at the start of the edit but the overall time count for the current 
measure at the end of the edit may not exceed that allowed for the 
measure as a whole if time-count checking is in effect.
Communication from CIMBAL to the user is via the display screen 
and bell of the terminal. Erasure of the screen and positioning cf 
the cursor is performed by CIMBAL and it is therefore not necessary or 
desirable for the user to try to perform these operations with local 
controls on the terminal.
CIMBAL is designed for use with a storage tube rather than a 
continually refreshing display, so items may not be moved or removed 
from the display except by complete erasure of the screen. Deletion 
of an item displayed on the screen is temporarily indicated by a cross 
drawn through it. When CIMBAL wishes to erase the screen it will 
normally display the message "PRESS CARRIAGE-RETURN" and sound the 
bell. If CIMBAL is executing the "DISPLAY" command, no message is 
displayed, and only the bell is sounded. The user should then press 
the carriage-return key to allow CIMBAL to clear the screen and 
continue. Any other input in response to this message will be 
rejected. However, if the interrupt button is pressed, this will take 
effect immediately after the screen has been erased.





The music is displayed in a form roughly resembling the printed 
score. All symbols apart from note-heads, text and dots are composed
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of straight line segments* Note—heads are displayed using a letter 0 
(upper case for ordinary notes, lower case for small notes) overtyped 
in the case of solid heads with an asterisk (for ordinary notes) or a 
dot (for small notes).
The size of the Tektronix screen allows up to six parallel staves 
to be displayed at one time. During music input, up to four staves 
are displayed at one time and the lower part of the screen is used for 
messages and reflection of input characters. Thus, for example, for 
two-stave music, two parallels may be displayed during input and three 
during playback. The number of the first bar of each displayed 
parallel is shown at the beginning of that parallel. If the number of 
staves selected is greater than the number which can be shown on the 
screen at one time, or less than the total number of staves in the 
current section of the file, the stave number is also displayed at the 
start of each stave.
Some control items are not normally displayed, but all are 
displayed during execution of the "EDIT" command to enable them tc be 
accessed if necessary. In this case set-return is shown as "@", 
in-accord as right-hand and left-hand signs as "RH" and "LH"
respectively, and other control items as the characters used to input 
them.
Each data item displayed has an associated screen position, which 
identifies it for editing purposes, and which is at the centre of the 
cross drawn through the item when it is deleted. The screen position 
of the various items is as follows:
item
start of extended sign 
end of extended sign 
text
screen position
left hand side of displayed sign 
right hand side of displayed sign 
centre of first character
note item
other items
centre of note-head furthest from tail of 
stem (or occasionally, for chords, centre 
of the note-head nearest to tail of stem)
near centre of item as displayed
A4.6.2 Braille music display
The braille music is displayed in a form resembling the embossed 
braille using the dot character to represent the dots. A blank cell 
is represented by a horizontal line beneath the cell.
In unformatted braille mode a non-blank cell displayed with a 
horizontal line beneath it represents either a cell which is to be 
omitted on formatting unless the cell is in the first measure of a 
braille line, or a special format control item.
The size of the Tektronix screen allows up to 14 lines of up to 
40 braille cells each to be displayed at one time. Bar or line 
numbers are shown at the right hand side of the screen, using a
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separate line if the braille line contains AO cells.
AA.6.3 Messages
Messages are of three types: questions, informatory messages, 
and error messages. They are displayed either at the left hand side 
of the screen, or halfway across the screen, starting below the 
displayed music if any, or at the top of the screen otherwise.
All questions displayed by CIMBAL end with a question mark and 
require the user to type something. Informatory messages are 
self-explanatory. Error messages are described in full in section 
AA. 7.
AA.7 Error messages
This section lists possible error messages produced by CIMBAL in 
response to erroneous input by the user, indicating their meaning and 
















a character has been typed which is not allowed in the 
given context by the music input language, 
the bell may also accompany other messages or sound as a 
margin indicator when items are displayed near the right 
hand side of the screen. The bell is also used during 
display to indicate that the screen is full and the user 
is to press carriage-return to clear the screen and 
continue.
consult the "restrictions" entry of the appropriate part 
of section AA. 5 to find out why the character is not 
acceptable. For a note-item or "end-of-measure" item, 
check that the time-count is correct. If CIMBAL appears 
to reject valid characters, press the interrupt button 
and start the current item again.
NO MUSIC STORED.
the specified command requires music to be stored in the 
current section of the disc file.
change mode using the "MODE" command or produce some 
music using the "RESTORE" or "BUILD" commands.
FILE PROTECTED.
a command has been given which would cause a protected 
section of the disc file to be deleted, 
remove the protection from the appropriate section or 
sections of the file using the "CLEAR" or "SAVE" 
commands. If necessary, use the "SUMMARY" command to 
find which sections are "protected".
WRONG MODE.
a  command has been given which is not appropriate to the 
current mode. ,
change the mode using the "MODE" command.




a number has been typed which is not in the required 
range.
Remedy: type the correct number in the range <m> to <n> 





an attempt has been made to end an edit when the total 
time count value has been changed.
Remedy: either continue editing to correct the time count or use 
the "ignore-checks" edit-command to ignore the check, 
then repeat the "end-of-edit" edit-command.
Message: ♦ERROR <x> <y> <z>. (where <x>, <y> and <z> are 
integers).
Reason* there is a mismatch between items which should be 
paired: The number <x> is a code for the item as 
follows:
49 Start of slur
50 End of slur
51 Ottava below
52 End of ottava
53 Ottava above
54 Start of crescendo
55 Start of decrescendo
56 End of crescendo or decrescendo
Remedy:
The numbers <y> and <z> are the bar and stave numbers 
respectively of the measure in which the erroneous item 
was found. Example: *ERR0R 50 10 1 means an 
"end-of-slur" item has been found in bar 10, stave 1, 
which has no corresponding earlier "start-of-slur" item, 




THE TAPE INDEX IS FULL.
an attempt has been made to save a file when there is no 
room for it in the tape index. If there are deleted 
files on the tape, index space used by these files may 
be recovered using the "COPY" command, otherwise a new 
tape must be started.
Message:
Reason:
WRONG TAPE OR NO TAPE LOADED.
the loaded tape is not a music archive tape, or no tape 
is loaded, or the tape is loaded on the wrong unit.
Remedy: load the correct tape (see section A4.2) and try again.
Message:
Reason:
THIS FILE IS NOT ON THE TAPE.
a file identifier or name and/or version number have 
been specified for a "RESTORE" or "ERASE" command which 
do not correspond to any of the files on the archive
Remedy:
tape.
try again with the correct identifier or name and 
version number. If necessary use the "FILES" command to 
find out the identifiers, names and version numbers of 
files on the tape.
Message:
Reason:
BRAILLE OUTPUT FILE NOT AVAILABLE.
The "EMBOSS" command has been used when the braille
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Remedy:
output file is not ready 
See section A4. 2.
The following error messages may be produced by CIMBAL but should 
not appear in normal use. Remedy for all the following: note the 
circumstances and call an expert.
Message: BAR FULL.
Message: EDIT TABLE FULL.
Message: BAR TOO LONG.
Reason: too many items have been input for the current measure.
Message: ITEM UNRECOGNISED.
Reason: the file contains an item code which is not recognised
by CIMBAL.
Message: TAPE INDEX ERROR.
Reason: the archive tape index is not in the correct format.
Message: TAPE ERROR.
Reason: an error has been encountered on trying to read from or






the disc file has overflowed or is corrupted.
A4. g  Example
The following example indicates how part of the printed piece of 
music shown in figure A7:1 might be input. In this description a 
slash (/) indicates that a carriage-return is to be typed.
The actual sequence of characters typed is shown at the left hand 
side with an explanatory commentary to the right. The division of 
characters typed into separate lines in the description is merely for 
correspondence with the commentary. In practice the characters are 
typed consecutively. Tne commentary becomes progressively less 
detailed. For the first four bars of the piece, each item is shown on 
a separate line.
For illustration, alternative methods of indicating pitch are 
given, using either pitch and octave specifications or + and - to give 
the pitch relative to the preceding note. Either may be easier to 
use, depending on the familiarity of the user with the pitch names. 
Lines with commentary preceded by an asterisk contain deliberate 
mistakes included to demonstrate editing during and after input. It 
is assumed that CIMBAL is running in non-transposing mode. Characters 
are typed as follows:
characters commentary
typed
BU initiates the "BUILD" command
2/ first initial specification: number of staves





















































part 2: left hand
select both staves for input
identifier: anything up to four characters
file name: @L represents braille letter sign
rest of file name
title
subtitle





no metronome mark is given 
comment
key signature: one sharp sign 
time signature: 3/4 
treble clef for right hand 
bass clef for left hand
here the screen is cleared and a staff displayed 
bar 1, right hand: text below stave 
1st note: octave 5, pitch d, length code 4, 
dotted
start of slur (precedes first of slurred notes) 
join next three notes
2nd note: two pitch steps down from 1st, length 
code 5
3rd note: up two pitch steps, same length
4th note: down four pitch steps (could use ug/
instead)
end of slur (follows last of slurred notes) 
bar line
join next four notes
bar 1, left hand, 1st note: octave 3 G, length 
code 6
2nd note: up four pitch steps, same length 
3rd note: back down 2 
4th note: up again 
join four notes
5th to 8th notes: automatically repeat 4 notes 
Join four notes
9th to 12th notes: repeat last four notes 
bar line
bar 2, right hand: join three notes 
start of slur
1st note: same length and pitch, dotted, trill 
2nd note: one pitch step down, length code 7 
3rd note: up again, same length
*4th note: mistake, end of slur should come first 
press interrupt button to cancel -4 
end of slur
4th note: down one pitch step, length code 4 
rest: same length as previous note 
bar line
left hand: join four notes
1st note: down 3, same length as previous note 
2nd note: back up 3 
3rd note: down one 
















































5th to 8th notes: automatically repeat 4 notes 
Join four notes
9th to 12th notes: repeat 4 notes again 
bar line
here a second staff is displayed
*Bar 3, right hand, 1st note: re-specify pitch





4th note: octave down, pitch F (could use ----/
Instead) 
end of slur
cancel attempted bar line
attempted edit: not accepted because in middle of 
bar line
initiate editing of current measure
position crosswires to first note, type C for
change
same pitch and length as before, add dot
end of editing
bar line now accepted
bar 3, left hand
1st note: one octave down, same length








bar 4, right hand: start of slur











5th note: repeat 4 notes but...
6th note: raise the second by one pitch step 
7th note: likewise the third 
8th note: and fourth 
join four notes
9th to 12th notes: repeat previous 4 notes
exactly
bar line
here press carriage-return to clear screen (in 
response to a message from CIMBAL)
*bar 5, right hand (missing trill) 
bar 5, left hand














































bar 6, left hand
bar 7, right hand: chord, top pitch same, bottom 
2 below
*2nd chord, top pitch down one, lower should be 
two below, mistakenly typed one below 
3rd chord (could use —  instead of g) and bar 
line
bar 7, left hand
bar 8, right hand: set return for in-accord 
upper part of in-accord 
in-accord sign
pitch one less than last note input 
quaver
set-return sign indicates end of in-accord
rest (crescendo goes with left hand)
repeat R otherwise last non-rest note is used
bar 8, left hand, first 5 notes
treble clef sign
start of crescendo
6th note: up an octave (note clef change) 
remaining notes
space for end of crescendo, and bar line
bar 9, right hand: text precedes 1st note (@ is
accent)
rest of right hand 
bar 9, left hand 
bar 10, right hand
repeat right hand measure an octave below 
bar 11, right hand
left hand: repeat right hand an octave below 
bar 12, right hand
left hand: repeat right hand an octave below
bar 13, right hand
left hand octave below right hand
bar 14, right hand: first three notes
use of note-repeat saves re-typing staccato
left hand octave below right hand
bar 15, right hand: appoggiatura, same pitch








initiate EDIT command 
bar number 
stave number










position crosswires to 2nd chord, C for change 







select all bars stored 
select both staves
the entire piece of music Just input will be 
displayed, press carriage-return each time the 
page is full and the bell sounds.
attempted "STOP" command. CIX3AL will say "FILE 
PROTECTED". (Acceptance of the "STOP" command 
could result in losing the music just input)
"SAVE" command. 
tape is loaded, 
tape.
First check that the archive 
The file is copied to magnetic
"STOP" command to release CIK3AL.
*A4.9 Braille editing
Two commands are available for editing of the braille music if 
this is considered necessary: the "EDIT" command nay be used as for 
printed music to edit braille cells and format control codes, and the 
"FLAG" command may be used to change a numeric value associated with 
each measure of unformatted or formatted braille rusic which 
influences the layout of the braille.
For a measure of unformatted braille, the "flag" value is the 
number of cells which the measure should be indented relative to the 
start of the bar, to give correct alignment of first notes in 
bar-over-bar format. For a line of formatted braille, the "flag" 
value is the number of lines following the current line which must 
appear on the same braille page. This should be sat greater than or 
equal to the number of lines per braille page if the current line is 
required to start a new page regardless of the position on the current 
page.










text separator: preceding cells of the current 
measure are put on a separate braille line on 
formatting.
potential split: a measure exceeding one braille 
line in length may be split at this point, 
force new line: the following cell starts a new 
braille line on formatting, 
filler: this code is Ignored.
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Table A4:1 Instrument and voice codes
Accord ion ACC Horn HORN
Alto flute AFL Kettledrum KD
Alto voice ALTO Marimba Mar
Anvil ANV Marimba gong MG
Bass clarinet BCL Oboe OBOE
Bass drum BD Oboe d'amore OBA
Bass trombone BTRB Organ pedals PED
Bass trumpet BTRP Piano left hand LH
Bass tuba BTUB Piano right hand RH
Bass voice BASS Piccolo PIC
Ba ssoon BN Rattle RAT
Bells BELL Saxophone SAX
Castanets CAST Side drum SD
Celesta CEL Soprano voice SOP
Cello VC Tabor TAB
Clarinet CL Tambourine TAMB
Cornet COR Tenor drum TD
Cymbals CYM Tenor voice TEN
Double bass DB Timpani KD
Double bassoon DBN Triangle TRI
Dulcitone DUL Trombone TRB
English horn EH Trumpet TRP
Euphonium EUPH Tuba TUBA
Flügel horn FLH Viola VA
Flute FL Violin (first) VN 1
Glockenspiel GL Violin (second) VN 2
Gong GONG Vocal VOC
Guitar GUIT Hire brushes WB
Harp HARP Xylophone XY
Table A4;2 Meanings. oi.Jssyt’oard
The following table gives the usage of the keyboard characters in 
the music input language. "Primary meaning" is the meaning of the 
character when it is the first character typed for an item or note 
specification. "Secondary meanings" gives other meanings for the 
character which are dependent on previous characters typed for the 
same item. In addition to these special meanings, each character may 
also represent itself (in numbers and text items).
Character Priraarv meanine Secondarv meanjnes
A Note pitch Single stave arpeggio
B Note pitch Bass clef
C Note pitch Common time
D Note pitch Double stave arpeggio
E Note pitch Extended lower mordent
F Note pitch Fingering, Bass clef, Footnote
G Note pitch Treble clef
H Horizontal display scale factor
I Tie, Implied rest Inverted turn above/below note
J Note beaming Tremolo
K Key signature




































































Start of slur 















Upper mordent, Stem direction
Extended upper mordent, Null
Stem direction
Inverted turn after note








Mezzo-staccato, Left hand 
Extended lower mordent, Right hand 
Grave accent
Set-return, Control-item escape character 
Bar line 
Bar line 
End of ottava 
In-accord with 
Dots before barline 




Enter edit mode 
Start of decrescendo 
Start of crescendo Attack
End of crescendo or decrescendo
Text above stave Martellato, Circumflex accent
Unused Turn above/below note
End of item or number
Agogic accent, Umlaut
Dots after barline, Staccatissimo
Staccato
Fractioning
Delete current item or specification
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Braille format control 
Braille items 


































32 EDIT command 13
31 Editing during input 42
37 EMBOSS command 16
37 Empty status 5







9 End-of-pedal item 29
24 End-of-slur item 29
29 ERASE command 16
10 Error messages 44
50 Examine edit-command 14
40 Expression marks 34




11 FILES command 16
Fingering 37
15 First ending 26
23 FLAG command 17
32 Flat 37
11 Footnotes 25
14 Foreign words 31
38,39 FORMAT command 17
12 Format control 40





22 Grace notes 37
23 Grade switch 31
30 Grouping of notes 28,29
15,24,36 GT40 11
5































Left hand sign 26





















Octave number 36, 37
OPTIONS command 17
Opus number 22





Pause sign 26, 35
Pedal item 29
Pitch of notes 35, 36
PLAY command 18
PRINT command 18
Printed music display 42





Repetition of measures 25
Repetition of notes 38
RESTORE command 18
Rests 34
Right hand sign 26
SAVE command 19
SCALE command 19










Start-of-crescendo item 30 














Time count check 41
Time-signature 22,27
Title 22











Appena lx 5.__External data format definition
This appendix gives a detailed definition of the format of the 
disc and magnetic tape files used for storage of the digital 
representation of print and braille music notation»
Throughout this description, numbering starts from zero unless 
otherwise indicated. Thus the first sector of a file is sector 0, the 
bytes of a sector are numbered 0 to 359, the bits of a byte are 
numbered 0 to 7 from left to right (high-order to low-order). All 
numbers are decimal unless otherwise stated. Where a value is 
specified for a field occupying more than one bit or byte, this is the 
value associated with the field as a whole rather than each bit or 
byte of the field.
A5.1 Disc file format
The disc file is a randomly-accessed file containing a number of 
sectors of fixed length. This length is the actual sector size of the 
Sigma 5 disc, 360 bytes, in the prototype implementation. The first 
sector of the file is a header sector containing the music header 
record and information describing the structure of the file. The 
remaining sectors are linked together in up to four linked lists. One 
linked list is always present and contains sectors of unused storage 
space. The remaining lists, referred to as "sections" of the file, 
contain representations of printed music, unformatted braille music, 
and formatted braille music respectively. Consecutive sectors of a 
linked list are not necessarily contiguous or in order in physical 
storage.
Header sector format
Bytes 0 - 1 Undefined.
Byte 2 0
Byte 3 Initial display scale factor (16 to 255).
Bytes 4 - 7 File type identifier: 4 EBCDIC characters "MUZK".
Bytes 8 - 11 File identifier: four EBCDIC characters as input by
the user, filled with trailing blanks.
Bytes 12 - 13 Number of sections in file (-3).
Bytes 14 15 Number of bars of printed music.
Bytes 16 - 17 Number of bars of unformatted braille.
Bytes 18 - 19 Number of lines of formatted braille.
Bytes 20 - 21 Number of staves of printed music.
Bytes 22 - 23 Number of staves of unformatted braille.
Bytes 24 - 25 1
Bytes 26 - 27 Pointer to first sector of printed music.
Bytes 28 - 29 Pointer to first sector of unformatted braille.
Bytes 30 - 31 Pointer to first sector of formatted braille.
Bytes 32 - 33 Pointer to last sector of printed music.
Bytes 34 - 35 Pointer to last sector of unformatted braille.
Bytes 36 - 37 Pointer to last sector of formatted braille.
Bytes 38 - 39 Pointer to first sector of free storage.
Bytes 40 + Printed music part codes (one byte per stave). These
are provisionally assigned as follows:
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1 Right hand 16 Trumpet 31 Marimba A6 Violin 22 Left hand 17 Bass trumpet 32 Marimba gongs A7 Viola
3 Pedals 18 Trombone 33 Side Drum A8 Cello
A Piccolo 19 Bass trombone 3A Tenor drum A9 Double bass
5 Flute 20 Tuba 35 Bass drum 50 Harp6 Alto flute 21 Bass tuba 36 Tabor 51 Guitar
7 Oboe 22 Cornet 37 Tambourine 52 Accordion
8 Oboe d'amore 23 Euphonium 38 Triangle
9 English horn 2A Saxophone 39 Cymbals
10 Clarinet 25 Kettledrum AO Gong 65 Vocal
11 Bass clarinet 26 Bells A1 Castanets 66 Soprano12 Bassoon 27 Glockenspiel A2 Rattle 67 Alto
13 Dble bassoon 28 Celesta A3 Anvil 68 Tenor
1A Horn 29 Dulcitone AA Wire brushes 69 Bass
15 Flugel horn 30 Xylophone A5 Violin 1
These are followed by the header record (see below)« The unused 
remainder of the header sector is filled with bytes containing zero. 
For empty sections, zero is stored in the fields used for the pointers 
to the first and last sector of the section.
Non-header sector format
Bytes 0 - 1  Forward link: pointer to next sector of linked list.
Undefined for the last sector of each section.
Bytes 2 - end Data field.
A zero byte in the data field Indicates that the remainder of the 
sector is to be ignored, and data continues at the start of the data 
field of the next sector in the chain. The form of records and data 
items is such that no zero byte can occur in the data itself.
Record format
Within each section of the file, data is stored as a sequence of 
variable-length records, with minimum length 1 byte and maximum length 
25A bytes. The header sector contains one special record which 
contains the header information input by the user as initial 
specifications (see appendix A).
The records are stored consecutively within each section, except 
that adjacent records may be separated by one or more padding bytes 
containing the value 255. A single record may continue frcftn one 
sector to the next. The final data record in each section is followed 
by a special end-of-section record.
In the printed music and unformatted braille sections, each 
record contains the data for one measure of music. In the formatted 




A music record is either of length one byte, containing:
254 measure rest (printed music section only)
or of variable length from 2 to 254 bytes, of the form:
Byte 0 the total number of bytes in the record, excluding this
byte itself (in the range 1 to 253).
Byte 1
Bit 0 1
Bits 1-7 flags field
Following two bytes (unformatted braille section only):
(reserved for use by the formatter):
Bit 0 1
Bits 1-7 number of cells in longest measure of current bar of
unformatted braille (first stave only, after formatting 
only). For the first of the two bytes this count 
includes all cells; for the second it excludes 
conditional cells.
Following bytes:
A (possibly empty) sequence of data items (defined below).
Braille items may appear only in the braille sections and other 
items may appear only in the printed music section.
The value of the flags field is dependent on the section:
Printed music section:
Bits 0-5 0
Bit 6 1 if the measure contains any clef, key signature, time
signature or scale-factor item, or the "state" at the 




Bit 0 1 if a dot is required following hand signs (stave 1
only, after formatting only);
0 otherwise.
Bits 1-6 number of spaces to indent first cell of measure. 
Formatted braille section:
Bits 0-6 number of blank lines which must remain on the current 
braille page following the current line; a number 
greater than the maximum number of lines per page 
Indicates an unconditional new page.
Header record format
The header record has the same format as a music record except 
that the first byte of the data field contains 8, the number of text 
items in the header record other than the name. Each of these items 
is always present, but may have a character count of zero. The items 
in the header record are:
1 Name (text item)
2 Title (text item)
3 Subtitle (text item)
4 Composer (text item)
5 Publisher (text item)
6 Number (text item)
7 Tempo (text item)
8 Metronome mark (text item)
9 Comments (text item)
10 Time signature (separate-sign item)
11 Key signature (separate-sign item)
12+ Clefs for each stave of printed music (separate-sign items).
The flags field of the header record contains 1 if the first measure 
of printed music is not less than a full measure according to the time 
signature in the header, otherwise 0.
End-of-section record format
An end-of-section record is the last record of each section. It 











A control item is of fixed length one byte and has the form:
Byte 0 Bits 0-2 0
Bits 3-7 item-code
where item-code has one of the following values:
2 In-accord sign
3 Return point for in-accord
4 Single barline (no longer used)
5 Double barline preceded by dots
6 Double barline without dots
7 Double barline followed by dots
8 Double barline preceded and followed by dots
9 Thin double barline 
10 Dotted barline
11 Start of footnote
12 Segno
13 Encircled cross sign
14 Pause sign
15 Subsequent notes are written on the correct stave
16 Subsequent notes are written on the stave below
17 First ending (prima volta)
18 Second ending (seconda volta)
19 Cancel force-stem-direction
20 Subsequent note stems point upwards
21 Subsequent note stems point downwards
22 Null item
Separate-sign item
There are two groups of separate-sign items. Those in the first 
group have fixed length 2 bytes and those in the second group have 
fixed length 1 byte. The first byte of separate-sign items has the 
form:
Byte 0 Bits 0-2 1
Bits 3-7 Item-code





5 Inkprint page number
6 Inkprint line number
7 Note beaming
8 Display scale change
17 Start of slur
18 End of slur
19 Start of ottava below
20 End of ottava above or below
21 Start of ottava above
22 Start of crescendo
23 Start of decrescendo
24 End of crescendo or decrescendo
25 Start of pedalling
26 End of pedalling
27 Half pedalling
If item-code “ 1 (clef sign) then:
Byte 1 128 plus the position of middle C with respect to the centre
line of the stave. Only the following values are currently 
used:
122 Treble clef
124 Soprano clef (C clef on bottom line)
128 Alto clef (C clef on middle line)
129 Treble clef with "8" below
130 Tenor clef (C clef on fourth line)
134 Bass clef
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If Item-code - 2 (time signature) then either:
Byte 1 Bits 0-2 6 for C;
7 for C bar.
Bits 3-7 0
Or:
Byte 1 Bits 0-2 logarithm (base 2) of lower figure of time
signature (in the range 1 to 5)
Bits 3-7 upper figure of time signature less 1 (in the
range 0 to 31).
If item-code = 3 (key signature) then:
Byte 1 Bits 0-2 0
Bits 3-4 1 for flats;
2 for naturals or no sign;
3 for sharps.
Bits 5-7 number of accidentals (in range 0 to 7).
If item-code = 4 (irregular note-grouping) then:
Byte 1 number of following notes in the group.
If item-code * 5 (inkprint page number) then:
Byte 1 number of printed page (in range 1 to 255).
If item-code = 6 (inkprint line number) then:
Byte 1 number of parallel on current printed page (in range 1 to 9). 
If item-code = 7 (note-beaming) then:
Byte 1 number of following notes beamed (in range 1 to 16); Includes 
rests contained within beamed group; the nature of the 
beaming is determined by the length of the notes themselves.
If item-code = 8 (display scale) then:
Byte 1 display scale factor.
Text item
A text item is of variable length from 1 to 33 bytes and has the
form:
Bits 0-1 1
Bit 2 0 for musical expression mark or dynamic; |
1 for sung word or syllable. 1
Bit 3 if bit 2 = 0  then: j
Bits 4-7
0 for text appearing above the stave;
1 for text appearing below the stave, 
if bit 2 = 1  then:
0 if not last syllable of word;
1 otherwise (i.e. to be continued).
0 to 14 number of bytes of text following; 
15 indicates byte count is in following byte.
If byte 0 bits 4-7 contain 15 then:
Byte 1 number of bytes of text following (in range 15 to 31)
The following bytes contain the text in EBCDIC code. Certain 
unassigned EBCDIC codes are used for inflected letters and special
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symbols. The meanings associated with the following values are shown 
in the braille music sign table (see appendix A1.3): 33-53, 64, 74-80, 
90-97, 106-111, 122-127, 129-142, 145-158, 162-174, 177-181, 186-190, 
193-206, 209-222, 226-238, 240-254. Other values are not used.
Note item
A note item is of variable length from 2 to (5+4n) bytes, where n 
is the maximum number of note-heads permitted in one note item (8 in 
the current implementation). A note item has the form:






1 if the note has "extras" (see below);
0 otherwise.




of note in the form 3m + n, where
length code m is: 
1 for a breve (1024 units)
2 for a semibreve (512 units)
3 for a min im (256 units)
4 for a crotchet (128 units)
5 for a quaver (64 units)
6 for a semiquaver (32 units)
7 for a 32nd note (16 units)
8 for a 64th note (8 units)
9 for a 128th note (4 units)
and the dots code n is the number of dots
following; the note (in range 0 to 2).
"Extras" specifications (defined below; present 
if and only if byte 0 bit 1 is 1).
Following byte (present if and only if byte 0 bit 2 is 1):
Bit 0 1 for implied rest or tied stem sign;
0 otherwise.
Bits 1-6 1 for a rest;
65 for a stem sign;
number of heads for a chord (in range 2 to 8).
Following bytes: Note-head specifications for each note-head in
descending order of pitch (present only if the 
note item is not a rest or stem sign).
The extras specifications form a sequence of up to 3 bytes, each of 
the form:
Bit 0 0 for the last byte of the sequence;
1 otherwise.
Bits 1-2 type code (in range 1 to 3).
If type code is 1 then:
Bit 3 0
Bit 4 0 for note fractioning;
1 for tremolo with following note.
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Bits 5-7 code for unit of repetition:
0 “ crotchet (tremolo only)
1 “ quaver
2 “ semiquaver
3 = l/32nd note
4 “ l/64th note
5 “ l/128th note.
code is 2 then:
Bit 3 1 for double stave arpeggio; 0 otherwise
Bit 4 1 for single stave arpeggio; 0 otherwise
Bit 5 1 for mezzo-staccato; 0 otherwise.
Bit 6 1 for staccatissimo; 0 otherwise.
Bit 7 1 for staccato; 0 otherwise.
code = 3 then:
Bit 3 1 for attack; 0 otherwise.
Bit 4 1 for martellato; 0 otherwise.
Bit 5 1 for agogic accent; 0 otherwise.
Bit 6 1 for swell; 0 otherwise.
Bit 7 1 for pause; 0 otherwise.
Each note-head specification has up to four bytes as follows:
Byte 0 Bit 0 1 if the note head has marked accidentals or is
tied to the following note;
0 otherwise«
Bit 1 1 if the note has fingering or ornaments;
0 otherwise.
Bits 2-7 pitch specification in the form 7m + n, where m
is the octave number and the pitch code n is one 
of: 0 for rest, 1 for C, 2 for D, 3 for E,
4 for F, 5 for G, 6 for A, 7 for B.
Following byte (present if and only if byte 0 bit 0 is 1):
Bit 0 1 if the note head is tied to the following
note; 0 otherwise.
Bit 1 0
Bit 2 1 if the accidentals are in parentheses;
0 otherwise.
Bit 3 1 if the accidentals are written above or below;
0 otherwise.
Bit 4 1 if the note head is preceded by a natural
sign; 0 otherwise.
Bit 5 1 if the note-head is preceded by a flat sign;
0 otherwise.
Bits 6-7 Number of sharps or flats preceding the
note-head (in the range 0 to 2).
Following byte: fingering (present only if byte 0 bit 1 is 1):
0
1 if ornaments specification is present;
0 otherwise.
1 if a change of fingering is indicated on the 
same note; 0 otherwise.
5m + n, where m is the second fingering (in 
range 1 to 5) or zero if no second fingering 














ornaments (present if and only if byte 0 bit 1 
is 1 and fingering byte is absent or has bit 1 ■ 
1) .
1
1 if the ornament is a turn; 0 otherwise, 
inflexion code for ornament (in range 0 to 3).
If bit 1 is 1 (turn) then:
inflexion code for accidental below turn (in 
range 0 to 3).
ornament type code (in range 0 to 3).




ornament type code (in range A to 10).




0 for turn above or below note
1 for inverted turn above or below note
2 for turn following note
3 for inverted turn following note
A for trill
5 for lower mordent
6 for extended lower mordent
7 for upper mordent




A braille item is of fixed length one byte and has the form: 
either (braille cell):
Byte 0 Bit 0 0
Bit 1 1 if the cell is conditional (that is, to be
omitted on formatting unless it occurs in the 
first measure on a braille line; always 0 for 
formatted braille section).
Bit 2 1 if braille dot 6 is present; 0 otherwise.
Bit 3 1 if braille dot 5 is present; 0 otherwise.
Bit A 1 if braille dot A is present; 0 otherwise.
Bit 5 1 if braille dot 3 is present; 0 otherwise.
Bit 6 1 if braille dot 2 is present; 0 otherwise.
Bit 7 1 if braille dot 1 is present; 0 otherwise.
or (format-control code; unformatted braille section only):
Byte 0 Bit 0 
Bit 1
1
0 for inkprint page number;
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1 otherwise
If bit 1 ■ 0 then:
Bits 2-7 inkprint page number (in range 1 to 63).
If bit 1 ■■ 1 then:
Bits 2-7 1-9 inkprint line number
60 to add hyphen to word at end of line
61 potential bar split
62 force new braille line 
6 3 ignore.
A5.2. Archive tape format
A music archive tape contains an index file followed by a number 
of music data files. The final music data file is terminated with a 
double tape mark. The allocated space in the index permits a maximum 
of 120 music data files on one tape. This includes files which are 
marked in the index as deleted but have not yet been removed from the 
tape by copying to a new tape.
The index file comprises a single 2160-byte record in the format:
Bytes 0 - 7 Tape name: up to 8 EBCDIC characters, filled 
with trailing blanks.
Bytes 8 - 1 1 Tape type identifier: EBCDIC "MUZK".
Bytes 12 - 15 Total number of data files on tape.
Bytes 16 - 19 Number of files marked as deleted.
Bytes 20 - 39 Unused.
Bytes 40 - 519 File identifiers. (4-byte table indexed by 
position of file on tape)
Bytes 520 - 759 Byte address within tape index of start of file 
title. The first byte of the index is byte 1.
A zero entry indicates that the file is marked 
to be deleted. (double-byte table indexed by 
file position on tape)
Bytes 760 - 839 Version number of file. (byte table indexed by 
position of file on tape)
Bytes 880 - 2159 File names. Each name consists of a single byte
containing the number of characters in the name, 
followed by the name itself in EBCDIC code.
Each music data file comprises a number of 360-byte sectors which 
are of the same form as those in the disc file. The first sector is 
the header sector. This is followed by the printed music, unformatted 
braille and formatted braille sections respectively, consecutive 
sectors of each section being stored in the correct order within the 
tape file.
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Appendix 6. Syntax o f music in p u t la n guage
The syntax of the input language for music notation is described 
formally in this appendix using an extension of the BNF metalanguage 
whose symbols and their meanings are:
< > angle brackets enclosing symbols used in the definition
"is defined as"
The extensions to the BNF metalanguage used for convenience are 
parentheses enclosing symbols which may or may not be present, and 
double angle brackets enclosing symbols which may be repeated an 
arbitrary number of times. These extensions are defined in terms of 
the standard notation by:
(<X>) ::- <X> |
<<X» <X> «X>> | <X>
Any restriction on the number of repetitions allowed is Indicated by a 
comment in parentheses following the definition.
The syntax definition given below does not define all aspects of 
the input language. It does not include, for example, the use of the 
Interrupt and question mark for backspacing, editing during input, or 
time count checks. Lower case letters of the input language are 
considered as being syntactically equivalent to the corresponding 
upper case letters.
<printed-music> ::■= <initial-specs> (<<print-measure>>)
<end-of-input>
<initial-specs> ::- <<part-code>> <identifier> <name> <title> 
<subtitle> <composer> <publisher> <number> <tempo>
<metronome> <comments> <key-signature> <time-slgnature>
<<clef>>
(the number of <part-code>s and the number of <clef>s must 
each equal the number of lines in the section)
<part-code> <part-abbrev> <eod>
<part-abbrev> ::- ACC | AFL | ALTO | ANV | BASS | BCL | BD | BELL | 
BN | BTRB | BTRP | BTUB | CAST | CEL | CL | COR j CYM | DB | 
DBN | DUL | EH | EUPH | FL | FLH | GL | GONG | GUIT | HARP | 
HORN | KD | LH | MAR I MG | OBA | OBOE | PED | PIC | RAT | RH 
| SAX | SD | SOP | TAB | TAMB | TD | TEN | TRB | TRI | TRP | 













<printed—item> — <control—item> | <separate-sign-item> |
<text-item> | <note-item>
<end-of-measure> <bar> <eod>
<bar> \ | {VERTICAL-BAR)
<end-of-input> <end-char> <eod>
<end-char> :: = 1
«control-itemi <ln-accord> | <set-return> | <barline> |
<footnote> I <control-symbol> | <ignore-checks> |
< ero sswi re-swit ch>
<in-accord> : : « <in-accord-char> <eod>
< in-a c cord-cha r> ;
<set-return> <control-escape> <eod>
<control-escape> @
<barline> <bar-dots> <bar> <bar> <bar-dots> | <bar-dots> <bar>
<bar> I <bar> <bar> <bar-dots> | <bar> <bar> <thin-char> | 
<bar> <bar> | <bar> <dotted>
<bar-dots> :





<ctrl-symbol-type> :s = 0 | P | S | C | X | Y | 1 | 2 | + | - | -
<ignore-checks> ::= M 
<crosswire-switch> X
<separete-sign-itemi <clef> | <time-signature> |
<key-signature> | <note-grouping> I <line-number> | 
<page-number> I <note-beaming> | <scale-factor> | 
<single-char-sign>
<clef> <clef-char> <clef-type> <eod>
<clef-char> Z
<clef-type> B | T | G | F | 1 | 3 | 4 | 8
<time-signature> <time-char> <time> <eod>
<time-char> T




<numerator> 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | . . . | 3 2
<denominator> 1 I 2 | 4 | 8 | 16 | 32
<key-signature> : :- <key-char> <key-number> <accidental> | 
<key-char> <eod>
<key-char> K
<key-number> 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7
«accidentali ::= «flati | «naturali I «sharpi 
«flati $
«naturali %
«sharpi : := #
«note-groupingi «group-chari «group-numberi «eodi
«group-chari Sì“ N
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<group-number> 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11
<page-number> s:« <page-char> <number> <eod>
<page-char> Q
<number> 1 I 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | ... | 255
<line-number> <line-char> <number> <eod>
<line-char> L
<note-beamlng> <joln-char> <join-number> <eod>
<join-char> J
<join-number> s:- 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | . . . | 1 6
<scale-factor> <scale-char> <number> <eod>
<scale-char> H
<single-char-slgn> P | * | ( | ) | [ | ]  l _ l < | > |  {SPACE)
<text-item> s s- <text-type> <text>
<non-empty-text> s:- <character> <text>
<text-type> V | W | “
<text> (<<character>>) <eod>
(maximum 31 <character>s in text Item)
<character> <text-escape> <speclal-char> | <vowel> (<accent>) |
<consonant> I <other-character>
<text-escape> s:» <control-escape>
<speclal-char> s:- A | C | E | F | 1 | L | N | 0 | P | R | S | 1 |
2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | . | $ | Z | # | / | 0 | T  
<vowel> s:- A | E | I | O | U 
<accent> <text-escape> ^accent-slg^
<accent-sign> s:“ ' \ ' I “ I _
<consonant> B | C | D | F | G | H | J | K | L | M | N | P | Q |
R | S | T | V | W | X | Y | Z
<other-character> s:~ ! | " I # I $ | Z | & | / | ( I ) I - I “ I ~
I “ I \ I I I  '  I < I > I ( I 1 I + I * I _  I ; I s l < l > l
, | . | / | (SPACE)
<note-item> s;- (<<note-specl£lcatlon>>) <eod>
<note-speclficatlon> <non-resettable-spec> | <resettable-spec>
| <note-repeat-spec>
<non-resettable-spec> <length> | <rest> | <pltch> | <octave> |
<lncrement-pltch> | <decrement-pitch> | <lncrement-octave> | 
<decrement-octave>
<length> 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9
<rest> R
<pitch> = C | D | E | F | G | A | B  
<octave> <octave-char> <octave-number>
<octave-char> s:- 0






<set-spec> <dots> | <stem-sign> | <tle> | <chord-slgn> |









<accidentals> <natural> <sharp> <sharp> | <natural> <flat>
<flat> | <natural> <sharp> | <natural> <flat> | <sharp> 
<sharp> | <flat> <flat> | <accidental>
<fractioning> <note-escape> <fractlon-char> <fraction-number»
<note-escape> ::■= *■
<f raction-char> /
<fraction-number> = 0 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5
<tremolo> <note-escape> <tremolo-char> <tremolo-number>
<tremolo-char> J
<tremolo-number> 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5
<fingering> <note-escape> <fingering-char> <fingers>
<f ingering-char> F
<fingers> <finger> <finger-and> <finger> | <£inger> <£lnger-or>
<finger> | <finger>




<extra-type> <turn> | Other-ornament» | <other-extra>
<turn> = (<accidental>) (<accidental>) <turn-type>
<turn-type> I I I N I Z
<other-omament> (Occidental») <omament-type>
<omament-type> s:_ E | M | T | U | X
<other-extra> A | D | P | S | 1 | 2 | . | : | - | > | “ | _




<repeat-count> st“ 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9
<braille-music> («braille-measure»») <end-of-input>
cbraille-measure» (<<braille-item») <bar>
<braille-item> (<<braille-dot>>) <eod> | <letter>
<braille-dot> <dot-number> (<delete-char»)
<dot-number> ::*• 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8
<letter> <vowel> | <consonant>
Appendix 7. Samples of print and braille music
The figures in this appendix illustrate the input and various forms of 
output for part of one of the pieces of music used in testing the 
system, the primo part of the second movement of Mozart's Sonata in D
1 (K.381).
1 Figure A7:l Original print
J Figure A7:2 Tektronix hard copy
Figure A7:3 Tektronix hard copy with Hershey symbols
Figure A7:4 Digital plotter output
Figure A7:5 Lineprinter proof-listing of braille
Figure A7:6 Braille produced by CIMBAL
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